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Introduction 
One may say that the theory of toric varieties started with the article of 
Demazure [6] in 1970. The first book about this subject was the book "Toroidal 
Embeddings Iй by G. Kempf et al. in 1973 [15]. Later many articles and books 
about toric varieties appeared. Especially we would like to mention the article 
of Danilov [4] and the excellent book of T. Oda [16], which one may consider as 
the basis for this thesis. 
What is a toric variety? Before we can answer this question we have to know 
what an algebraic torus is. An algebraic torus Τ of dimension η is nothing but 
an algebraic group isomorphic to (C*) n , where η > 1. A toric variety is a variety 
which contains a n—dimensional algebraic torus Τ as an open subvariety and 
such that the action of Τ on itself extends to an action on the whole variety. 
The easiest examples are C" and P " . 
A beautiful feature of the theory of toric varieties is the fact that properties 
of toric varieties can very often be described in elementary geometrical and 
combinatorial ways. Examples of this are the criteria for compactness and 
smoothness. 
To every affine toric variety X of dimension n, there corresponds a cone σχ 
in Z n . And we also have the converse of this : to each cone σ in Z n there 
corresponds an affine toric variety Χ
σ
. For a given cone σ we determine the 
equations of Χ
σ
 as follows. 
Let m = ( m i , . . . , m
n
) G Ζ". Denote the monomial i^ ™1 •••x™" by xm. 
Let si,..., Sr be the generators of the dual cone <rv, where we consider cones 
as semigroups over Z. We get the equations of Χ
σ
 С C r as the kernel of the 
following exact sequence 
(1) o — ker(f)^ С [ х 1 ( . . . , * г ] - ^ C [ x · · , . . . , * · ' ] — • 0, 
where ƒ is the homomorphism given by f(xi) = x ' · . 
Example 1 Let σ = (R>ot)i + R>ot;2)nZ2, with vi = (-1,2) and v? = (3,-1). 
Then, σ ν = (R>oSi + К>о«4) П Ζ 2 with si = (1,3) and S4 = (2,1). Let 
AI , *2, S3, S4 be the generators of <rv. 
«2 + «4 = З53 
s i + S4 = S2 + 2S3 
* i + «3 = 2S2 
Because of the relations between s,- we see that Χ
σ
 is given by the equations 
Fieure 2 
3 
(2) 
*3 = χ2χ4 
ΧΐΧ
Λ
 = Х2ХІ 
χ\ = ХіХз 
From this we see that toric varieties are of "monomial type". 
General toric varieties are covered by affine charts [/„ which are glued to­
gether. This brings us to the notion of a fan (usually denoted by Δ ) . A fan is 
in principle nothing but a collection of convex cones which tells us how to glue 
the affine charts. For example, we get P 2 by considering the following fan. 
F i g u r e 3 
The toric surface X which belongs to the fan Δ is denoted by X = Т
ет
ъ(&). 
In the first part of Chapter 1 we will give an introduction to the theory of 
toric varieties. We will determine a complete set of invariants for toric surfaces 
which gives an easy criterion to see whether two toric surfaces are isomorphic. 
Then we will talk about line bundles on toric surfaces. In Paragraph 1.4 one 
can read that an equivariant line bundle £ on a toric surface X = T
e m
i (A) is 
determined by a function Λ : Ζ 2 —• Ζ 2 which is piecewise linear on the cones 
of Δ . Hence, for each two dimensional cone σ G Δ there exists an element 
/„ G Ζ 2 such that h(tn) = (¡„,τη^τη G с. In the case that £ is very ample, the 
collection of Ι
σ
 form the vertices of a convex polygon Ρ (and we denote С by 
CP). 
The zero locus С of a nonzero global section of a line bundle Cp is a curve. 
The genus of this curve is (if С is smooth) equal to the number of internal points 
g(P)o(P. 
E x a m p l e 4 Let X = P 2 . Let Ρ be the convex polygon in Figure 5. Then 
Cp Ξί 0(5). A smooth curve of degree 5 in P 2 has genus 6. 
F igure 5 
The aim of this thesis is to determine the number of moduli of the family 
| Cp | given by the collection of zero loci of global sections of an ample line 
bundle. In other words, "how many different" curves exist in such a family. 
In Chapter 2, we will first discuss the theory of moduli of curves, in particular 
how to determine this number of moduli. Of course, we will do this with the 
help of the Kodaira-Spencer map. 
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If Lp is a very ample line bundle on a toric surface X such that Ρ is a 
so-called maximal polygon, then we will prove the formula 
(3) number of moduli = n(P) — (ііт7і(Ли<(Х)) — 1, 
where n(P) is the number of points of Z 2 in P. 
If one has a polygon P, one can define the internal polygon /(P) as the 
convex hull of the internal points of P. One can say that a polygon Ρ is 
maximal if for every polygon P ' such that /(P ') = 1{P) holds that P ' С Ρ (for 
a precise definition see Definition 2.2.7). 
If we take Example 4, then we see that the number of moduli of curves of 
degree 5 in P 2 is 21-8-1=12. 
Because formula (3) involves the dimension of the automorphism group of X, 
we will prove that this dimension is equal to the dimension of the automorphism 
group of the minimal resolution X. For a smooth toric surface this dimension 
is well known. 
For arbitrary polygons P, we were not able to determine a formula like (3). 
However, we will determine an algorithm to determine the number of moduli of 
| Cp | which is based on (3). 
During the discussions in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, we will see many proper­
ties of polygons. We will also determine formulas for .4rea(P),n(P) and ff(P). 
In Chapter 3, we will translate some properties of curves in one of our families 
into elementary geometry. 
1. The internal points of Ρ are collinear ·<=> С e | Up \ is hyperelliptic. 
2. g{I(P)) = 0 = > С € | Cp \ is trigonal. 
3. Criteria for a curve of genus 5 to be able to be on a toric surface. 
Chapter 4 completely deals with polygons. We call two polygons Ρχ and 
P2 equivalent if there exists an affine transformation ƒ : Z 2 —• Z 2 such that 
/(Pi) = P2. Then we determine "how many" equivalent classes there exist. 
We do this with the help of a computer program from which the algorithm is 
explained. For each integer η > 3 we determine the number of inequivalent 
polygons Ρ such that n(P) = n. Because we also want to classify on the 
invariant g(P), we prove the inequality 
(4) Area(P)<2g(P) + 2 i{g(P)>2. 
Unfortunately, we were not able to find an elementary proof. 
Chapter 5 gives just an example of translating a difficult problem into an 
easy combinatorial problem. It says that ^(X, Ωχ (g> Cp ®ωχ) is equal to the 
number of sides of Ρ such that I(P) does not "have" the corresponding side. 
Chapter 6 is a rather independent part. It says that the ideal of a toric 
surface is generated by polynomials of degrees 2 and 3. The proof consists of 
elementary arguments and seemed too beautiful to be omitted. 
5 
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Chapter 1 
Toric varieties; definitions 
and invariants 
1.1 Toric varieties; definitions 
Following T.Oda (see [16]), we will define a toric variety as a complex analytic 
space. First we need some notation. 
Let N = ZT and let M = Я о т 2 ( 7 , Ζ) be the dual group of N. Let 
І ц = N ®z R. and M R = M ®
z
 R. 
Definition 1.1.1 1. A subset «TR of JVR is called a convex polyhedral cone 
if there exists a finite number of elements η ι , , . , , η , G Nu such that 
<7R = R>oni -f . . . + К>оП5. 
2. Let N С Nu in the obvious way. Then σR is called a rationa/ convex 
polyhedral cone if one can take n¿ 6 N for i = 1,.. .,s. 
3. ffR is called a strongly convex polyhedral cone if ÍTR Π —(TR = {0}. 
If we have a convex rational polyhedral cone σR, then we will denote the 
collection of points σ^ΠΝ by σ. We will call σ a convex polyhedral cone in N. 
A convex polyhedral cone in N is an additive semigroup containing 0. 
Definition 1.1.2 The dimension of ffR (and of σ) is the dimension of the small­
est linear subspace of TVR that contains ац. 
Definition 1.1.3 A convex polyhedral cone σ in N 'is called smooth if it can 
be generated (as a semigroup) by s elements, where s = dim(a). 
Definition 1.1.4 Let CR be a convex rational polyhedral cone. The duai cone 
is defined to be 
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(1.1) <TR = { x € M R | ( x , î / ) > O V y G f f R } . 
Again, we will denote the collection of points σ^ Π M by <rv. 
Lemma 1.1.5 Let ση, be a convex rational polyhedral cone. Then 
1. σ ν is an additive semigroup. 
2. σ ν is finitely generated. 
Proof [16, Proposition 1.1]. О 
With the help of the notion of cones, we are able to define an affine toric 
variety. 
Define Тм S Homz(M,C*). The natural basis in M determines an isomor­
phism Tff = C* χ · • · χ C* (r-times). Here, (t\,...,t
r
) G ( C * ) r corresponds to 
the element 
(1.2) ( т ь · . . ^ , . ) ^ ^ - . . . ^ . 
Each m G M defines a character e(m) : TN —• С by 
(1.3) e(m)(<) = t(m). 
Let C[M] = ф
т е М
 Ce(m) Ξ C^i . í f 1 , . . . , ί ,-, ί^ 1 ] . For each strongly con­
vex polyhedral cone σ, let 
(1.4) 0[σ ν ] = φ Ce(m). 
Then, C[a v ] is a subalgebra of C[Af]. By Lemma 1.1.5, it is finitely gener­
ated, hence it is the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic variety. 
Defìnition 1.1.6 The affine scheme 5pec(C[(Tv]) is called an affine toric vari-
ety. It is denoted by Χ
σ
. 
The following lemma gives a description of the C—valued points U
a
 of Χ
σ
. 
Lemma 1.1.7 Let σ be a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone of dimension 
r. Let υ
σ
 = {и : σ ν -> С | u(0) = 1, u(m + m') = u(m)u(m') V m, m' € σ ν } . 
Let m i , . . .,т
а
 be the generators of σ ν . Define e(m)(u) = u(m) Vu G £/„, m G 
σ
ν
. 
Then the map 
(1.5) (e(m1),...,e(mM)):U.-Lc* 
is injective. By abuse of notation, we denote f(U„) again by υ
σ
. 
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1. U
a
 is an algebraic subset of C*. 
2. U
a
 is an r-dimensional irreducible normal complex analytic space. 
Proof [16, Proposition 1.2]. D 
Example 1.1.8 Let e i , . . . , e
r
 be a basis of M. Let ση. := R>oei + · · .+ІІ>оег· 
Then Χ
σ
 is the r—dimensional affine space over C. 
From [4, 2.7.1], it follows that we have an open immersion of the torus Τ = 
5pec(C[M]) (with Tjv as its C-valued points) in X
a
. By using the C-valued 
points, we see that the action of the torus on itself extends to an action of the 
torus on X
a
. 
Let t G TN and let u G U0. Then, we have the action of Tjv on U„ defined 
by 
(1.6) t.u = υ.' where u'(m) = <(m)u(m) V m G σ ν . 
Another characterization of an affine toric variety is the following (see [15, 
Theorem 1]) : If we have an open immersion of a torus Γ in a normal affine 
variety X and the action of Τ on itself extends to an action on X, then X is of 
the form X,,. 
Next we want to generalize the notion of affine toric varieties to toric varieties 
which are not affine anymore. For this reason, we give the definition of a fan. 
Definition 1.1.9 A fan in JV is a nonempty collection Δ = {σ,·} of strongly 
convex rational polyhedral cones а ц in TVR. such that for all σχι the following 
conditions hold: 
1. Every face of ση. is contained in Δ . 
2. For any σι, σ2 € Δ the intersection σ\ Π σ2 is a face of both σ\ and сгг. 
Some more definitions which we need further on. 
Definition 1.1.10 1. | Δ |= (Jff € Δ ση is called the support of Δ . 
2. Δ is called finite if the number of cones in Δ is finite. 
3. Δ is called complete if | Δ |= Мц. 
4. Δ is called smooth if each cone σ G Δ is smooth. 
5. Δ(«) is the collection of cones ац G Δ with dim(an.) = s. 
With the help of a fan Δ = {σ,·} we can glue together all the affine toric 
varieties £/„,. 
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Theorem 1.1.11 Let Δ = {σ,} be a fan. We can naturally glue together U„t 
to obtain a complex analytic space 
(1.7) T
emb(A)= (J U.„ 
which is HausdorfT, irreducible, normal and has dimension r. 
Proof [16, Theorem 1.4]. О 
Lemma 1.1.12 Δ is a smooth, finite and complete fan if and only if T
e
mb(A) 
is a smooth, compact analytic space. 
Proof Use [16, Theorem 1.10] and [16, Theorem 1.11]. α 
A space constructed as in the above theorem is called a toric variety. A toric 
variety of dimension 2 is called a toric surface. 
Example 1.1.13 Let e j , . . . , e
r
 be a basis of N. Let eo = —(βχ -\ (- e
r
) . Let 
σ
ι"ι, ,ik = (R-^oe,·, Η l· R>oe,i) Π N. Then, Δ = {σ,,, ,,„} with 0 < »Ί < 
. . . < t'i < г and 0 < к < г is a fan and Χ = Т
ет
ь(&) is the projective space 
P r over С 
Example 1.1.14 Let доі?ь?2 € N such that gcd(9¿,gJ) = 1 if t φ j . Let 
i , ¡ / G Ζ such that xqo + yqi = 1. Let Δ be the fan in Figure 1.1.15. Then 
X = Т
ет
ь(А) is the weighted projective plane P(9o,îii92) ( s e e Paragraph 4). 
Гз 
• г з - А ^ . . . . 
. . . . х .^ . .
 τι =
( X 9 2 | _ 9 l ) 
; ; ; ; ; ; х ; г2 = (-і,о) 
Figure 1.1.15 ТК Гз = (г/?2,9о) 
If a normal variety X contains a torus Τ as a dense open subvariety and 
the action of Τ on itself extends to an action on X, then X is of the form 
X = T
em
b(A) (see [15, Theorem 6]). 
Finally, we have to talk about the orbit decomposition and about the toric 
invariant subspaces of codimension 1. 
Definition 1.1.16 Let σ be a convex rational polyhedral cone. Let 
(1.8) σ1 = { m G M | ( m , n ) = 0 V n € f f } . 
Let Δ be a fan, σ 6 Δ, then 
(1.9) orb(a) = {u : σ1 — С* | u(0) = 1, u(m + m') = u(m)u(m')}. 
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Lemma 1.1.17 1. Each TV orbit is of the form orb(a) for a σ £ Δ . 
2. orb{{0}) = TN. 
3. cfim(or6(<r)) = г — (1ιτη(σ). 
" ~ faces r of σ ^ ' ' 
Proof [16, Proposition 1.6]. • 
From the above lemma, it follows that TV is embedded in each U
a
 as an 
open subset. 
Definition 1.1.18 Let τ G Δ. Let {т) be the closure of or6(r) in X = 
Г
е т Ь
( Д ) . 
1.2 Toric surfaces and invariants of fans 
In the rest of this thesis we will assume all fans to be complete and finite. In 
this paragraph, we will determine a simple criterion to check whether two toric 
surfaces are isomorphic. 
Definition 1.2.1 Let N ~ Z r and Ν' Ξ Z r ' . Let Δ and Δ ' be fans in N and 
TV', respectively. A map of fans φ : Δ —• Δ ' is a Z-linear homomorphism 
φ : TV —• TV' whose scalar extension фц : TVn, —• Т д^  satisfies : 
(1.10) V σ e Δ Ξ σ' G Δ ' such that фп.(<г) С σ'. 
A map of fans φ : Δ —• Δ ' is called an isomorphism of fans if ^ - 1 : TV' —• TV 
exists and if φ~λ : A' —• Δ is a map of fans also. 
Definition 1.2.2 Two fans Δ and Δ ' are called isomorphic fans if there exists 
an isomorphism of fans φ : Δ —• Δ'. Notation : Δ Ξ Δ ' . 
Then we have the following 
T h e o r e m 1.2.3 Let Δ and Δ ' be fans in TV and TV', respectively. A map of 
fans φ : A —• Δ ' gives rise to a holomorphic map φ,:Χ = Т
ет
ь(А)—>X' = 
Temb{A') whose restriction to the open subset TV coincides with the homomor­
phism of algebraic tori φ (g) 1 : TV = TV ®z C* — • TV/ = TV' <g>
z
 C* arising from 
Φ-
Suppose ƒ' : TV — * TV' is a homomorphism of algebraic tori and ƒ : X — • 
X' is a holomorphic map which is equivariant with respect to ƒ ' . Then there 
exists a unique Z-linear homomorphism φ : TV —• TV' which gives rise to a map 
of fans φ : Δ — * Δ ' such that f = φ.. 
Proof [16, Theorem 1.13]. D 
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Because of the above theorem, we see that each equivariant holomorphic 
map of toric varieties corresponds to a map of fans in a unique way. Hence, we 
have the following 
Corollary 1.2.4 Let X = Т
ет
ь(А) and X' = Т
ет
ь(А'). Each equivariant 
holomorphic isomorphism ƒ : X —• X' corresponds to an isomorphism of fans 
φ : Δ —• Δ ' in a unique way. Hence, 
(1.11) X is isomorphic to X' <=> Δ °i Δ ' 
Proof By the above remark. D 
Corollary 1.2.5 Let X = Т
ет
ь(А) and X' = Т
ет
ь(А'). Then, 
{1.12) X is isomorphic with X' <=> 3<j> € GL(n, Z) such that «¿(Δ) = Δ' . 
Proof This corollary is nothing else than a reformulation of Corollary 1.2.4. Ü 
In the rest of this thesis we consider toric surfaces. We will define a complete 
set of invariants. Cones of dimensions 2 and 1 will be denoted by σ and r, 
respectively. A cone σγι has two faces T^R and TZ.R. We will denote TR Π ΛΓ 
by r and by abuse of notation, we will denote the generator of this semigroup 
by τ also. 
If σR = R-x)*"! + Ii>oT'2. then we will number τι = (α, 6) and Тг = (с, d) in 
с α 
such a way that d b > 0. 
Definition 1.2.6 Let «TR = R.>OTÏ + R>OT2. Let τχ = (α,ί>) and 
T2 = (с, d) and let χ, y G Ζ such that xc + yd = 1. Then 
1. κ;ι(σ) := cb — ad. 
2. Κ2(σ) is the unique integer 0 < Κ2(σ) < Κχ(σ) such that 
«2(0') = ax + by mod κχ(σ). 
Example 1.2.7 Let σ be the cone in Figure 1.2.8. Let τχ = (1,3), гг = (2,1). 
Then κχ(σ) = 5,Κ2(σ) = 3. 
Figure 1.2.8 
Because gcd(c, d) = 1, we can, indeed, find x, у 6 Ζ such that xc + yd = 1. 
Hence, Definition 1.2.6 is good. We also notice that gcd(Kx(a), Κ2(σ)) = 1 
because of the following lemma. 
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L e m m a 1.2.9 Let a,b,c,d£ Ζ, gcd(a,6) = gcd(c ) d) = 1. Let xo,!/o € Ζ such 
t h a t XQC + yod = 1. Then gcd(atí — 6c, XQÜ + уо^) = 1· 
P r o o f Take xi,yi € Ζ such that αχι + Ьуі = 1. Then, 
(хоуі - Xì.yo){ad - bc) + (cxi + dyi)(axo + byo) = 1. D 
Because of this lemma, we can make the following 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.2.10 Let ац be a convex rational cone of dimension 2. If κ ι ( σ ) = 
1 then K J 1 ^ ) = 0, but if κι(σ) > 1 then κ ^ 1 ( σ ) is the unique integer 0 < 
^2 1 ( σ ) < κι(σ) s u c h that Κ2(σ)κ2 ' ( σ ) Ξ 1 mod «:ι(σ). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.2.11 Let σ η be a cone of dimension 2. We will denote by ¿>(σ) 
the cone generated by rj = ( κ ^ σ ) , « ^ ^ ) ) and тг = (1,0) and we call S(a) the 
standard form of σ. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.2.12 Let σι and σ2 be convex cones of dimension 2. If there 
exists a m a p φ G GL(2,Z) such that 0 ( σ ι ) = σ2, then we write σι 2Í «тг and 
call σι and σ2 isomorphic . 
It is easy to see that σι Sí 5 ( σ ι ) . With the help of the definitions of κ ι ( σ ) 
and of Κ2(σ), we can determine if two cones are isomorphic. T h e invariants 
Α:ι(σ) and «^(c) determine υ
σ
 up to equivariant isomorphism. 
L e m m a 1.2.13 Let σχ and σ2 be two cones of dimension 2. Then 
( 1) κ ι ( σ ι ) = κι(σ2) 2) Either Κ2(σι) = /сг^г) 
or Κ2(σι) = «2 1 (σ2) . 
P r o o f We see that κ ι ( σ ι ) = κ:ι(5(σ)) and κ:2(σι) = K2(S(a)) for any cone σ. 
Therefore, it is enough to prove the lemma for σι and σ2 in standard form. 
This means that we may assume that σι is given by τι = ( « ^ ( ^ i ) , « ι ί ^ ι ) ) and 
Г2 = (1,0) and t h a t σ2 is given by τ[ = (κ2(σ2),κι(σ2)) and т^ = (1,0). 
=> Let φ : Ν — • N be the isomorphism such t h a t ^ ( σ ι ) = σ2. 
— Suppose аеі(ф) = 1. Then, φ is given by the matr ix 
/ι 14Ì ί1 {Κ2(σ2)-κ2(σ
ι
))/κ1(σί)\ 
{
 ' \ 0 « І Ы / К І Ы ) ' 
from which follows that κ ι ( σ ι ) = κι(σ2), because аеі(ф) = 1, and ( « 2 ^ 2 ) — 
«2(<'Ί))/κι(σι) e Ζ. Hence, «^(""г) Ξ Κ2(σι) mod κ ι ( σ ι ) . 
— Suppose аеІ(ф) = — 1 . Then, φ is given by the matr ix 
Q
 1 5 л ( «2(0-2) (I - Κ2{σ2)κ2(σι))/κι(σι) \ 
\ «1(^2) -Κι(σ2)κ2(σι)/κι(σ
ι
) J ' 
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and, again, because φ G GL(2,Z), we see that κ;ι(σι) = Κι(σ2) and «^(о'г) = 
K J 1 ^ ) mod /ci(ffi). 
<= If « ^ ( T I ) = /сгС^г)) then the isomorphism between σι and σ2 is the identity 
and if Κ2(σι) = «J 1 ( σ 2)ι then φ can be determined easily. • 
From the proof of the above lemma, it follows that if «2(^1) = «2(^2) , then 
φ preserves orientation, which it does not in the other case. 
Another way to determine /cj1(ff) is to interchange the roles of τχ and Г2. If 
we find x, y G Ζ such that xa + yb = 1, then xc + yd = /cjЧ·7) m o < i κι(σ) (see 
proof of Lemma 1.2.9). 
Because of the fact that the definition of a toric surface involves dual cones, 
we need to know something about the invariants of the dual cone. 
Lemma 1.2.14 Let σ be a convex cone. Then, 
1. κ;ι(σν) = κι(σ). 
2. Κ2(σν) = —κ^1(σ) mod κι(σ). 
Proof Let τχ = (α, 6) and Τ2 = (с, d) be the generators of the faces of σ. Then, 
the generators of the faces of σ ν are given by r^ = (—d, c) and Tj' = (6, —a). 
By definition, κ:ι(σν) = bc — ad = Κι(σ). Let χ,y G Ζ such that xb — ya = 1. 
Then Κ2(σν) = —xd + yc = —(—yc + xd) = —/cj1(cr) mod κ\(σ) as follows from 
the remark above this lemma. Ü 
Next we consider the isomorphism problem for fans in N = Z2. 
Defìnition 1.2.15 A n—fan is a fan Δ in TV such that # Δ (2) = η. 
Let Δ be a n—fan and let Δ(1) = {τχ,..., τ
η
}. Then, we make the conven­
tion that σ, = (Κ>οΤΊ-ι + R->ofi) Π N (where TQ = ту,) and that we number r¿ 
clockwise. 
We want to have a criterion in order to determine if there exists a map 
φ € GL(2, Z) such that <^(Δ) = Δ' . From Lemma 1.2.13, we know that in some 
way the cones must have the same invariants κι(σ
Ι
), ^ ( σ , ) for aN *· But this is 
not enough: we must know the mutual position of these cones. Therefore, we 
define yet another invariant. For this, we need to know something about the 
generators of the semigroup σ. 
Let the situation be as above Definition 1.2.6. Let σ = σ\0 and let д σ be 
the boundary of the convex hull of σ. 
Definition 1.2.16 Let Θ(σ) be the array of points lying on д σ counted from 
θ(σ)ο = Τχ to Θ(σ)ί,((7)+ι = тг in which ¿(σ) = (number of points lying on д σ 
between τχ and T2). 
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Example 1.2.17 Let σ be the cone in Figure 1.2.18. Let τχ = (1,3), гз = (3,1). 
Figure 1.2.18 
7" :¿ ^Ji 1{σ) = 3 и 2 = (і,і) 
θ(σ)3 = (2,1) 
Definition 1.2.19 Let Δ be a fan. The fan which we get by adding to Δ(1) 
all the elements of the arrays θ(σ,) is called the smooth subdivision of Δ . 
Notation : Δ . 
A first observation is the fact that σ is smooth if and only if L(a) — 0. If 
we have three vectors ^1,^2,^3 6 N such that det(vi,V2) = аеі( 2, з) = 1, 
one can see that there exists an integer α such that vi + v3 = at>2. Hence, 
V i, 1 < i < L(a), there exist integers a, such that 
(1.16) 
θ Μ - ι + θ ^ , + ι = α
Ι
θ ( σ ) , . 
These numbers have the following geometric meaning (see [16, Proposition 
1.19]) : Let X be the minimal equivariant resolution of X = Т
етп
ъ{А). Then, 
X = Temb(Â). To each ^(σ,)] corresponds a rational one dimensional subvari-
ety Vtj = 0ΓΟ(θ(σ,)]) of X. The number —a,; is the self intersection of V.j. A 
way to determine these numbers is given in Lemma 1.2.20. 
Lemma 1.2.20 Let Δ be a η-fan, let Δ(1) = {rj,. . ., r
n
} , let r, = (a,,6,) and 
ЯІ,УІ G Ζ such that χ,α, + j/,ό, = 1. Let /, be the integers such that 
(1.17) 
Then, 
(1.18) 
Θ(σ 1 +ι)ι + θ(σ 1 ) ί / ( σ ι ) = /,r,. 
, _ гДіДі-І + Î/Λ-Ιη ,-Ι,Ο, + Ι + t/ifti + l-, 
where σ
η+ι = σι and fi] is the smallest integer y such that y > χ. 
Proof Transform Δ with the linear transformation φ = [ J I · Then 
V -δι a» / 
φ G GL(2,Z),0(r l) = (l,0),<i(r,_1) = (o.-ix. + ò.-xifc./diff,)) and ^(τ,+ι) = 
(α,+ix, + ¿ ,+ ι^.,-κιίσ,+ι))· As we can see, 0(Θ(σ1)£(< 7 ι)) = (и, 1), with 
u =
 Г ' - ^ + у - Ч and ^(θίσ,+Οχ) = ( « , - l ) , with t, = Г , , а ^ Й , + ' 1 · By 
definition, ¡, = и + v. D 
Now we can define the third invariant. 
Definition 1.2.21 Let Δ be a η-fan Then, we define /Сз(г1) = /, with /, taken 
as in Lemma 1 2.20. 
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Example 1.2.22 Let Δ be a 3—fan such that gcd(Ki(ffi), «1(^2), кі(аз)) = 1. 
Then, 
(1.19) «2(^1) = -кі(а2)~1кі(аз) mod κ^σχ), 
(1.2o) «зЫ = r^ZtY^ +1 - '<·"<"». 
Kl(ffl)lil{(T2) 
where the function 6 : Ζ —> Ζ is defined by 
Hence, all the invariants can be expressed in terms of κι(σ,·)) » = 1,2,3. 
Example 1.2.23 (Invariants o/P2(C)>/ 
Let Δ be a fan in TV as in Example 1.1.13 (see Figure 1.2.24). 
7-3 
: ^ 
Figure 1.2.24 T2. . . . 
Then, κι(σ,) = 1, «^(σ,) = 0 a nd /£3(1",) = —1 for all i. 
Example 1.2.25 (Invariants of Weighted Projective Planes) 
Let P(ço.îii92) be a weighted projective plane as in Example 1.1.14. Then the 
invariants of the fan given in Figure 1.1.15 are 
(1.22) «ι(σι) = î2, «ι(σ·2) = ?ι, κι(σ3) = д0. 
The other invariants can be determined with the help of Example 1.2.22. 
The meaning of к:з(г,) is , again, that the self intersection of (т,) equals 
—КЗ(ТІ) on the smooth model of the toric surface corresponding to the fan. With 
this new invariant we are able to present a good criterion for two toric surfaces 
to be isomorphic. 
Definition 1.2.26 1. GL+(2, Ζ) = {φ 6 GL(2, Z) | аеі(ф) = 1}. 
2. GL_(2, Ζ) = {φ € GL(2, Z) | аеі(ф) = -1}. 
Lemma 1.2.27 Let Δ = {σ,} and Δ ' = {σ^} be η-fans. 
A : equivalent are 
1. Зф € GL+(2, Ζ) such that φ(Α) = Δ ' . 
2. After some renumbering which preserves ordering, 
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(a) κ^σ,) = /ci(a¡), ¿ = l ) . . . , n . 
(b) « г Ю = « з Ю , 1 = 1,..., η. 
(c) к:з(т,) = « з « ) , » = 1,...,п. 
В : equivalent are 
1. Зф G GL_(2, Ζ) such that φ{Α) = Δ' . 
2. After some renumbering which preserves ordering, 
(a) κι(σ,) = / c i K + 1 _ , ) i = l , . . . , n . 
(b) « з Ы = K j V n + i - . ) i = l , . . . , n . 
(c) кз(т,) = кз( гА+і-і-і) ¿ = 1 , . . . , η . 
Proof A implies В because we can transform Δ with the help of an element in 
GL_(2,Z) and observe that «з(г,) are defined by the "lower" generator, which 
will become "upper" generator after an orientation reversing map. Hence, we 
will prove A. 
1 => 2. There exists φ € GL+(2,Z) such that φ(Α) = Δ' . Hence, there 
are cones σ,0 and σ' such that φ(σ,0) = σ' . Renumber in such a way that 
σ,0 becomes σι and σ' becomes σ^. Then < (^σ,) = σ( for all i, and because of 
Lemma 1.2.13, we have Κ;(σ,) = Κ;(σ(),^ = 1,2,i = l , . . . , n . And кз(г1) = 
к
з(тг) follows from the linearity of φ. 
2 => 1. Suppose that «¿(σ,) = κ ;(σ(),^ = 1,2,3,i = l , . . . , n . Because 
κ^σι) = κι(σ'1) and «2(^1) = «^(σί), there exists (see Lemma 1.2.13) φ 6 
GL+(2,Z) such that 0(σι) = σί. If we can prove that φ(τ2) = TJ, then we 
are done, because then ф((Т2) = ^з and we can continue this process. But 
^(θ(σ1)χ,(<7>)) = Θ(σί)ί/((7>), and because Θ(σ,) ί /(σ ι) + Θ(σ,+ 1)ι = κ3(τ,)τ, , we 
have Θ(σ,+ι)ι = кз(т,)т, - θ(σ,) ί,(< 7 ι). Hence, ^(Θ(σ ι + ι ) ι ) = (/>(кз(п)т -
Ы ц , , ) ) = ФЫг,)т,) - φ(Θ(σ,)
ι(σι)) = кз(т,У, - еЮІЮ = кз(г,')г,' -
Because of the fact that σ,+ι 2 σ( + 1 there exist ρ, q, r G Ζ such that 
{ S í í ? 1 - гг1{(Т\1 'which i m P l i e s that ^ τ · + » ) = <+і· D 
If one works with computers, the numbering is essential. However, sometimes 
it is easier not to be aware of this numbering. Therefore, we will construct a 
weighted directed graph which "forgets" the numbering. 
Definition 1.2.28 Let Δ be a n-fan. Let Гд be the weighted directed graph 
constructed as follows: 
Let r, correspond to a vertex vt. Let σ, correspond to an arrow e, from vt_i 
to v, (where VQ = v
n
). In each vertex we put the weight «3(7·,) and along each 
arrow we put the weights κι(σ,) and «^(σ,). 
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Example 1.2.29 Let Δ be as in Figure 1.2.30. Then, Гд is as in Figure 1.2.31. 
Figure 1.2.30 
» 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
η 
(1,0) 
(2,-3) 
(-1,-3 ) 
(-3,1) 
(-2,3) 
(1,2) 
«ι 
2 
3 
9 
10 
7 
7 
« 2 
1 
2 
7 
7 
5 
5 
КЗ 
2 
Figure 1.2.31 
2 2,1 1 
1 10,7 1 
Because we only look at complete fans, Гд is always a cycle. 
Suppose that we have a weighted directed graph Г. How do we get a fan 
Δ such that Гд = Г? With the help of the graph we can determine the one 
dimensional cones 77 (use Lemma 1.4.20). In doing this, however, we have to be 
careful. In determining ΤΪ, we have to walk through our graph in the direction 
in which the arrows point, and we have to number T¡ clockwise! 
Hence, we start with some arrow and take a cone (for instance, in standard 
form) such that it has invariants that correspond to the weights along the arrow. 
Number the one dimensional cones Tj and Г2 clockwise. Next we determine Γ3 
using Lemma 1.4.20 and the data after the arrow with which we started. We 
continue this process. 
Definition 1.2.32 Let Δ be a η-fan. Let і?(Гд) be the weighted directed 
graph which we obtain by changing the weight (along the arrow) ^(σ,·) into 
κ2 1( σ · ') a n ( l by reversing the direction of the arrows. 
Example 1.2.33 Let Δ be the fan in Figure 1.2.30. Then Я ( Г
Д
) is the graph 
in Figure 1.2.34. 
Figure 1.2.34 
2 2,1 1 
1 10,3 1 
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Let φ G GL_(2, Ζ) and let Δ be a fan. Then from the construction of the 
graph Л(Гд), it follows that Г^(д) and Я(Гд) are isomorphic weighted directed 
graphs. 
Finally, we give a criterion in terms of graphs for two fans to be isomorphic. 
Lemma 1.2.35 Let Δ and Δ ' be fans. Then Δ Sí Δ ' if and only if Γ Δ <* ΓΔ-
ог Гд Sí Д(Гд/) as weighted directed graphs. 
Proof Follows from Lemma 1.2.27 and the above discussion. • 
Example 1.2.36 Let Δ be as in Figure 1.2.37.a and Δ ' as in Figure 1.2.37.b. 
Then, the invariants are as in Table 1.2.38. Hence, we are in case В of Lemma 
1.2.27 and therefore, we know that there exists φ G GL_(2, Ζ) such that 0(Δ) = 
Δ' . If we use graphs, then we see that Гд Sí Л(Гд/) (see Figure 1.2.39). 
Figure 1.2.37 
1 
1 
2 
Table 1.2.38 3 
4 
5 
6 
η 
(1,-2) 
(-2,-3) 
(-1,2) 
(1,3) 
(2,1) 
(1-0) 
« 1 
2 
7 
7 
5 
5 
1 
« 2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
0 
« 3 
3 
τ' 
(1,-3) 
(-2,1) 
(-3,4) 
(1,1) 
(3,-4) 
(1,-2) 
« 1 
1 
5 
5 
7 
7 
2 
« 2 
0 
2 
4 
4 
5 
1 
« 3 
3 
Figure 1.2.39 1 5,3 1 1 7,5 1 
If X is smooth, then all the K\{ai) are 1 and therefore, the к з ^ · ) a r e 0. 
However, if X is not smooth we can make it smooth by considering the original 
fan and add ( as remarked before ) to this fan the generators of the cones. It is 
an easy exercise to see that, indeed, all the cones get the invariants 1 and 0. 
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How do we find these generators? It is known that we can do this with the 
help of continued fractions (see [16, page 25]). With the aid of the next lemma, 
however, we can find them also. 
Lemma 1.2.40 Let Δ be a η-fan. Let Δ(1) = {ri,.. . , r„} . If κ;ι(σ,) > 1 then 
1. κι(σ 1 )θ(σ 1 )^( σ ι ) = TÏ_I + (κι(σ,) - Κ2(σ,))τ,. 
2. κι(σ,)θ(σ,)ι = τ, + (κ^σ.) - «^(σ,^Γ, . ι . 
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that σχ is in standard form. 
Then, it is easy to see that θ(σ%)ΐ(σ,) = (1)1) а п ^ that «^(σ,) I
 1 I = 
( { '\ ) "*" (κι(σ>) ~ κ2(σι)) ( η )· ^ e s e c o n ( í identity follows from the 
first one by taking an isomorphism of the cone that changes orientation. D 
From Lemma 1.2 40, we see, for instance, the following : Let σ be a cone 
which is not smooth. Then L(a) = 1 if and only if «2(0") = κ:ι(σ) — 1. 
1.3 Definitions concerning polytopes 
For clarity, wc will give some definitions concerning polytopes. There will follow 
more definitions, but at that place they will come forward in a more natural 
way. 
Definition 1.3.1 An integral polytope Ρ С Z n is a subset of the form Z" Г\С, 
where С is a bounded convex subset of I t " . In dimension 2, we will call a 
polytope a polygon . 
Definition 1.3.2 Let S be a subset of R". Then Conv(S) is the convex hull 
of 5. 
Definition 1.3.3 If Ρ is an integral polytope, then Рц = Conv(P) in R n. 
Definition 1.3.4 (The boundary of Ρ ) дР = д(Соп (Р)) П Ρ С Ζ". 
Definition 1.3.5 Let Ρ be a convex polytope. Then 
1. n(P) = # P . 
2. 6(P) = #dP. 
3. g(P) = n(P) - 6(P). 
4. (a) Vol{P) = Volume of P R . 
(b) If Ρ is a polygon, then we call Vol(P) also Area(P). 
Definition 1.3.6 (The hull of the internal points of P) Let Ρ be an integral 
convex polytope. Then, I(P) - Соп (Р\дР) П Z n . 
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1.4 Line bundles on toric surfaces; the Picard 
group 
First we will give some definitions and results of [16]. Then we will give an 
explicit basis for the Picard group of a toric surface. Let Δ be a η-fan and let 
Δ(1) = { η , . . . , τ „ } . 
Definition 1.4.1 A function h : N — • Ζ is said to be a A-Hnear support 
function if its restriction h<,l to cr, is additive, and if 
(1.23) М п ) = Л,.+1(г,·). 
Denote by SF(A) the additive group consisting of Δ-linear support func­
tions. 
For each m € M we have a Δ-linear support function h : N —• Ζ, given by 
η »-+ (η, m). By abuse of notation, we will denote this function by m € SF(A). 
Definition 1.4.2 An equi variant line bundle on a toric surface X is a holo-
morphic line bundle ρ : £ —• X with an action of the torus TN on С such 
that 
(1.24) p(tz) = tp(z) VzG C. 
Let TNDÌV(X) be the additive group of TV-invariant Weil-divisors on X, 
i.e. the free abelian group on V(TI ) , . . . , (т
п
). Hence, 
(1.25) TNDiv(X) a 0 Z(V(r,)) [16,paffe68]. 
т.ед(і) 
Let TNCDÌV(X) be the Cartier divisors on X which are torus invariant. 
From [16, Proposition 2.1(iii)] we have an injective homomorphism SF(A) — • 
TNCDiv(X) given by 
Π 
(1-26) h — £>„ = 5 3 -h(7i)V{n). 
1 = 1 
Lemma 1.4.3 Let X = T
em
b{A) be a toric surface. Then, 
(1.27) Pic(X) Si SF(A)/M. 
Proof [16, Corollary 2.5]. G 
Definition 1.4.4 Let h e SF(A). Then, Ch := 0{Dh). 
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M is a direct factor in SF(A) (see (130)) , hence Pic(X) is a free Z-module. 
We give several descriptions of S F (A). 
I Let h G SF(A). Then there exist a,, i = 1,.. ., η, such that Λ(τ,) = α,, and 
h is determined by these integers. Hence, SF(A) is isomorphic to the image of 
the injective map 
(t>:SF(A) —•Z", 
(1.28) 
h -^ {A(n)}.n
=1. 
This map is surjective if and only if X is smooth. 
I I Let h G SF(A). Let /„, G M such that h(n) = (η,ί
σί
) V η G <r¿. Hence 
{'σ. }"=i ' s a solution for the system of equations 
(1.29) {(la.,Tt) = h(T,)}?=l. 
If we give an arbitrary point {Л(п)}"
=
1 G Ζ", then it is not always true that we 
can find a solution {/».Jísi· That is why φ in I need not be surjective. 
We see that (whether X is singular or not) 
(1.30) SF(A) = Μ φ {Λ G SF(A) | Afa) = Afa) = 0}. 
If we make the choice that we consider only Δ-linear support functions which 
are 0 on σ?, then we can make the following definition. 
Definition 1.4.5 SFo(A) = {h G SF{A) | Afa) = Afa) = 0}. 
Lemma 1.4.6 Pic(X) 2 SFo(A) 
Proof Use Lemma 1.4.3. О 
We will determine Іт(ф) in (1.28). Let σ be a convex cone with generators 
of its faces ri = ( а і . б і ) , ^ = (02,62) such that (02^1 — 0162) > 0· Let ¡ι : 
αχχ + Ьіу = s\ and /2 : агх + бгу = «2· Then 
Lemma 1.4.7 /ι Π /2 G Ζ2 <=> «гКгМ — «ι Ξ 0 mod /ci(o'). 
Proof Easy exercise. D 
Corollary 1.4.8 Let Δ be a η-fan. Then s = ( s i , . . . , s
n
) G Ιτη(φ) <=> s 
satisfies the system of equations 
(1.31) {*,Κ2(σ,) - 8,-1 = 0 mod κι(σ,)}, t = l , . . . , n , 
where (SQ = s
n
). 
Proof Use Lemma 1.4 7 for each cone cr,. D 
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Let τ, = (α,, 6,), let α = ( α ι , . . . , α „ ) and 6 = {hi,.. .,b
n
), then ^(M) = 
Za + Z6. Hence, 
Lemma 1.4.9 Pic(X) S {solutions of (1.31)} mod (Za + Z6). 
Proof Follows directly from the discussion above. • 
For brevity, we will denote /CI(<T,) by d,, Κ2(σ,) by Jfc,, and /сз(г,) by /,. 
Consider the map 
(1.32) 
s = (s,) ι—> (s,À;, — s,_i mod d,). 
From the discussion above follows the exactness of the following sequence. 
(1.33) 
SF(A) Z" 
nr
=1Z/d,Z—»Со*ег(7) 
We may conclude that Ітп(ф) is a lattice of rank η and we want to know the 
index of Іт(ф) in Z n . By the exactness of the sequence (1 33), this index is the 
same as Y["
=1 d» divided by #Coker(i[). To determine #Сокег(у), we consider 
the map β : Z 2 n —• Z n given by the matrix 
(1.34) B = 
l di 
\ 
кг 
- 1 
dn 
-1 \ 
-1 k
n
 J 
Then, we see that Ζη/Ιτη(β) ^ (Yl"
=1 Z/d,Z)/Im(y), from which follows that 
#Coker(ß) is equal to #Coker(f). But we can transform the matrix В (by 
elementary column operations) to the matrix B' = /?,; with 
(1.35) 
Í A,, = d, ΠίΞί ** ¿ = i . · · · .« 
Ä,i+n- l = - 1 ι = 2 , . . .,η 
_ ^. j = 0 in any other case 
with Im(B) = Im(B'). Hence, we see that 
(1.36) #Coker(B')=gcd(d
u
d2ku...,dnk1-kn.1,kl.-.kn-l), 
and since gcá(kt,dl) = 1, we see that фСокег(В) — gcd(£Íi,..., tfn,iki · • ·£„ — 1). 
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Lemma 1.4.10 Let Δ be a η—fan with κι(σ,) = d,. Let d = gcd(d\,..., d
n
) 
and τ, — (a,,6,), and let ρ e N>i . If ρ | d and ρ | bi, then ρ | 6, for i = 1,.. . ,n. 
Proof For all ¿, we have ρ | </, => ρ | (<ι,6,_ι — 6,αι_ι). We prove the lemma by 
induction. Suppose ρ | ο,.ι, then ρ | ¿, or ρ | α,_ι. But gcd(a,_i,6,_1) = 1 => 
ρ | 6,. D 
Lemma 1.4.11 Let Δ be a n—fan with «ι(σ,) = d
x
. Let d = gcd(di,.. . , а
п
) . 
Then, 
η 
(1.37) Π ¿fc, = 1 mod <f. 
1 = 1 
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that Τι = (oi,6i) = (1,0) 
and τ
η
 = (a
n
,6
n
) = (*i,rfi). Let х,,у, G Ζ such that α,χ, + б.у, = 1, then 
k¡ = α,_ιχ, + 6t_iî/i modd,. Because ¿ι = 0, we see that d | 6i, hence d \ 
b, Vi (by Lemma 1.4.10). From this follows 1 = Π"=ι(α»χ» + ^УІ) mod d = 
ПГ=і(а*а:») mod d- Therefore, ΠΓ=ι *» r n o ^ ^ = ПГ=і(а«-іх>' + ^ >-іУ') m o ^ ^ = 
f l l^ j i a , . ! ! , ) mod d= Π " = ι ( α · χ · ) n : io<^ d=l mod d. Ü 
With the help of Lemma 1.4.11, we can conclude that 
#Coker(y) = gcd(di , . . . , dn) and that 
η 
(1.38) [Ζ" : Іт(ф)} = ( Π ^ Λ ^ ι , . ..,<*„). 
·=ι 
If we are able to find η independent vectors in Z n such that the determinant 
of these vectors is equal to the index mentioned in (1.38) and which satisfy 
equations (1.31), then we know that they are generators for Іт(ф). 
We will write down an explicit set of generators. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that ri = (1,0) and that r, = (a,, 6,). 
Let 
υι = ( І . а г , . . . . a n ) , 
(1.39) 
v
n
 = (0,...,0,lcm(ifi,d
n
)). 
For each i G {2,.. .,η — 1}, choose Λι, Α 1 +ι,.. .,λη such that 
η η 
(1.40) λκ^Η- Σ λ,( J ] *,-1)dJ = gcd(d I + i , . . . ,<*„,<*!). 
«=. + 1 /=» + 1 
This is possible because gcd(fc,,cf,) = 1 Define 
vlj = 0 for j = l , . . . , i - 1, 
v.j =dl/gcd(dl,...,dn,dl)lYl3l^t+l(k¡-1)gcd(dt+l, ...,dn,di)-
(1.41) L 
&и,+Ж=,+1№)Ь,Пт=,+1(кМ}\ for ;=, · , . . . .n . 
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Now vi,..., ν„ is a basis for Ігп(ф). To prove this, one has to verify that 
they satisfy equations (1.31) and that the index is the right one. We will leave 
the fact that they satisfy equations (1.31) to the reader. Let V = (vi,.. .,«n), 
then V is a lower triangular matrix. Hence, 
η 
(1.42) ά€ΐ(ν) = Υ[υ«. 
ι = 1 
However, for i = 2, . . . , η — 1 we see that 
(1.43) υ,,· = í í ,gcd(d,+ i , . . . )dn idi)/gcd(d1- ) . . . ,d I , )di). 
Hence, 
rli>t(V\ — 1 <<agcd(<ki ι^ηι^ι) ¿3gcd(d<, .Jn.di) d.gcd(if,+i, ,d„,di) 
aeiyv ) - ι ·
 gcd(( fa_ , а п | а 1 ) · gcd(d3, Л Л ) ' " ' ' S^d,,, ,d.,di) 
gcTcgVU · i s j f e = ШГ=і *)/ecd№ *.)· 
Let L be the lattice generated by υ,- defined in (1.39) and in (1.41). 
(1.44) L = Ζ » ι Φ . . . φ Ζ ι ; „ . 
By the above lemmas, we see that if X = Т
е т
ь ( Д ) is a toric surface, then 
Pic(X) 2 1/ф(М) Э£ (Zvi θ . . . Φ Zv
n
)/(Za φ Z6). 
Lemma 1.4.12 Let the situation be as above. Then, 
η 
(1.45) P ¿ c ( X ) 9 í 0 Z t ; , . 
• =3 
Proof Pic(X) S ( φ "
= 1 Ζυ,)/(Ζα φ Ζ6), but φ " = 1 Ζυ, = ф " = з Ζυ, φ Ζα φ Ζ6 
because 6 € L. Hence, 3λ,· such that J2"-l λ,ν, = b. But λι = 0 because 6ι = О 
and ц = 1 (because υχ is taken to be a). We also know that 62 = —¿2 but 
«» = isff- .¿^)0 hence- Kit 3::ii = -1· This is only p o s s i b l e if 
Аг = — 1 and for that reason we can take {α, Ь, з,...,
 п
} as a basis for L. О 
Corollary 1.4.13 Let the situation be as above. Then 
(1.46) g c d ^ i , . . . , di,..., dn) = gcdídi , . . . , dn). 
Proof From the proof of Lemma 1.4.12, it follows that |cd(l£| fd'Al] h a s t o b e 
1. D 
Now we have Pic(X) explicitly under control. There is, however, another 
way to describe SF(A). That is with the help of the polygon Ph in Definition 
1.4.15. 
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Definition 1.4.14 Let υ G Ν, a G Ζ. Then, 
(1.47) Η+(ν,α) = {m G M \(τη,ν) > α}. 
Let г,· = (α,,6,) and let Λ,- : α,ζ + 6,-y = /I(TJ), then Λ, is the boundary of 
Я
+(г<,Л(г,)) and /<,, and /(, l+1 (see description II) lie on Л,. 
Definition 1.4.15 Ph = η?=1Η+(τ„Ιι(τ,)). 
Example 1.4.16 Let r, and ft(r,) be as in Table 1.4.18. Then Ρ/, is as in Figure 
1.4.17.b. 
I 
1 
2 
3 
ΤΪ 
(2,-1) 
(-1,-1) 
(-1,3) 
h(rt) 
1 
-14 
2 
'*. 
(1,1) 
(5,9) 
(10,4) 
Figure 1.4.17 
Table 1.4.18 
Let ν = /„,ψ, — /„, G M (where σ
η
+ι = σι). Then ν is perpendicular to T¿. 
Let ν' be the vector ν turned | π (clockwise). Define the integer ψι(Η) as 
(1.48) і;' = ,(Л)г.. 
Definition 1.4.19 Let Δ be a n-fan and let h G SF(A). Then we define the 
map ψ :SF(A) —> Z n by Λ —• (Φι(h),..., ф
п
(к)) with ф,(к) as in (1.48). 
We can write down a formula to determine Іт(ф) instead of solving the 
system (1.29). 
We are able to express r,+i in terms of τ·,_ι
Ι
 τ, and the invariants of the fan. 
L e m m a 1.4.20 Let r, = (1,0) and let τ,-ι = (¿·,,<ί,) , Then 
(1.49) r,+1 = ( ^+і + С· - 2 + 6(d') + ¿K+OM+i ") . 
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Proof From the definitions of κι(σ,) and «^(σ,), w e see that 
(1.50) , + , = ( 4 W « « ) . 
Suppose that dt > 1 and d,+i > 1. Then, we can apply Lemma 1.2.40 to see 
that 
(л rix Θ((τ,+1)ι = (τ,+i + (d,+i - t,+ 1i)r,)/d,+i. 
( 1 Ь 1 )
 θ ( σ , )
ί ( σ ι ) = (1 Ι1). 
If we substitute (150) in (1.51) and if we use the definition of/,, we can conclude 
that λ = I, — 2, which proves the lemma in this case. The rest of the proof is to 
consider the cases (d, = Ι,ίί,+ι > 1), (d, > l,d,+i = 1) and (d, = 1,а,+і = 1). 
D 
Lemma 1.4.21 Let Δ be a n—fan and let h £ SF(A). 
Let (Л) = (^i{h),...,rp
n
(h)) be as in Definition 1.4.19. Then, 
(1.52) ΨΛ ' d> d^ 
(¡,-2+6(d,) + 6(d,+1))h(Tl). 
Proof We determine /„, and Ι
σί+ι with the help of r,_i = (Jb^d,),^ = (1.0) 
and τ,+ι as in Lemma 1.4.20. Then, 
/,. =(Л(г.),(Л(г,_1)-*1Л(г,))М). 
(1.53) Ι
σι+ι = (Α(τ,), 
(((/, - 2 + ¿(d,+1) + ¿>(d,)K+i + ¿Г+іЖп) - A(r,+i))M+i). 
Taking the difference ν = ¡
σί+ί — ¡σ> and turning ν over ¿π clockwise, proves 
the lemma. D 
We will now talk about the fan Ap which belongs to a polygon P. Let Ρ = 
П"
= 1Я
+(т,,6,) be a convex polygon such that its vertices Ι
σ> — дН
+(т,
І
Ь1) П 
оЯ
+ (г,_і,о,_і) are different points of M. Let σ,,κ = R>OT', + R>or,_i. Then 
Δ ρ is the fan that consists of the cones σ,, г, and {0}. 
Example 1.4.22 ( Weighted Projective Planes) 
It is known (see [7, 1.2.5]) that we get P(9o, 91,92) by considering a polygon 
in Z 3 with vertices Ρ = (9i92,0,0),Q = (0,9092,0) and R = (0,0,9091) and to 
make a fan as above. However, we want (for instance, to be able to calculate 
the invariants) a fan in Z 2 . 
We achieve this by mapping our polygon into the subspace ζ = 909192 and 
then ignoring the third coordinate. To maintain a polygon that gives an iso­
morphic toric surface, this map has to be in GL(3, Z). 
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Lemma 1.4.23 Let go,9i.î2 G Ζ such that gcd(q0,qi,q2) = l,gcd(ço,?i) = 1, 
and let x, y G Ζ such that xqo + yçi = 1. Then, 
(1.54) A = eGL(Z,Z). 
Proof det(A) = yqi + xqo = 1. 
Taking the images of P, Q, R under A, ignoring the third coordinate , translating 
A(R) to (0,0) and reflecting the polygon in (0,0) gives us the triangle PQR in 
Figure 1.4.24.a and the fan in Figure 1.4.24.b. Here, 
(1.55) 
Л = ( 0 , 0 ) η = {χ92,-ςι), 
Р = (чоЯі,-УЯіЧ2) Г 2 = ( - 1 , 0 ) , 
Q = (ЯоЧихЯоЯ2) 1'3 = (УЯ2,Яо)-
Because 0 < 92 = (я<?о + УЯі)Я2 = ^ЯоЯі + УЯхЯі, we see that xqaqi > -yqiq2· 
Я 
Figure 1.4.24 
ТЬр,і,Т£
т
,,(Л)^Р(^п,.Л,.7:). 
Definition 1.4.25 Let Ρ be a convex polygon and Δ a fan. We call Ρ a polygon 
with respect to Δ if there exists an upper convex function h G 5 Ρ ( Δ ) such that 
Ρ = Рл. Furthermore, we define 
(1.56) ^ ( Ρ , Δ ) ^ / » ) · 
From these definitions, it follows that ^¿(Р, Δ ρ ) > 1 for all i. Another 
remark is the fact that if Ρ is a polygon with respect to Δ then Ρ is also a 
polygon with respect to each fan Δ ' such that Δ ' is a subdivision of Δ . 
Definition 1.4.26 1. ι/,·(Ρ) = //¿(Ρ,Δρ). 
2. Let Ρ be a convex polygon with respect to the fan Δ . Let Λ G 5 Ρ ( Δ ) 
such that Ρ = Ph. Then ¿ Ρ , Δ = Ch on X = Т
ет
ь(А). 
3. Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Then Cp — Cp^p on X = Temb(&p)· 
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We will end this paragraph with a diagram which shows the several descrip­
tions of the Picard group and the relations between these descriptions. 
Polytopes -*SF(A) 
Φ 
Ζ" Pic(X) Э£ Ζ " - 2 
1.5 The Automorphism group of a toric surface 
In the case that X is a smooth toric surface, the automorphism group of X 
is very well known (see [16, §3.4]). First, we will repeat the main ideas and 
theorems. Then, we will translate some of the results in terms of our invariants 
and we will say something about automorphisms of singular toric surfaces. 
Let θχ be the sheaf of germs of hoiomorphic vector fields on X. Let D be a 
Cartier divisor on X with ideal sheaf J in Οχ. Let θχ(— logD) be the sheaf of 
germs of hoiomorphic vector fields with logarithmic poles along D. This means 
(1.57)
 х
(-]о&0) = {6е х I ¿(J) С I } . 
Let C[M] = тел/Се(т) . Then, for η G Ν, we define the derivation δ
η
 of 
C[M] as 
(1.58) ¿n(e(m)) = (m,n)e(m). 
Suppose that X = Т
ет
ь(А) is smooth. Then, we can associate a "root sys­
tem" to Δ : 
n
 .„ν R(A) = {a € M | Ξτ,-(0) with (a, Ti(a)) = 1 but 
{
 ' (<*,Ti)<0Vj*i(a)}. 
Lemma 1.5.1 Let Δ be a fan such that X = Т
егп
ь(&) is smooth. Then 
(1.60) # β ( Δ ) = Σ (-ІСЗ(ТІ) + 1). 
КЗ(ТІ)<0 
Proof We say that α G M is a root that corresponds to r, if (a, r,·) = 1 and 
( а ) т ) < 0 if г ^ r¿. We prove that to each r,·, there correspond (—кз(т,·) + 1) 
Lemmari .4.21 Lemma 1.4.12 
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roots in Λ(Δ) if кз(т») < 0, and no roots if »сз(г,) > 0. 
— First, we prove that if «3(7-,) > 0, then it is not possible that there is a root 
which corresponds to r,. Suppose there is, then (α, τ,) = 1 and (a,r,_i) < 0 
and (a, TV+I) < 0· But then (a, r,_i + Γ,+Ι) < 0, which is in contradiction with 
(a, r,_i + r 1 + i ) = (a, кз(г,)г,) = КЗ(ТІ) > 0. 
— The next case is the case that КЗ(ТІ) = 0. Then, r,_i = —r,+i and there 
is exactly one root o; namely τ·,_ι turned ^ π in the direction of r,. Then it 
is clear (α,τ,+ι) = ( α , τ , . ι ) = 0 and because detfa.x, r,+i) = 1, we see that 
(or,n) = l. 
— The last case to consider is the case к:з(г,) < 0. Let r ^ j be the vector τ,.ι 
turned over ¿ π in the direction of τ,. Let т*+1 be the vector r,+i turned over 
ί π in the direction of r,. To find the roots that correspond with a, we have to 
find all the points α such that they lie on the line i : (χ,τ,) = 1 and such that 
α has negative inner product with r,_i and r , + i . Let σ = К>о
г
і^ і + R->ori+i· 
Because к3(т,) < 0, we see that r ^ j is the upper generator of σ. Hence, we 
have to find α lying on ] and in σ. However, we notice (because <íeí(r,_i, r,) = 
de<(r,,r,+1) = 1) that τ*_1 and т*+1 lie on ]. Hence, we have to find all points 
α lying on the line that connects the generators of σ. 
With the help of a suitable φ G GL(2,Z) we see that κ.ι(σ) = кз(г1) and 
/ς2(σ) = 1, from which the lemma follows easily. D 
Theorem 1.5.2 Lie(Aut(X)) = Η0(Χ,Θ
Χ
) = 
(1.61) Lie(TN)®( φ С е ( - а ) 5 Т і ( о ) ) . 
оел(А) 
Proof [6, Proposition 7, page 571]. D 
Lie(TN) = С Θ С. To each θ = e(-a)6Ti(a) 6 Я 0(Л', θχ) there corresponds 
a one parameter subgroup of Aut(X) (see [16, Proposition 3.14(ii)]). However, 
if θ = e(—a)6T 6 H0(X,Ox(—logD)), then we know that each element of the 
one parameter subgroup leaves the divisor D invariant. First, we give a lemma 
about the dimension of the automorphism group. 
Lemma 1.5.3 Let X = Т
ет
ь(А). Suppose that X is smooth. Then 
(1.62) diTn(Aut(X)) = #R{A) + 2. 
Proof Use the remarks above this lemma and Lemma 1.5.1. D 
Suppose that X is not smooth. Then, we want to show that 
dim(Aut(X)) = dim(Aut(X)). Here X —• X is the minimal resolution. Any 
automorphism of X lifts to an automorphism of X. Let φ E Aut(X), let χ 6 X 
not on an exceptional divisor. Then we can define φ(χ) = β~ιφβ(χ) and extend 
this map on the exceptional divisor. 
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On X, however, we have the description given in Theorem 1.5.2. Hence, 
suppose that we have φ G Aut0(X) which corresponds to θ — e(—ai)bT. . G 
Η
0(Χ,θχ). Let D = V(r,) be the space of codimension 1 which corresponds to 
τ, as in Definition 1.1.18. 
L e m m a 1.5.4 Suppose (г ;) has a negative self intersection. Let a G Λ(Δ) 
correspond to r , ^ ) . Then θ = e(-a)6Ti(a) G #o(A:,0A-(-logK(r,))). 
Proof We prove this lemma by looking in all the standard affine charts. Let 
Ug = Spec(C[aY]). Let оУ have generators τ^_
ι
 and r v . Hence, C[a^] = 
С[е(т?_,),е(т?)) and І( (т,)) = K r / . , ) ) · 
— Suppose τ,ζο,) is not a generator of σ,. Then, because of the definition of 
a root, we know that ( α , τ , . ι ) < 0 and (а, τ}) < 0. Hence, —a G σ^. Then, 
% ( ^ - ι ) ) = еі-а г^еіт^) = ( r / ^ , r , ( o ) )e(r/_ 1 )e(-a) G {е^)) = WM). 
—Suppose r,(
a
) is a generator of σ}. Then r^,,) cannot be equal to TJ because 
(г ;) has negative self intersection and from the proof of Lemma 1.5.1, it fol­
lows that to such a r cannot correspond any root. Hence r,(
e
) = г ;_і and 
therefore, I(V{T,)) = ( е ^ ) ) = (*(τ%
α))). Then ^ ( r / . J ) = 0(е(т*а))) = 
^-^г.^Ф^)) = e(r,V-l - <*) • (т?(а)>Т*(.а))· N o W ' c e r t a i n l y T?-\ - <* i s n o t 
in the dual cone anymore, but we are saved by the fact that ( ^ „ ^ ^ ( o ) ) = 0-
Hence, (е(т?(а))) = 0. D 
L e m m a 1.5.5 Let X be atoric surface. Let X be its minimal resolution. Then, 
(1.63) Aut0(X) й Aut0(X). 
Proof We have to blow up X in order to get X. Every exceptional divisor E 
has negative self intersection. Hence, by Lemma 1.5.4 and the remarks above 
Lemma 1.5.3, we see that every automorphism φ G Aut0(X) leaves E invariant, 
hence φ gives an automorphism of X. Therefore, Aut0(X) 2i Aui0(X). О 
Corollary 1.5.6 Let X be a toric surface. Let X be its minimal resolution. 
Then, 
(1.64) dim{Aut(X)) = dim(Aut(X)). 
Proof This is a direct consequence of the above lemma. О 
1.6 Genus of hyperplane sections and degrees of 
embeddings 
Definition 1.6.1 Let Δ be a η-fan. Let h G S i ^ A ) and let 
ф(к) = (ip\(h),..., ф„(Н)). Then, h G SF(A) is said to be strictly upper convex 
'\îtl>,(h) > 0 for i= Ι , . , . , η . 
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Let Χ = Т
€
т
ь{А) and let Л € SF(A). Let £/, be the corresponding line 
bundle. Then we have the following 
Lemma 1.6.2 1. £/, is ample <=> h is strictly upper convex. 
2. £ft is very ample <=> £;, is ample and МпРд—/„, generates the semigroup 
Μ η σ ,
ν
. 
Proof 
1. see [16, Corollary 2.14]. 
2. see [16, Theorem 2.13(b)]. 
D 
With the help of this lemma we can prove 
Lemma 1.6.3 Let X = Tem¡,(A) be a toric surface and let £ be a line bundle 
on X. Then £ is very ample <=$• £ is ample. 
Proof Let Λ € SF(&) such that £ = £ft. Let <r,v = R>or,_i + R>OT». Then, 
the generators of МПР/, — /„, are contained in the triangle {0, r„ r,_i}. Because 
Л is strictly upper convex, this parallellogram is contained in M П Р^ — /„,. D 
In dimension 3, this lemma is not true anymore. For a counterexample, see 
[16, Terminal Lemma, page 34]. 
The following lemma is a sort of Toric Nakai Criterion. 
Lemma 1.6.4 Let X = Т
е т Ь
( Д ) . Let Λ G SF(A) and let 
V>(ft) = ( чСЛ), · · ·, V'n(A)). Then Ch is ample -ί=> ф,(Н) > 0 i = 1,. . . , η. 
Proof ^ By Lemma 1.6.2, Λ is strictly upper convex, hence ф,(Н) > 0. 
<= If ф,(к) > 0, then h is strictly upper convex. О 
We know that H0(X,C) = ф
те
р
к
Сф
т
 ([16, Lemma 2.3]). Here, ф
т
 is the 
global section given by e(m — /„J on the chart £/„,. 
Let h0(X,C) = r. Let £/, be very ample; then the linear system H0{X,Ch) 
gives a closed embedding of X into P r - 1 . 
We take coordinates x, = ф
т
, (with m, G Ph) in P r - 1 . Let Δ be a η-fan and 
let r, G Δ(1)ι then V(r,) corresponds to the points χ G X such that χ, = 0 if m; 
is not on the edge of Pj, which corresponds to r,. Let φ{Κ) = (фі(Ь),..., V'n(O), 
then V(T,) is a rational normal curve of degree ф,(к) in a linear subspace of 
dimension ф,{Н) — 1. 
Even if X is singular, the canonical divisor is the Weil divisor 
η 
(1.65) Κ = -Σν(τ,). 
ι = 1 
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Let II be a hyperplane in P r - 1 . The intersection ЯПХ is a curve C. Because 
Ch is very ample, we see that the intersection product — С • К = 5Z 1 = 1 V'iCO· 
From [16, Lemma 2.24] we know that the Hilbert polynomial of X is 
1 " 
(1.66) x(i/) = Area(Phy + - Υ " &·(Λ)ι/ + 1. 
г
 i=l 
To determine С · С we use the Riemann-Roch Theorem. The singularities 
of a toric surface are always rational (even cyclic quotient singularities) , hence 
we are able to use the Riemann-Roch Theorem on the smooth model without 
changing the dimension of the cohomology groups. Hence, 
(1.67) h0(X, Ch) - hl(X, Ch) + Л2(Х, Ck) = С • (С - K)/2 + 1 + ρ β . 
From (1.66), it follows that p
a
 = 0 and therefore, from (1-67), it follows that 
п(Р
к
) = С.С/2 + \£Х=іФі(Ь)+1- Hence, С С = 2 п ( Р
л
) - П = 1 ^ ( Л ) - 2 = 
2 · Area(Ph), by the formula of Pick (see [16, page 101]) : Let Ρ be a convex 
polygon. Then, 
(1.68) Area(P) = n(P)-6(P)/2-l. 
Lemma 1.6.5 Let h 6 SF(A) such that C^ is very ample. If we embed X = 
Т
ет
ь(А) with this line bundle, then deg(X) = 2 · Агеа(Р),). 
Proof Take two global sections οι Ch- Let Ci and C? be their zero loci. Then, 
we know that С
н
 ^ £ Λ ( ^ ) 2 ¿/.(Сг) and that Ci · Сз = Ci · Ci because С! 
and Сз are linearly equivalent. Hence, XC\H\ = Ci, Χ Π Яг = Сз =Φ· ¿е<7(Х) = 
Λ" · ( Я ! η Я 2 ) = Ci · Сг = Ci · Ci = 2 • Лгеа(Р ь ). Π 
Lemma 1.6.6 Let Λ Ε S'F(A) such that Ch is very ample. Let С be the zero 
locus of a global section of £/, such that С is a smooth curve. Then, the genus 
o f C i s f f ( C ) = 0 ( n ) · 
Proof The adjunction formula says : 2g - 2 = С · (С + К) => 2g — 2 = 
2n(fl0 - E?=i fc(A) - 2 - Σ?=ι Λ(Λ) = 2ff(flk) - 2 => ff = ff(Ph)· а 
If С is the zero locus of a hyperplane section of a very ample line bundle 
С such that С is smooth, and if we embed X by this line bundle into some 
projective space, then we have the following relation. 
Lemma 1.6.7 deg(X) = embedding dimension + g(C) — 1. 
Proof 2Area(Ph) = n(Ph) — 1 + g(Ph) — 1 which is correct by Pick's formula. 
D 
Now we know expressions for the genus of hyperplane sections and for the 
degree of X. But we still have to count the number of points. We will determine 
some formulas for these expressions in terms of the function h € SF(A). 
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Lemma 1.6.8 Let Δ be a η-fan, Χ = Т
ет
ь(А) and let h e SF(A). Suppose 
that Ch is a е гУ ample line bundle on Χ. 
Let V'CO = (il>i(h),.. .,xl>
n
(h)). Let С be the zero locus of a global section 
of Ch such that С is smooth and let Рд be the corresponding convex polygon. 
Then 
1- 9(С) = -Е?
=
ЛЧГІ) + І)ФІ(Н)/2+1. 
2. Area(Ph) = - Е Г = і А(п)^(Л)/2. 
3. Embedding dimension of X = - Σ"
=1 (Л(г;) - l)^ 1 (h)/2. 
Proof We first suppose that X is smooth. 
We see that C-K = (Σ"
=ι
 - Л ( п ) ^ ( ч ) ) · ( E L i - * Ч * 0 ) = 
Е^Д-^зСпОЛСп) + A(7Î_I ) + ^(r,·.!)) = Σ"=ιΜΗ)- I n the same way we 
can see that С • С = Σ"
=1 h(Ti)i¡>i(h). The adjunction formula gives 1, Pick's 
formula gives 2; the third formula follows from 1. and 2. and Lemma 1.6.5 and 
Lemma 1.6.7. 
Suppose that X is not smooth. Let Δ be the smooth subdivision of Δ. Let 
X = Т
ет
ь(А) and let X = Т
ет
ь(А). Let X —• X be the minimal resolution. 
Let С be the strict transform of C. Then from Lemma 2.4.1 it follows that С 
is the zero locus of a section of the line bundle С ρ ¿ on X. Let Λ 6 5F(Á) 
such that Ср
к
 ¿ Ξ £¿ . Then, the formulas hold for С and Л. But for the new 
Ti € Δ(1), we have that фі(к) — 0, hence the formulas were already true in the 
singular case. • 
Example 1.6.9 Let Ρ be the polygon given in Figure 1.6.11.a. The corre­
sponding fan Δ ρ can be seen in Figure І.б.П.Ь. Table 1.6.10 shows all the 
invariants. 
Table 1.6.10 
t 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Ti 
(1.0) 
(1.-2) 
( -1 .-1) 
(0,1) 
/Cl 
1 
2 
3 
1 
« 2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
КЗ 
1 
1 
0 
- 1 
/с2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
ι*. 
(3,2) 
(3,8) 
(9,11) 
(18,2) 
А,-
3 
- 1 3 
-20 
2 
V-.ÍA) 
6 
3 
9 
15 
34 
^ . 
Figure 1.6.11 h 
•
 T l · 
тз 
τι 
Hence, from Lemma 1.6.8, we see 
(1.69) . / m 3 · 6 - 1 3 · 3 - 2 0 . 9 + 2-15 „ 1 Лгеа(Р) = = 55-, 
(1.70) m = . 4 · 6 - 1 2 · 3 - 1 9 . 9 + 3.15 + 1 = 7 0 
As an example of Lemma 1.4.21, we get 
(1.71) і(Л) = ^ 4 : ^ + ^ + (1-2 + 1 + 0)· 3 = 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Families of curves on a toric 
surface 
2.1 The Period map and the Kodaira-Spencer 
map 
First we describe the period map and define the number of moduli of a family 
of curves as the dimension of the image of the period map. Then we discuss the 
Kodaira-Spencer map: the basic tool to calculate the number of moduli. 
Definition 2.1.1 Let С be a smooth curve. Let ωι,...,ω3 be a basis of 
H0(C,uic)- Let 7i, . . . ,72j be a basis for # i ( C , Z ) . The period matrix Ω 
of С is the g χ 2g matrix whose j th column Ω ; is given by 
(2.1) Ω,=([
 Uu...,[ ω,)*. 
Let Q be the transposed inverse of the intersection matrix (7,, jj). Then we 
have the well known Riemann bilinear relations (see for instance [2],[10]). 
(2.2) ΩφΩ' = 0, 
(2.3) ^/^íngñ* > 0. 
By choosing a symplectic basis of H\(C, Z), we get that Q has the form 
<"> ( Д о ) ' 
Now, let Ω = (S, В') where В and В' лтедхд matrices. Then, relation (2.3) 
gives yf—H—B'Ti* + BW ) > 0. Suppose that В is singular. Then, B' is also 
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singular. Let υ be a vector such that Β*ν - 0. Then v^-B'B + BB' )v = 0, 
which is in contradiction with relation (2.3). Hence, В is nonsingular. Therefore, 
we can make a base change in H0(C^c) such that the period matrix has the 
form Ω = (I, Ζ). Then, the Riemann bilinear relations get the form 
(2.5) Ζ = Ζ\ 
(2.6) ImZ > 0. 
Definition 2.1.2 The normalized period matrix Z(C) of a smooth curve С is 
the matrix Ζ which we get as above. 
Definition 2.1.3 The Siegel upper half space Tig is the set of all complex 
symmetric g χ g matrices with positive definite imaginary part. 
Definition 2.1.4 Let Sp(g, Z) be the group of 2g χ 2g matrices Τ with integral 
entries which satisfy 
(2.7) TQT* = Q, 
where Q is as in (2.4). 
Suppose that we have two symplectic bases 7 1 , . . . , 723 a nd у[,..., f^g 0^ 
Η^Ο,Ζ). Then, 
(2-8) (7І,.. .,У
я
,) = Г(7і 72,), 
where Τ 6 Sp(g, Z). 
Let Τ = [ „,1 rJ ) , where T¡ are o x o matrices. If we determine the 
Λ
 3 4
 ' period matrix with the help of the new basis, what is then the new period 
matrix Z'? The answer is : 
(2.9) z^iTiZ + Ti^z + Ti)-1. 
Hence, in this way, the group Sp(g, Z) acts on 7ί9. 
Definition 2.1.5 The modular group Γ, = S p ^ , Z)/{±1}. 
Because {±1} acts trivially, we have an induced action of Г
д
 on 7ί3. 
Definition 2.1.6 The period domain Ag is defined as 
(2.10) Ag = Kg/Tg. 
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The space A3 is a coarse moduli space for principally polarized abelian va^ 
rieties. 
Let ƒ : X —• S be a smooth family of curves of genus g. Let C, = f~1(s) be 
a smooth curve of genus g. Let S be simply connected and choose a symplectic 
basis for H\(C,, Z) (in other words, take a local lift of a point of Ag). 
Definition 2.1.7 Let Ω : 5 —• Hg be the map defined by 
(2.11) n(s) = Z{C.). 
The period map Ω : 5 —• Α9 is the map given by 
(2.12) U(s) = Çï(s). 
Torelli's Theorem (see [2, page 245]) says that a smooth curve is character-
ized by its period matrix. Hence, two curves are isomorphic if the classes which 
their period matrices represent in Ag are the same. We define the number of 
moduli of a family of curves as the dimension of the image of the family under 
the period map. 
We have the exact sequence 
(2.13) 0 —* с.-^ 0
Х
\С,-+ Ne.,χ — 0. 
The long exact cohomology sequence gives a map 
(2.14) tf^CJVe.,,)—.ЯЧС с.) . 
But Nc./x Si Oc, ® T,(S). Hence, (2.14) gives the map 
(2.15) j c r T ^ S ) — Я Ч С ^ в с . ) , 
which is called the Kodaira-Spencer map (see [3, page 31]). Because к is 
defined with the help of (2.14), we call the map in (2.14) also к. Let ί G T,(S), 
then /c(/) is called the Kodaira-Spencer class oft. 
The connection between the period map and the Kodaira-Spencer map is 
given in the following 
Proposition 2.1.8 Let Ω : S —• П
д
 be as in Definition 2.1.7. Then, the 
induced map 
(2.16) Ω. : T , ( S ) — • T n ( f ) « f 
is given by Ω.(ί) = «(<), where t G T4(S) and к(1) € Н1(С,, с.) is the 
Kodaira-Spencer class as in (2.15). 
Proof See [10, Proposition 1.20]. D 
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By Proposition 2.1.8 we get the following commutative diagram 
Тп(,)Н
я 
(2.17) T ' ( 5 ) -^ Н\С„ с.) 
From [17, Theorem 2.6], it follows that 
(2.18) ТпюЯ.йЗЧЯ'ЧСОс.)). 
If for generic a G S , С, is not hyperelliptic, then, because of (2.18) and 
Noether's Theorem (see[2, page 117]), we see that к' is injective. However, 
suppose that C, is hyperelliptic for generic s G S. Then, if g = 2, к' is again 
injective by Noether's Theorem. What happens if g > 3? 
Let i : C
s
 —• C, be the hyperelliptic involution. Then (by [17, Lemma 
2.14]) we have 
(2.19) Я 1 (С
і
,вс . )аЯ 1 (С 1 ,вс . )+ Я 1(С, ІАс.). 
where i acts on Я 1 ( С , , о с . ) - by multiplication with —1 and Ь,1{С,, с,)- = g — 
2. By [17, Lemmas 2.12, 2.13 & 2.14], it follows that Jfcer(/c') С Н1(С„0с.))-. 
Because the hyperelliptic involution extends to nearby curves , we see that 
Іт(к) С Я 1 ( С , , о с , ) + . Therefore, к'\ /
m
( / c ) is injective. 
In summary : if we want to determine the dimension of the image of the 
period map, then we may as well determine the image of the Kodaira-Spencer 
map. From the above discussion we have to do this for a curve C, such that 
Ω,,, is maximal. Of course, the maximal rank of Ω, is equal to the dimension 
of the image of Ω. 
Let us now go back to the theory of toric surfaces. Let Δ be a fan in N 
and let Ρ be a polygon with respect to Δ . Let Cpt^ be the line bundle on 
X = Т
е т 6 ( Д ) as in Definition 1.4.26. 
Let 5 = РЯ0(Л-, Cp<ùk), s 6 5 and 
(2.20) X = {{x,c)\x€X,seS,x£C,}cX x 5. 
Then we have the family of curves 
(2.21) ƒ : X —* 5, 
where / _ 1 ( s ) = c»· 
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Definition 2.1.9 We denote the number of moduli of the family of curves 
defined as above by 
(2.22) #mod{CpA). 
Definition 2.1.10 Denote by | £р
р
д | the collection of curves C
a
, s € S. 
If С, is smooth and away from the singularities of X, then we have the 
following exact sequence 
(2.23) 0 — * 9c. —> х\С,—+ Ne.¡χ —> 0. 
Let π : Χ —* X be the projection. Now, let us compare the sequences 
(2.23) and (2.13) : 
0 — 0c. — * Ox IC, —» Nc.ix —» 0 
(2.24) lid L· I 
0 —» 0c. —•* θχ | C, —» Nc.ix —* 0 
Then we have the induced map dir as in diagram (2.24) which commutes by 
definition. Let g^,) > 1, then Я о (С,,0с.) = 0 and hence, from (2.24) we get 
the following diagram 
0 _ » Η^Ο,,θχΙΟ —» H*iCt,Nc.ix) - ^ Н\С„ с.) 
(2.25) ja». | i | w 
0 — Я 0 ( С . , А х | С 0 — H0(C„Nc.,x) — Н\С„ с.) 
in which ал-, is an isomorphism and /? also because H0(Ct,Nc,ix) — T,{S) 
and H0(C„Nc./x) ~ H0(X,CP)/s г Т 5 (РЯ 0 (Л-,£р)) г Г,(5). Hence, we 
can also compute к using the lower sequence. 
The aim of this chapter is to determine the number of moduli of a family of 
curves as above. As mentioned before, we can also determine аіт(Іт(к)) for 
generic s. However, from the sequence 
(2.26) 0 —• Η0(Ο„θχ | С.) — Я0(С
а )ЛГс./х) - = - Η\θ,θο.), 
we see that it is sufficient to determine Η0(Ο,,θχ \ C,). But we also have the 
following exact sequence 
(2.27) 0 — * θχ ® Cpl —» θχ —f θχ I С. — 0. 
This sequence gives the following long exact sequence 
0 — Я 0 ( Х , 0A: ® ^Ср1) — H0(X, θχ) -SU Я 0 (Х, 0χ | С.) 
(2.28) 
— * Η\Χ,θχ®Ω-
ρ
ι). 
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If we can prove that 
(2.29) H0(X, θ
χ
 ® Cpl) = H\X, θ
χ
 ® Cp1) = 0, 
then we know that the map α in (2.28) is an isomorphism. 
Hence, Ιι0{Χ,θχ \ C.) = Η°{Χ,θχ). But Η0(Χ,θχ) = dÌTn(Aut(X)) (see 
Lemma 2.5.11) and for a certain class of polygons (the maximal polygons ) 
(2.29) will turn out to be valid. Therefore, we will first deal with maximal 
polygons. 
2.2 Maximal Polygons 
Not every convex polygon can be the convex hull of the internal points of another 
polygon. Therefore, we make the following 
Definition 2.2.1 A convex polygon Ρ (such that not all points of Ρ are 
collinear) is called an internal polygon if there exists a polygon P' such that 
I(P') = Ρ . 
If Ρ is a convex internal polygon, then we want to determine the biggest 
polygon P' such that I(P') = P. This will turn out to be Max(P) in the 
following 
Definition 2.2.2 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Δρ(1) = {ri,. . ..ту,}, and 
let 
(2.30) Р = П?
= 1 Я+(п,Л(п)) . 
such that h G 5 Ρ ( Δ ρ ) . Then 
(2.31) Мах(Р) = П?
=1Н+{п,к(п)-1). 
Example 2.2.3 Let Ρ be as in Figure 2.2.4.a. Then, Max(P) is as in Figure 
2.2.4.C. 
Figure 2.2.4 
Example 2.2.5 Let Ρ be as in Figure 2.2.6.a. Then, Max(P) is as in Figure 
2.2.6.C. 
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Figure 2.2.6 
The polygon Max(P) is the convex hull of the points in Z 2 , which lie in all 
# + ( r , , Л(т",) — 1) for i = 1,.. ., п. We should remark that the intersection point 
of d# + (r,,/»(r,) — 1) ПдН+(т,+і,к(г,+і) — 1) does not have to be an element 
of Maar(P) (see Figure 2.2.6.b). 
Definition 2.2.7 A polygon Ρ (with noncollinear internal points) such that 
Ρ = Max(I(P)) is called a maximal polygon . 
Example 2.2.8 The polygon in Figure 2 2.4.с is maximal. The one in Figure 
2.2.6.с is not maximal. 
Lemma 2.2.9 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Q G Ρ and Q & I(P), let 
g(P) > 1 and let P' be the convex hull of I(P) and Q. Then, 
n(P') = n(/(P)) + l. (2.32) 
Proof 
Figure 2.2.10 
Suppose that n(P') > n(7(P)) + l. Let Q' G Ρ ' and Q' & I(P)U{Q}. Then, 
(see Figure 2.2.10) P ' с Ρ =ί> /(Ρ') С J(P) = » Q' $ I(P'). Therefore, we 
may conclude that Q'must lie on an edge PoQ, with Po a vertex of /(P) . But 
then also Q' G / (Ρ) , which contradicts the fact that Q' £ I(P). D 
Lemma 2.2.11 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Δ/>(1) = {τχ,.. .,r
n
}, let 
Λ G SF(Ap) and let Ρ = П?
=1Н
+(т„к(т,)). Let Q e N and let Ρ ' be the 
convex hull of Ρ and Q. Let Q be in such a way that n(P') = n(P) + 1. If 
(r,,Q) - Λ(τ,) < 0, then 
(2.33) ( r„Q) - Λ(τ,) = - 1 . 
Proof We prove the lemma for i = 1. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that vi = ( 0 , 0 ) , ^ = (n,0),n G Z>i, and Tj = (0,-1), which means 
that Ρ is contained in the halfspace y < 0 (see Figure 2.2.12). 
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. . .Q. . 
F igure 2.2.12 
V i Do 
Suppose that Q = (гі,Г2), with гг > 2. Let R be the convex hull of wi,t>2 
and Q. Pick's formula gives п(Л) > ^ + ^ + 1 = ϊψ-η + 2 > η + 2 if 
Г2 > 2. Hence, in R is an additional point, which contradicts the fact that 
n(P') = n(P) + 1. Therefore, гз = 1. Ü 
Let Ρ be a polygon as in the above lemma. Let P' be a convex polygon such 
that I(P') = P. Then, from Lemma 2.2.9 L· Lemma 2.2.11, we can conclude 
that if we have a point Q on the boundary of the polygon P' such that Q & P, 
then Q must have height 1 with respect to all the edges for which Q is not in 
the halfspace # + ( т ,Л(т )). 
Lemma 2.2.13 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Then, 
(2.34) Ρ is internal -{=• Ρ = I(Max(P)). 
Proof = > Ρ is internal. Hence, there exists a convex polygon P' such that Ρ = 
I(P'). Let Q £ Ρ' such that Q $ P. Then by Lemma 2.2.9 к Lemma 2.2.11, it 
follows that Q G Max(P) => P' С Max(P) => Ρ = I(P') С I(Max(P)). By 
definition, we always have I(Max(P)) С Ρ-
<= Trivial. D 
Now we will give criteria such that Ρ is internal. For this, we have the 
following 
L e m m a 2.2.14 Let Ρ be an internal polygon. Let Ap(2) = {σι , . . . ,σ
η
} . 
Then, for i = 1,.. . , n 
/2 35) / either/ci((T,) =1,/C2(ff¿) = 0 
\ ' ' \ or Ki(a¡) =d,K2^i) = 1 , d G Z>2. 
Proof We prove the lemma for the cone σχ which corresponds with vertex υχ. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that Ρ looks as in Figure 2.2.15.a 
and that Δ ρ looks as in Figure 2.2.15.b. 
Figure 2.2.15 ! υ ι Γ ^ 
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With, Ri = (k,d),R2 = (1,0), ri = (0,0), r„ = (0,1) and η = (d, -к). Let 
Ρ = П^
= 1Я
+(г,,Л(г,)) ) let I, : Ζ 2 —• Ζ be given by ι ^ (T¡,X) - /»(r,·). Let 
Ρ ' be a convex polygon such that I(P') = P. Then, there have to be points 
Qi,Q2 G Ρ' s u c h that /i(Qi) < 0 and /„(Сз) < 0. We can have two cases: 
1. There is a point (say Qi) such that /,(Qi) < 0, t = n, 1 (see Figure 
2.2.16.a). 
2. ln(Qi) > 0 and /1(^2) > 0, and there is no other point of P' such that we 
are in case 1 (see Figure 2.2.16.b). 
Figure 2.2.16 
Because of Lemma 2.2.9 and Lemma 2.2.11, we see that /i(Qi) = —1 and 
that /2(Е?2) = —1· Consider the two cases: 
1. Qi is on the lines у = — 1 and dx — ky = —I. Q has to be in Z 2 .This can 
only be the case i f i i = 1, i = 0 от к = d— l,d > 1. 
2. Because there is no point such that we are in case 1, the line that connects 
Qi and Q2 may not go through P. If d > 1, this is impossible. 
Lemma 2.2.17 Let Ρ be an internal convex polygon. 
Let Δρ(1) = {η,.,.,Τη}. Then, 
(2.36) «з(п)<|'.(Р) + 2. 
Proof We prove the lemma for τχ. Let Κ3(τ·ι) = Λ, ι>,·(Ρ) = ν and let Ρ' be a 
convex polygon such that I(P') = P. We have to consider three cases : 
1. σ\ and σ2 have invariants Ki(cr¿) = 1. 
2. κι(σι) = 1, κι(σ2) = d > 1. 
3. κι(σι) — di > 1 and Κι(σ2) = ¿2 > 1. 
Case 3. : We can take the si 
Figure 2.2.18 Δ : 
ituation as in 
" / " 
\ Г і 
'. J"1 
Figure 
P: 
2.2.18. 
• • Р'-^ж^ • 
< ^ ; ; 
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From the proof of Lemma 2 2 14, it follows that Qi,Q2 € P' with Qi = 
(—l,i/ — λ + 2),<52 = (-liO). and we see that Qi has to lie above Q2. Hence, 
ι/-λ + 2 > 0. 
In cases 1 and 2, we can reason in similar way. • 
If we combine Lemma 2.2.17 i¿ Lemma 2 2.14, then we get the next 
Lemma 2.2.19 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Δ ρ be a n—fan. Then, Ρ is 
internal if and only if for i = 1,..., η, 
f кз(т,)< ,(Р) + 2 
(2.37) < either щ(σ.) =1,Κ2(σ,) = 0 
[ or κι(σ,) =ά,Κ2(σ,) = 1 , d e Ζ>2 
Proof => Follows from Lemma 2.2.17 & Lemma 2.2.14. 
<= Let Ρ = П,п
=1Я+(т,,/і(г,)), Take Ρ ' = П?=1Н+(т„к(т,) - 1). If we can 
prove that I(P') = P, then we are finished. Of course, this follows from the 
discussion above, but we can do it also independently. Let h' be the function 
defined by /»'(r,) = h(T,) — 1. Proving that I(P') = Ρ is equivalent to proving 
that Λ' € SF(Ap). Let h" be the function defined by Л"(ТІ) = 1. Hence, we 
have to prove that h" G 5 Ρ ( Δ ρ ) . This can be done in a combinatorial way. 
But, there is a geometrical argument also. Let X = T
e m
i ( A p ) . Then, because 
of the special invariants of the cones of Δ ρ , X has only At singularities. Hence, 
ωχ is a line bundle. But ωχ Ξί £*,», hence h" G 5 ^ ( Δ ρ ) . G 
At this point we come to the most important proposition. Proposition 2.2.20 
says that, in case of a maximal polygon P, the fan that corresponds with /(P) 
is a subdivision of the fan that corresponds to P . 
Proposition 2.2.20 Let Ρ be a maximal polygon. Then, 
(2.38) Δ ρ (1) С Δ / ( ρ ) ( 1 ) . 
Proof The polygon Ρ is maximal. Hence, Ρ = Μαχ(Ι(Ρ)). But by Lemma 
2.2.19 (and its proof), Max(I(P)) is a polygon with respect to Δ/(ρ). • 
Example 2.2.21 Let Ρ and I{P) be as in Figure 2.2.22.a. Then, Δ ρ = Δ ^ ρ ) 
can be seen in Figure 2.2.22.b 
Figure 2.2.22 
a b 
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Example 2.2.23 Let Ρ and I(P) be as in Figure 2.2.24.a. Then, Ap and 
Δ/(ρ) can be seen in Figure 2.2.24.b and Figure 2.2.24.C. 
Figure 2.2.24 
2.3 The relation Ui(P) > 2 - ^(r,·) 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Δρ(1) = {τι,...,ту,}. If 
g(P) > 1, then 
(2.39) Ui(P) > 2 - к3(п). 
Moreover, if fi(P) = 2 — «3(7-,·) and /сз(ту) < 0 for a certain », then the 
internal points are collinear. 
Proof We prove the lemma for » = 1. We may assume that «3(7-1) < 0, because 
if /сз(ті) > 1, then (2.39) is automatically fulfilled, because ΙΊ(Ρ) > 1. 
Hence , suppose that κι(σι) = ¿ ι , κ ^ σ ι ) = * і іКз( г і ) = ¡ι,ν^Ρ) = ^ ь a n d 
that «1(02) = ¿2, K2(<''i) = ^2· The proof falls apart in three cases: 
1. di = l,d2 = l. 
2. di >l,d3= 1. 
3. d! > l , d 2 > 1. 
We will treat each case separately, since in each case something different 
happens. 
CASE 1. We may assume that the fan Ap looks as in Figure 2.3.2.a and that 
Ρ looks as in Figure 2.3.2.b. 
Figure 2.3.2 
T. = (0,1) 
т
а
=(І,,-1) 
V2 . . . 
• 
Vi 
ν· '• 
_ .
s
'. 
01 =(0,0) 
« 3 = ( 0 , f i ) 
Λ=(1,<Ί+Ιι) 
S=(2,«,+2Í,) 
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To be able to finish Figure 2.3.2.b in order that we get a convex polygon 
with an internal point, we see that Ι Ί +2/i > 0 , hence, vi > —2/j. Therefore, if 
ii < —2, then — 2/i > 2 — /1, and hence, ¡Ί > 2 — /ι. Therefore, we only have to 
check the cases Ιχ = —1 and /1 = 0. If /1 = —1, then Δρ is as in Figure 2.3.3.a 
and Ρ as in Figure 2.3.3.b. 
Figure 2.3.3 
r,=(0, l ) 
r.=(l,0) 
т
а
= ( - 1 . - 1 ) 
P2 K. 
R 
f i 
<Ί=(0,0) 
' ' j = ( 0 , » ' i ) 
Д = ( 1 , ц - 1 ) 
To get a polygon such that there is an internal point, we see that 1/1 > 3. 
Hence 1/1 > 2 — /1. If /1 = 0, then Δ ρ is as in Figure 2.3.4.a and Ρ as in Figure 
2.3.4.b. 
Figure 2.3.4 
' n 
τ.=(0,1) 
T.=(1,0) 
т
а
=(0,-1) 
P2 
E «,=(0,0) 
« 3 = ( 0 , Ι Ί ) 
To get a polygon such that there is an internal point, we see that 1/1 > 2, 
hence, щ > 2 — ¡χ. 
Suppose that we have the equality 1/1 = 2 — ¡χ. From the above follows that 
this can only happen in the cases /1 = —2 (see Figure 2.3.5.a), /1 = —1 (see 
Figure 2.3.5.b), or Ιχ = 0 (see Figure 2.3.5.c). 
Figure 2.3.5 
b 
E 
As we can see in the above figures, the internal points of Ρ are collinear. 
CASE 2. We may assume that the fan Δ ρ looks as in Figure 2.3.6.a and that 
Ρ looks as in Figure 2.3.6.b. 
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r,=(t,,<í,) 
τ, =(1.0) 
τ , = ( ί ι - 1 , - 1 ) 
«,=(0,0) 
«'a=(0>i'i) 
Ι λ ( Χ ) 
m (li-l)x-y=-vi 
To be able to finish Figure 2.3.6.b to become a convex polygon, we see that 
5 has to be on the line / for a parameter λ > 1. But, from a simple calculation, 
we see that we get S for λ = л / \fr _j
c
 • Hence, ΙΊ > (1 — li)di — ki. But 
(l-/i)<ii-fci > l - / i <=>li < 1 - 3 7 ^ · Hence, if/ki < d i - 1 , then 1/1 > l-h 
and we have fi > 2 — /1. 
What happens if ¿i = di — 1 and /1 = 0? Then we could have a counterex-
ample (for 1/1 = 1) for the lemma with the fan and a polygon as in Figures 
2.3.7.a and 2.3.7.b. 
Figure 2.3.7 
У
2 
y T x 
Tn. 
T.=(d,-l,di) 
r.=(l,0) 
^ = ( - 1 , - 1 ) 
But then λ = 1 and Ρ has no internal points which was not allowed. 
When do we have equality? This is only possible if 
(2.40) (1 - ¡^di - *! < 2 - /i <=• /1 > 1 - t i + 1 
Hence, equality is only possible if ¡1 = 0, ¿1 = di — 2 or /1 = 0, ki = di — 1. In 
the first case, we get a polygon as in Figure 2.3.8.a. In the second case, we get 
a polygon as in Figure 2.3.8.b. In both cases, we see that v? has height 2 with 
respect to /, hence the internal points are collinear. 
Figure 2.3.8 
ч . 
• \ 
•-Ss \ ' 
'/ 
V2 
Vl 
. . . . 
LN^: : 
' ι ' 
CASE 3. We may assume that the fan Δ ρ looks as in Figure 2.3.9.a and that 
Ρ looks as in Figure 2.3.9.b. 
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Figure 2.3.9 
r.=(]fci,di) 
τι = ( 1 . 0 ) 
«ι=(0,0) 
i ' j = ( 0 , « ' i ) 
ίλ 
a b 
We have 5 on / and on m for 
λ = 
(χ, 
\ "ι / V *Γ,+(Ι,-2)<Ι
Ι
 J 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
¿2^1 
dx{{2-h)d2-k^)-d2kx' 
dii/i 
d i ^ - Z O d a - t i 1 ) - ^ * ! -
The parameters λ and μ have to be greater than 1. Hence, 
(2.43) vy > - 4 ^ - + (2 - /i)di - t i , ^ > ^ + (2 - /i)d2 - t j 1 . 
" 2 " 1 
But ^ і ^ - + (2 - /Odi - jfc! > 1 - h h<-
d,kïl . + 2di 
к 
d,t 
d-i ib; 
and because -¡— < 1 we see that —j 
d i - l d ^ d . - l ) " · " d , - l d , _ l · 
¡1 < • + (2 - h)di - ki > l - h 
-ЗГ^Г - ЗЙ^ГТ) + ^ î - ЗІГТ- which is greater than i j i f i > 0. Hence, 
- d , * i - + (2 - /χ)«/! - ¿i > 1 - /i ^=> /i < 0, and therefore vl>2-li. 
When do we have equality? This is only possible if 
(2.44) Í (2-/м-**£! -*! < 2- h 
{ ( 2 - / 1 ) а і - ^ - < : 2 - 1 < 2 - / і 
(2.45) 
ι •> 2di dik,1 t . 2 >. d i - t i - 2 
'1 - ΊΓ-ί d3(d,-l) 7Г-І ~ di-1 ^ d,-l 
ι v,. 2d 3 _ jfcid? _ t j ' 2 % da-t71-2 
'1 ü d,-! d^dj-l) dj-l dj-1 ^ da-l 
Hence, this is only possible if /i = 0, ibi = d\ — 1 and fcj1 = ¿2 — 1. But then 
from (2.45), we get 
(2.46) 
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Hence, we can only have equality if /i = 0, di = d, k\ = d — 1, ¿2 = 2, and 
¿2 = </— l ,d > 1· Then we are in the situation of Figure 2.3.10. 
Figure 2.3.10 T2. 
T . = ( d - M ) 
ri=(l,0) 
r 3 = ( - i i - l , - i l ) 
Vertex V2 has height 2 with respect to the line /, hence the internal points 
are collinear. 
α 
Corollary 2.3.11 Let Ρ be an internal polygon. Let Δρ(1) = {τχ,..., τ„}. If 
g(P) > 1, then 
(2.47) ViiP) > | 2 - κ3(η) I · 
Proof From Lemma 2.3.1 it follows that ^¡(Ρ) > 2 — /сз(г,). From Lemma 
2.2.19, it follows that i/,(P) > кз(г,) - 2. G 
The inequality (2.39) does not hold if g(P) = 0. One can see an example for 
this in Figure 2.3.12 (or 2.3.7). For instance, ^ ( P ) 2 2 - к3(т2). 
Figure 2.3.12 
кз(ті)=1 
к3(тз)=0 
кз(тз)=3 
Та 
/ V · · · 
Ι Ί ( Ρ ) = 1 
| ' Ϊ ( Ρ ) = Ι 
i'ï(P)=3 
2.4 A comparison between Cp and >C/(p) 
We want to compare Cp on X and JC/(P) on Λ"' = T
e m
i(A/(p)). However, X 
and JV' do not have to be isomorphic toric surfaces. To be able to compare 
them we do the following 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let Δ be a fan. Let Ρ be a convex polygon with respect to Δ . 
Suppose that we add a radius г to Δ to get Δ ' . Let X = Т
ет
ь(Ар) and let 
X' = Т
ет
ь(А'). Then we have the blow up ƒ : X' —> X and 
(2.48) £ρ,Δ' - f*£p,A· 
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Proof The line bundle Cptb. is given by the divisor 
(2.49) ö= Σ -*(*№). 
Let /„, be in such a way that (/
σι
, г,·) = Λ(ΤΪ). Then 
(2.50) Όηυ
σ
,= divieni,,,)) (see [16, proof of Proposition 2.1(iv)]). 
Hence, D = {υ
σ
,,Β(—Ι
σι
)}
σ
ζ^ and (see [10, page 132] ), 
(2.51) ГО = (*-1(и.,),ж'е(-1.,)). 
Let us look at the cone σ in which the new τ lies. We call the two new cones 
σ' and σ". Then, we have the map ƒ : {/„< —• υ
σ
 and we get the map of 
rings ƒ# : C[<7V] —• 0[σ ' ν ] . Then, e ( - ^ , ) G Q(C[av]) *-» Q(C[a , v ]) because 
σ
ν
 С «τ
/ν
. And т*е(—/„,) on {/„< is nothing else than e(—/<,,), which proves the 
lemma. О 
It is easier to see Lemma 2.4.1 in terms of upper convex functions. Let the 
situation be as in Lemma 2.4.1, and let h 6 SF(A) such that Cp^ = C^. Let 
h' G SF(A') such that £ р д ' = A ' · If the new r G σ, then Л'(г) = (/„, r) and 
A'(TJ) = /»(η) for η φ т. 
From [15, Page 44, Corollary 1], it follows that the direct image of the 
pullback of a bundle is, again, the original bundle 
(2.52) / . £ ρ , Δ , Sí £ ρ ι Δ . 
Proposition 2.4.2 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let X = Т < т б(Др) and let 
η = # Δ ρ ( 1 ) . Then, Ρ and /(Ρ) are polygons with respect to Δ ρ . Let Wjj- be 
the canonical line bundle. Then, if ff(P) > 1, 
(2.53) £ Λ Δ
Ρ
® ω * - £ / ( Ρ ) , Δ
Ρ
-
Moreover, 
(2.54) і/,(/(Р),Лр) = іл-(Р,Др)-2 + кз(г,·), i = l , . . . , n . 
Proof Let Лр G SF(Ap) be the upper convex function that corresponds with 
P . Then (see [16, Proposition 2.7a]), we know 
(2.55) Ρ = {m G M | (m, n) > ftp(n) Vn G N}. 
But then , 
(2.56) Ρ = {m G M | (m,r0 > hp(n),i = 1,.. . ,n} . 
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Hence, 
(2.57) I(P) = {m e M \ (m, τ,·) > /ip(r,·), i = 1, . . . . n}. 
Let h' be the upper convex function defined by Λ^ΤΪ) = ftp(r¿) + 1. Because Δ 
is smooth we have that Λ' € 5.Ρ(Δ) and we see that 
(2.58) I(P) = {m e M \ (m, г,·) > Λ'(η), ¿ = 1 , . . . , η}. 
Let Λ
ω χ
 G SF(Ap) be the upper convex function such that £ft(j Sf ωχ. Then, 
ή
ω χ
(7 ϊ ) = Ι,ι = l . . . n . Hence, £ p ¿ ® ωχ 9! £
Λ
/· From Lemma 2.3.1, it 
follows that ^i(h') = гІ>і(Н) + фі(к
шх
) = ν^Ρ,Δρ) - 2 + кз(г,) > 0. Hence, the 
correspondence 'polytope <—• line bundle' gives for I{P) indeed the line bundle 
£fc/. Hence, £ p д ® ωχ Sí £/(p) ¿ and equation (2.54) follows easily. О 
Proposition 2.4.2 can be strengthened a little bit. 
Corollary 2.4.3 Let Ρ be a convex polygon such that its internal points are 
not collinear. Let Δ be the coarsest common subdivision of Δ ρ and Δ;(ρ). 
Hence, Δ(1) = Δρ(1) U Δ7(ρ)(1). Let X = Те
т
ь{А). Then X has at most 
At singularities and 
(2.59) ¿р.д®ыхгг£/(р).д· 
Proof Let Δ be the smooth subdivision of Δ . From Proposition 2.4.2, it follows 
that Δ and Δ only differ in the number of radii r with кз(т) = 2. Hence, X 
has only At singularities. Because X has only At singularities ωχ is still a line 
bundle and the proof of Proposition 2.4.2 still holds. Hence, equation (2.59) 
follows from (2.53). G 
In the proof of Proposition 2.4.2, it is essential that Δ is the smooth subdi­
vision of Δ ρ . Suppose that Ρ and I(P) are convex polygons with respect to an 
arbitrary fan Δ . Then, it does not have to be true anymore that ¿ Ρ , Δ ®ωχ Ξί 
£ / ( Ρ ) , Δ · For this we have the following 
E x a m p l e 2.4.4 Let Δ be the fan in Figure 2.4.5.a. Let Ρ be the convex 
polygon as in Figure 2.4.5.b. Then I(P) is given in Figure 2.4.5.с 
i Ж": ; EJ : in 
Figure 2.4.5 V, . . . 
a b c 
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Let hp € 5F(A) correspond with Ρ and let Лдр) G SF(A) correspond 
with I(P). Let hpin) = (/„,,Ρ,Γ,·) and let Λ/(Ρ)(Τ1·) = (/«,.,ƒ(ƒ>), η ) . If we let 
τι = (1,0) in Figure 2.4.5.a, then we have the following data. 
Table 2.4.6 
t 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Μ η ) 
1 
- 2 
- 3 
- 7 
- 4 
- 4 
0 
1 
".•(Λ Δ) 
3 
0 
3 
0 
3 
0 
3 
0 
' . . . Ρ 
(1,0) 
(1.3) 
(1-3) 
(4,3) 
(4,3) 
(4,0) 
(4,0) 
(1,0) 
hi(p)(Ti) 
2 
0 
- 2 
- 5 
- 3 
- 2 
1 
3 
*(ЦР),ь) 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
l
o.MP) 
(2,1) 
(2,2) 
(2,2) 
(3,2) 
(3,2) 
(3,1) 
(3,1) 
(2,1) 
From this data, it follows that Λ/(ρ)(τ,·) έ^ Λρ(τ,-) + 1 and hence, £ρ
ι
Δ®ω;τ ^Ё 
£ / ( Ρ ) , Δ · The 'polygon' which should correspond to the bundle £р
р
д ® w x is 
shown in Figure 2.4.7. 
Figure 2.4.7 . . 
However, we can still conclude the following 
Lemma 2.4.8 Let Ρ and I(P) be polygons with respect to the fan Δ . Let 
X = Т
ет
ь(А) such that X has at most At singularities. Then, 
(2.60) H0(X, CpA ® ωχ) й Η0(Χ, СІ{Р)Л). 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.4.2. • 
Corollary 2.4.9 Let the situation be as in Proposition 2.4.2 such that Ρ has 
noncollinear points and such that g(I(P)) > 1. Then, 
(2.61) я ° ( х , c p A p ® 4 ) г Η0(Χ, сІЩР))іар). 
Proof By Proposition 2.4.2 we know that 
(2.62) 
-P,Af 
)ш
х-
с
«р)Л
Р
· 
Then, this corollary follows from Lemma 2.4.8. 
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Example 2.4.10 Let Ρ be the convex polygon as in Figure 2.4.11.a. Then, 
Δ ρ is given in Figure 2.4.5.a, I(I(P)) is given in Figure 2.4.5.с The data for 
Ρ can also be seen in Figure 2.4.11. Let X = !Г
ет
&(Др). 
Figure 2.4.11 
l' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
П 
(1,0) 
( i . - i ) 
(ο,ΐ) 
(-ι,-ΐ) 
(-1.0) 
(-1,1) 
(1,1) 
(Li) 
Л(г.) 
0 
- 3 
- 4 
- 8 
-5 
-5 
- 1 
0 
ΜΡ,Δρ) 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
k. 
(0,0) 
(0,3) 
(1,4) 
(4,4) 
(5,3) 
(5,0) 
(4,-1) 
( i , - i ) 
As the above lemmas show, we see, with the help of Example 2.4.4, that 
(2.63) £
Λ Δ ρ ® ωχ Ξϊ £ / ( Ρ ) , Δ Ρ , 
(2.64) £
Λ Δ ρ ® ω
2
χ
 <£ ¿/(/(ΡΗ,Δρ, 
(2.65) Η\Χ, £ Ρ , Δ Ρ ® ω\) а Я°(Х, СтР))л„). 
2.5 The number of moduli of a family of curves 
which corresponds to a maximal polygon 
Let Ρ be a maximal polygon. Then, by Lemma 2.2.20, we see that &i(p) is a 
subdivision of Δ ρ . Hence, Ρ is a polygon with respect to Ацру 
Let the situation be as above Definition 2.1.9. We want to prove that the 
map α in (2.28) is an isomorphism. Hence, we have to show that 
(2.66) Н*(Х, θχ ® С-
р
1
Аі{р)) = 0 for i < 1. 
Suppose that X is smooth. Then, by Serre-Duality, we have to prove that 
(2.67) Η\Χ,&χ®£
ΡΑΗΡ)®ωχ) = 0. 
However, X is not smooth, in general. Therefore, we make the following 
Definition 2.5.1 Let X be a toric surface. Let Σ be its singular locus. Denote 
by j : X — Σ «—• X the inclusion map. Then, we define 
(2.68) Çïx — 1*Ωχ_
Σ
. 
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T h e o r e m 2.5.2 Let Ρ be a maximal polygon. Let X = Т
е т
»(Д/(р)). Then, 
(2.69) H1(X,Ùlx®CpAnp)®ux) = 0 , i = l , 2 . 
Proof From Corollary 2.4.3, it follows that X has only At singularities. Hence, 
ωχ is a line bundle. From Corollary 2.4.3, it also follows that 
(2.70) ¿Ρ,Δ,,,,,βιωΛ-*!£ƒ(ƒ>). 
Let Λ G 5Ρ(Δ/(ρ)) such that £/(p) = £л. Then, h is strictly upper convex, 
hence, by Lemma 1.6.2, £/(p) is ample on X. Hence, from Bott's Vanishing 
Theorem (see [16, page 130]), the theorem follows. О 
Because X is not smooth, we cannot apply Serre-Duality. We have to be 
more careful. 
Lemma 2.5.3 Let X be an affine normal variety. Let Σ be its singular locus, 
codim(E) > 2. Let ƒ" be a coherent sheaf on X. Let U = X — Σ —• X and 
let Ç = Ηοτη(^,Οχ). Then, 
(2.71) jJ'G ~ Q. 
Proof From the definition of a coherent sheaf, we can see that we can write Τ 
as the cokernel of the following exact sequence 
(2.72) Oy —• 0% —> Τ — ν 0. 
Taking duals gives 
(2.73) 0 —» Hom{T,Ox) —+ Пот(Оп
х
,О
х
) — Нот(0%,О
х
), 
which leads to 
(2.74) о — • g—>σ£—toy. 
The functor j * is exact, hence, 
(2.75) 0 —• j*g —• j'OÎ — • j ' O J . 
The functor j» is left exact, hence, 
(2.76) о — j.?g — Μ"Ο$ — j.j*o3F. 
But jtj*Ox 2 J.OQ 2 Ox (see [16, Corollary 3.9]). Therefore, from (2.76) 
we get 
(2.77) 0 —• jtj*g —• O J —• 0%. 
If we compare sequences (2.74) and (2.77), we get (2.71). D 
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A consequence of Lemma 2.5.3 is 
Lemma 2.5.4 Let X be a toric surface. Then 
(2.78) Px <* n i . 
Proof From Lemma 2.5.3, it follows that j*j*0x 2 0%. From the definition, 
we see that j ' . i ' Ô ^ 9ί Ω^. And away from the singularities, we know that θ χ 
and Ωχ are the same, hence θχ Ξί ΰχ. • 
We want to use Serre-Grothendieck Duality. If we do this, there will appear 
Ext-sheaves. Hence, we would like to know more about Ext-sheaves. Because 
toric surfaces always have cyclic quotient singularities, we can use the following 
Lemma 2.5.5 Let У = C2,X = C2/G,G= Z/dZ where G acts on У in the 
following way. Let 
with ζ = exp(2irt/<f). 
Ф,у). 
(2.79) С = 
Then, 
(2.80) 
Then, 
1 · ^ , 0 = (fipr,o)G 
2. 0Xto = (<V,o)G · 
MM 
V0 tk ) 
(*,») 
ρ > 0. 
Proof Fact 1. follows from [19, Lemma 1.8]. The proof of that lemma also 
holds for Οχ. О 
Lemma 2.5.6 Let У = С2, Χ = C/G, G = Z/dZ and G acts on У as in (2.80). 
Then, 
(2.81) ΕχΙ{
ΟΧιβ
(θχ
ι
ο
ί
ωχ,ο) = 0, ι = 1,2. 
Proof Let A = Οχο,Β - Ογ^,Α = BG. The rings A and В are Noetherian 
local rings and β is a module of finite type over A by A <—• B. Also, we know 
that В is a Cohen-Macaulay (CM) B—module. From [1, Proposition 3.16], it 
follows that ß is a CM A—module. Let 
(2.82) Bi = {b G В I C& = í ' t} , i = 0 , . . . , d - 1. 
Then, В = ф£г0
1
Я,·. Let 
Й Й 
(2.83) Ογ,ο = {<!! — + α2 —} о ь а г б о . 
5G 
Then, 
(2.84) О х . о ^ Ы ^ Я і Ф Я * · 
ß is CM О В, is CM V»'. Hence, θχ,ο is CM. Ω ^ 0 Sí ß _ t _ i + d =>· Ω^ο
 i s 
CM. From [4, Appendix 1], it follows that the local cohomology HJ
n
(0x
o
) = 0 
for i = 0,1. Hence, local duality (see [11, Theorem 6.7]) gives the lemma. О 
Corollary 2.5.7 Let Л" be a toric surface. Then 
(2.85) εχν
Οχ
(θχ,ωχ)=0, » = 1 , 2 . 
Proof From Lemma 2.5.6, it follows that in the singular points X we have 
(2.86) ех11
Ох
(вх,
Ш
х)
х
 = 0. 
If χ is a smooth point, equation (2.86) also holds because θχ and ωχ are 
locally free. О 
Finally, we can state the desired duality 
Theorem 2.5.8 Let X be a toric surface such that ωχ is a line bundle. Let £ 
be a line bundle. Then, 
(2.87) h,(X,ex®C-1) = h2-,(X,Ù1x ® £ ® ω χ ) , i = 0,1. 
Proof We prove equation (2.87) for t = 1. For ι = 0, we can reason in similar 
way. From [8, page 265], we get the exact sequence 
, , 0 — Я Ч * , Я 0 т о х ( д: ® €-\ωχ)) -• Εχί^,^θχ ® С-1,ωχ) 
(
 > - Η0(Χ,εχίι
Οχ
(θχ®ΰ-\ωχ)) - . . . 
From Lemma 2.5.7 and (2.88), it follows that 
(2.89) Я 1 ( Х , Я о т
с
,
х
(
 А
: ®^\ωχ)) a ΕχΙι0χ(θχ ® Г " 1 , ω χ ) . 
From the Serre-Grothendieck-Duality-Theorem (see [16, page 129]), it fol­
lows that Εχίι
σχ
(θχ ®ε-ι,ωχ) is dual to Η^Χ,Οχ ® £ - 1 ) . Hence, because 
£ and ωχ are line bundles we have ^(Χ,θχ ® £ - 1 ) = Ιιγ{Χ,Ηοτηο
χ
{θχ ® 
£-1,ωΛ·)) = / ι 1 (Λ:,Ω]
Γ
®£®ωχ). D 
Corollary 2.5.9 Let Ρ be a maximal polygon. Let X = Те
т
»(Д/(р)). Then, 
(2.90) Я'(Х,олг®£р
і
1
Д
, ( Р ) ) = 0 , ¿ = 0,1. 
Proof Follows from the theorem above and Theorem 2.5.2. D 
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Now we know that the map α in (2.28) is an isomorphism. Hence, to deter­
mine the number of moduli of the family (2.21) we have to determine h0(X, θχ). 
Therefore, 
Lemma 2.5.10 Let X = Т
ет
ь(А) be a toric surface such that X has at most 
At singularities. Then 
(2.91) h0(X,e
x
)= Σ (-«з(п)+1) + 2. 
Proof Because of the fact that in dimension 2, every cone is simplicial, [16, 
Theorem 3.6 & Proposition 3] gives 
(2.92) 0 —» ñjf —f Οχ φ Οχ —• ®τ,Ο
ν(Τ]) —• 0. 
If we tensor this sequence with the line bundle ωχ, then we get 
(2.93) 0 —• ύ1χ ®ωχ —* ωχ® ωχ —• ®T,ux \ V{TJ) —• 0. 
The long cohomology sequence gives 
- Η\Χ,ωχ) φ Η^Χ,ωχ) -+ φ^Η^Χ,ωχ \ У(т^) -» 
(2.94) 
Я
2 ( Х , Ω^ ® ωχ) -+ Η*(Χ,ωχ) φ Η*(Χ,ωχ) - 0. 
But Η1 (Χ,ωχ) = 0, hence, 
(2.95) Η2(Χ,Ω1χ®ωχ) = ^2Η1(Χ,ωχ\ν(τ
ί
)) + 2Η2(Χ,ωχ). 
But Λ2(Χ,ωχ) = 1 and ωχ \ (г;·) is a line bundle of degree —Кз(^·) on a 
P 1 . Hence, the lemma follows. D 
Corollary 2.5.11 Let X = Т
ет
ь(А) be a toric surface such that X has at most 
Aie singularities. Then 
(2.96) h0(X, θχ) = dim{Aut(X)). 
Proof Follows from Lemma 2.5.10, Lemma 1.5.1, Lemma 1.5.3 and Corollary 
1.5.6. D 
The final theorem which gives the number of moduli, in the case of maximal 
polygons. 
Theorem 2.5.12 Let Ρ be a maximal polygon. Let X = Т
ет
ь(&р). Then the 
number of moduli of the family of curves given by Cp as in (2.21) is 
(2.97) #mod(£p) = n(P) - dim(Aut(X)) - 1. 
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Proof Because of the fact that Ацр) is a subdivision of Δ ρ , it follows that 
(2.98) #mo<f(£p) = # f W ( £ p . A , ( P ) ) 
By Corollary 2.5.9 the map a in (2.28) is an isomorphism. Hence, by Corollary 
2.5.11, the dimension of the kernel of the Kodaira-Spencer map is equal to the 
dimension of the automorphism group of X'. Hence, the number of moduli is 
(2.99) фтоа{Ср
Л
 ) = n(P) - dimiAutiX1)) - 1. 
Let Δ be the smooth subdivision of Δ ρ . Then, by Lemma 2.4.2, Δ is also 
the smooth subdivision of Δ/(ρ). Hence, di'm(.Au<(X')) = аг'т(Ли<(Х)). Π 
Example 2.5.13 Let Ρ be the convex polygon in Figure 2.5.14.a. Then Δ ρ 
is as in Figure 2.5.14.b. Let dp be the corresponding line bundle on X = 
Т«
т
ь(Лр), which gives a family of curves of genus 7. 
Because Кз(г,) > 0 for each r, € Δρ(1), we see that агт(Ли<(Х)) = 2. 
Hence, 
(2.100) 
Figure 2.5.14 
#mod(Cp) = 19 - 2 - 1 = 16. 
Example 2.5.15 Let Ρ be the convex polygon in Figure 2.5.16.a. Then Δ ρ 
is as in Figure 2.5.16.b. Let Cp be the corresponding line bundle on X = 
Т
ет
ь(Ар)} which gives a family of curves of genus 5. Again, because /сз(г,·) > 0 
for each r,· G Δρ(1), we see that dim(Aut(X)) = 2. Hence, 
(2.101) #mod(£p) = 13 - 2 - 1 = 10. 
Figure 2.5.16 
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Example 2.5.17 Let Ρ be the convex polygon in Figure 2.5.16.a. Then Δ ρ 
is as in Figure 2.5.16.b. Let Cp be the corresponding line bundle on X — 
Ttrnb(Ap), which gives a family of curves of genus 9. With the help of Lemma 
2.5.10, we see that dim(Aut(X)) = 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 = 6. Hence, 
(2.102) #mod{Cp) - 25 - 6 - 1 = 18. 
Figure 2.5.18 
2.6 Algorithm to compute the number of mod­
uli of a family of curves which corresponds 
to an arbitrary polygon 
We want to determine the number of moduli of a family of curves given by an 
arbitrary polygon. Because we already know how to do this in the case of a 
maximal polygon, we will make use of this. In this chapter we will only consider 
polygons such that the internal points are not collinear. 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Unfortunately, we do not have that Ацр) is a 
subdivision of Ap anymore. We want to relate £-Maxtjtpy\ д to С ρ ¿ . 
Lemma 2.6.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Kp{\) = { Ι Ί , · · · , ^ } and let 
Δ /(ρ)(1) = {τ[,...,τ'η,}. Let h G SF(Âp) such that Cp^ 2 £ л . Define 
/t' : Δ / ( ρ)(1) — Ζ by к'(т!) = Л(т/). Then, h' G SF(Anp^ and 
(2.103) £мах(І(Р))Ацр) — £h' 
Proof Δ ρ is a subdivision of Δ/(ρ), hence h' is well defined. Let Л"(ту) = 
h(Ti) + 1. Then, h" G SF(Âp). Let X = Teml(Âp), then, by Lemma 2.4.2, 
(2.104) :
ρ,Δρ®ωΧ =Ch"· 
Hence, Chn 2 ¿цр)^ and h" G 8Ρ{Α^ρ)). Let X' = Τ ί π , 4 (Δ / (ρ)), then 
Λ'(Γ,) = Л"(г,·) — 1. And because X' has only At singularities, we see that 
h' G SF(A/(p)). Equation (2.103) follows directly from the definitions. ü 
GO 
Example 2.6.2 Let Ρ be as in Figure 2.6.3.a, Δ ρ as in Figure 2.6.3^, Δ/(ρ) 
as in Figure 2.6.3.с and Max(I(P)) as Figure 2.6.3.d. 
D 
Figure 2.6.3 
+: 
Let h G SF(Âp) correspond with Ρ, let h' G SF(Âp) correspond with 
/(Ρ), let h" G SF(Äp) correspond with Μαχ(Ι(Ρ)), let Лдр) G 5 Р ( Л д р ) ) 
correspond with I(P) and let h
max
 G 5Ρ(Δ/(ρ)) correspond with Max(I(P)). 
Then, we have the following data. 
Table 2.6.4 
t 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Λ(η) 
0 
- 3 
- 9 
- 7 
- 5 
- 3 
0 
A'(n) 
1 
- 2 
- 8 
- 6 
- 4 
- 2 
0 
Λ / ( Ρ ) ( Τ ' · ) 
1 
- 2 
- 2 
0 
Лтаг(т·) 
0 
- 3 
- 3 
0 
h"(T,) 
0 
- 3 
- 1 2 
- 9 
- 6 
- 3 
0 
Lemma 2.6.5 Let Δ and Δ ' be finite complete fans. Let Δ be a subdivision 
of Δ' . Then, Δ is a subdivision of Δ . 
Proof Let σΊ G Δ'(2) and let σ'1 = U™ ^ , , σ, G Δ(2) (see Figure 2.6.6). 
Figure 2.6.6 
m - l 
A generator τ of the cone σι is also a generator of a cone σ,0,1 < io < т . О 
Lemma 2.6.7 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Δρ(1) = {τι,.. . , r
n
} . Let 
τ, G Δρ(1) and r, £ Δ ^ ρ ^ Ι ) . Then, 
1. кз(г,) = 1. 
2. ι/
ι
(Ρ
Ι
Δρ) = 1. 
Proof By (2.54), it follows that 
(2.105) " . № ) , Δ ρ ) = vt(P, Δ ρ ) - 2 + /сз(г,). 
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Because г, £ Δ/(ρ\(1), we have that ι/,(7(Ρ),Δρ) = 0. Hence, 
(2.106) и,(Р,Ар) = 2-кз(т,). 
If r, € Δρ(1)\ Δ ρ (1), then /сз(г,) > 2, and if г, € Δ ρ ^ ) , then by Lemma 
2.3.1, because the internal points of Ρ are not collinear, it follows that 
(2.107) K3(T,) > 1. 
Because r, £ Δρ(1), we see 
(2.108) ι>,(Ρ) > 1. 
If we combine (2.106), (2 107) and (2.108), we see that кз(г,) = 1 and 
ι/,(Ρ,Δρ) = 1. D 
Lemma 2.6.8 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Ap( l ) = {TÍ, . . .,rn}. Let 
r, € Ap( l ) , r , g Δ / ( ρ ) (1) and r, g Δρ(1). Then, 
1. Μ η ) = 2. 
2. ι/,(Ρ,Δρ) = 0. 
Proof Follows from the fact that ι/,(Ρ, Δ ρ ) = 2 — «:з(т,) and the fact that 
ι/
ι
(Ρ,Δρ) = 0. О 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let r, G Δρ(1) and r, ^ Δ/(ρ)(1). Let Λ G 
5 Ρ ( Δ ρ ) correspond with Ρ, and let £" = K(r,) on X = Т
ет
ь(Ар). Let Δι be 
the fan which we get by removing r, from Δ ρ . Because /сз(г,) = 1 (use Lemma 
2.6.7), we see that we can get Χχ = Т
ет
ь(Аі) by blowing down X along E such 
that Χι is smooth. 
Because (again, use Lemma 2 6.7) y,(P, Δ ρ ) = 1 we have, by Lemma 1.4.21, 
(2.109) h(T,.1) + h(T,+l) = h(Tl) + l. 
\¿ . 
Figure 2.6.9 . . . r ,+1 
Let h' : Δι(1) —• Ζ be defined by Л'(г) = Л(г) for all r G Δι(1). Then, 
h' € 5 Ρ ( Δ ι ) 
We can get in the situation that Ρ is as in Figure 2 6.10 a. 
Figure 2.6.10 Ρ 
Λ 
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Let Pi be the polygon which corresponds to A'. Then, because of (2.109), it 
is easy to check that Ρχ is as in Figure 2.6.10.b. Hence, we can get Ρ by cutting 
off a vertex of Pi. 
Suppose that τ,_ι £ Δρ(1). Then, by Lemma 2.6.7 and Lemma 2.6.8, 
К З ( Т І - І ) = 1 or κ:3(7-·-ι) = 2. 
The first case is only possible if the internal points of Ρ are collinear (see 
Figure 2.6.11). 
Figure 2.6.11 T,72. . т>+1 
a b 
Hence, we may conclude that /сз(г,_і) = 2. But in Δ ι we have that 
^(т»-!.) = 1, and by Lemma 1.4.21, because v,(P, Δ ρ ) = 0 (use Lemma 2.6.8) 
we also have ί/,_ι(Ρι,Δι) = 1. Hence, we can continue this process. 
The resulting fan is the fan Δ/(ρ) and the resulting polygon is Max(I(P)), 
because we can "forget" all r 6 Δ ρ such that r ¿ Δ/(ρ) (US€ Lemma 2.6.1). 
Example 2.6.12 Figure 2 6.13 and Figure 2 6.14 show the process above for 
the polygon in Figure 2.6.3 a. 
^ \ . • ' * \ 
Figure 2.6.13 
Po Pi P2 Pz 
Figure 2.6.14 
Δο Δι Δ2 Δ3 
Lemma 2.6.15 Let X = T
e m t ( A p ) and let X' = Γ ^ ^ Δ ^ ρ ) ) . Let Δ ; (Δο = 
Δ ρ ) be the fan that we get by forgetting j radii as above. Let h} G SF(Aj) 
be as above. Let Ej = (т) on X} = Τ β „^(Δ,), where τ G Δ ; (1)\ Δ,+ι (1). 
Then, the self intersection of E} = —1, and we get 
(2.110) x
 =
 x0hxi-*...^xn_ihxn = x', 
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in which η = # Δ ρ ( 1 ) — #Δ7(ρ)(1). Furthermore, 
(2.111) Ch¡ = / ; + 1 £h J + 1 ®Ox¿-Ej)t 
and 
(2.112) if £h„ = £MOI( ; (P ) ) then Cho = Cp. 
Proof From the discussion preceding this lemma, it follows that 
(2-113) /j+i,.04 ® °xÁEi)) = £h,+l, 
the self intersection of Ej = —1 on Χ} because «;з(г,) = 1. Equation (2.112) is 
already explained above this lemma. ü 
Lemma 2.6.16 Let X = Temb{Âp) and let X' = Temb(Âj(p)). Then there is 
a natural embedding 
(2.114) tf°(X,£p) — tf0(X',£Mar(/(P)))-
Proof For each step in Lemma 2.6.15 we have 
(2.115) Я 0 ( Х , , f;+1Ch}+l ® OxJ-Ej)) ^ я 0 ^ , / ; + 1 £ s + 1 ) . 
D 
In geometric terms, we can say that the linear system | Cp \ is a subsystem 
of I £мах([(Р)) I by demanding certain base points. 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon. From this moment on, we will work only on 
X' = Т
етпЬ
(А1{Р)). Let 5 ! = РН0(Х',СМахщр))Лпр)) and let 5 2 be the 
image of PH0(X, £ρ,Δρ) under the embedding in Lemma 2.6.16. Let 
(2.116) X = {(at,«) \x€X',seSi,x€ С,} С X' x Sx, 
and let 
(2.117) fi:X—*Sl 
be the family of curves defined by ƒ{"1 (s) = Cs, where С
г
 = (s)o for each s G Si. 
Define the subfamily 
(2.118) / 2 : ^ _ ^ 5 2 
byf2 = fi/(X' x 5 3 ) . 
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Let Ωι : Si —• Α9 be the period map. Let ρ G / т ( П і ) be a regular value. 
Then, by Paragraph 2.5, 
(2.119) n r 1 ( p ) = V i U . . . U K , , 
with V, Π V, = 0 if » φ j and <іітп( ,) = dim{Aut(X')). 
In geometric terms, this means that if βι,«2 € ,
в
, then there exists φ G 
Aut(X') such that 
(2.120) 0(C, 1) = C.,. 
Definition 2.6.17 Let s e 52- Then, 
(2.121) V, = {φ E Aut(X) I ¿(С,) = С,, for a certain s' G 52}. 
Lemma 2.6.18 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Then, 
(2.122) #mod{Cp) = n(P) - агт(У,) - 1, 
for a general s G 52. 
Proof Let Ω2 be the period map from 52 to A3. Let ρ G 7т(П2). Then, since 
52 С Si and because of (2.119), we see 
(2 123) Ω2 \p) = (Vi Π S2) U . . . U (V
n
 Π Sa). 
And hence, 
(2.124) #mod(Cp) = #mod{Cp¿ ) = dirnfa) - dim(V, П S2). 
But dim(V, Π 52) = <¿¿m(V,) for a general s G S, by Definition 2.6.17. О 
The reason we want to have our families on a smooth toric surface is that 
we, in that case, are able to use the explicit description [16, paragraph 3.4] of 
the automorphism group. 
Lemma 2.6.19 Let X = Т
ет
ь(А) be a smooth toric surface. Let Ρ be a 
convex polygon with respect to Δ and let £р
і
д be its corresponding line bundle. 
Let m G Ρ and let ф
т
 be the corresponding section of Н0(Х,£рь). Let 
α G Я(ЛГ, Δ) and let x
a
 : С —* Aut(X) be the one parameter subgroup as in 
[16, Proposition 3.14]. Then x
a
(X) acts in the following way on H0(X, £р,д)· 
Let a i—• г, and let a, b G Ζ such that m — ¡
σι
 = a r ^ j -f бг^. Then 
(2.125) ф
т
 -^ ¿ ( a j фгг,, , mj=m-ja. 
Proof Let a correspond with r,. We may assume that r, = (1,0), r,_i = (0,1) 
and Q = (1,—n). Let (7
σ> be the affine chart which corresponds to σ,. We 
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determine how ф
т
 transforms on t/^. On и
аі
,ф
т
 is given by e(m — /<,,). 
Hence, if u G U,,, is given by 
(2.126) 
then, Ха(Ь)(и)(тУ_J = <i + Xq and х
а
(Х){и)(тУ) = t2 (see [16, Proposition 
3.14]). Because m G Ρ, we have m — /„, = a r ^ j + ЬтУ, a,b > 0, and 0
m
(u) = 
Í ; < | . But 
MXa(A)(ti)) = (<l+A<2)ai$ 
(2.127) = Σ'-ο Í J V ' ^ 4 
= Σ ;
=
0 i ) ) ХФт-іеіи). 
With the help of Lemma 2.6.19 we can determine the dimension of V, which 
we used in Lemma 2.6.18. 
L e m m a 2.6.20 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let P' — Max(I(P)). Let 
m i , . . . , m „ ( p ) G Ρ and let m„(p) + i , . ..,mn(p/) G Ρ' and not in P. Let 
α ϊ , . . . ,α , G R(N, ÂHP)). Let s = ¿ ^ f <цф
т
, G 52-
Let J be the (n(P') — n(P)) χ / matrix with entries in Jfe[ai,..., an(P)] such 
that 
<2-128> J" = {"o Í E ¿ . 4 = га",я>+і 
Then, 
(2.129) dim(T
c
(V,)) = dim(Aut(X)) - rank(J). 
P r o o f Aut0(X) is generated by the one parameter subgroups x
ai : С —• 
Aut(X) and the torus Tpj. Hence, around f, we can write φ G Aut0(X) as 
φ = /?7Πα,6/?(Δ) χα,(Κα>))' wtih β,7 G Tjv (see [16, Demazure's Structure 
Theorem]. But φ • s is of the form 
n(P') 
(2.130) J ] M
m i . 
«=i 
Hence, φ • s £ S2 only if ¿j = 0, i = n(P) + 1 , . . . , n(P'). The 6,· are polyno-
mials in the parameters Atti. The Jacobian matrix of these polynomials is the 
matrix J mentioned in the lemma. If we differentiate 6, with respect to λ
β ι
, 
and substitute ί = (0 0) in •$*-, we only get coefficients which we get by 
subtracting one root (see Lemma 2.6.19). D 
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In Lemma 2.6.21 we will show that the dimension, mentioned in Lemma 
2.6.20 is the right one, if we take s G 52 general enough. 
Theorem 2.6.21 Let the situation be as above. Then 
(2.131) #то<1{Ср) = n(P) - dim(Aut(X)) + rank(J) - 1. 
Proof By Lemma 2.6.20 and Lemma 2.6.18 we only have to prove that 
dim(V
a
) = dim(Tf(V,)). But, from [12, Lemma 10.5], it follows that there is an 
open part U С S2 such that Ω2 : U —• f(U) is smooth. Then, the fiber O j ^ p ) 
is equidimensional and regular ([12, Theorem 10.2]). 
D 
Example 2.6.22 Consider the family of curves of type (3,3) on Ρ 1 χ Ρ 1 , with 
base points in (1,0) χ (0,1), (1,0) χ (1,0), (0,1) χ (0,1), (0,1) χ (1,0). Let Cp, = 
0(3,3) with P' as in Figure 2.6.23.a. The family is given by Cp with Ρ as in 
Figure 2.6.23.b. The fan from which we get Ρ 1 χ Ρ 1 is given in Figure 2.6.23.C 
and the root system is given in Figure 2.6.23.d. 
F i e u r e 2 .6 .23 
16 IZ12 I S 
' 7| 8' 9'10| 
• -зЧі^у ; 
13 1 2 14 
a b 
The matrix J we get from Lemma 2.6.20 is 
/ αϊ 0 0 
(2.132) J = 0 0 02 
0 aio 012 
\ о ц 07 0 
.
 T4
 . 
•Тз-*- — η . 
с 
a 3 \ 
0 
0 ) 
• 
. .014. . 
аз- · Ät 
• £»2 · · 
d 
We see that the rank of J is equal to 4, hence Theorem 2.6.21 gives that the 
number of moduli is equal to 12 — 6 + 4 — 1 = 9. 
Example 2.6.24 (Curves of genus 3 in P 2 with α hyperflex ) . We get the 
curves of genus 3 by considering Cpi with P' as in Figure 2.6.25.a. The curves 
of genus 3 with a hyperflex are given by Cp with Ρ as in Figure 2.6.25.b. The 
fan and the root system are given in Figure 2.6.25.с and 2.6.25.d. 
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The matrix J we get is 
(2.133) J = 
/аз 
«4 
as 
\ 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ai 
0 
0 
0 
02 \ 
аз 
04 
as / 
The rank of J is 3. Hence, the number of moduli of the curves with a hyperflex 
is 1 1 - 8 + 3 - 1 = 5. 
E x a m p l e 2.6.26 Let С be a curve of degree 4 in P 2 . Let Lc = {h,h,h} be 
a collection of three lines such that Ιχ is tangent to С in Pi, /2 is tangent to 
С and goes through an intersection point of /1 and С different from Pi , /3 is 
tangent to С and goes through an intersection point of /2 and С different from 
P2 and goes through Pj. Let С be given as the zero locus of a section of the 
line bundle given in Figure 2.6.27.b. 
Then the matrix J is 
(2.134) 
\ 
аз 
04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
αϊ 
0 
0 
ад 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ατ 
аэ 
0 
0 
0 
02 
Об 
0 
0 
0 
02 
as 
0 
0 
0 
аз 
0 
а« 
0 
0 / 
The rank of J is 6. Hence, the number of moduli is 9 — 8 + 6 — 1 = 6. Therefore, 
for the general curve С of degree 4 in P 2 , there exists a collection Lc-
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Chapter 3 
Propert ies of curves on a 
toric surface 
3.1 The canonical image of С 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let Cp be the line bundle on X = Т
ет
ь(Ар) which 
corresponds with P. Let С € | Cp \. We will show that if the internal points 
of Ρ are not collinear, then the canonical image of С lies on the toric surface 
X' = Т
ет
ь(А
ПР)). 
Lemma 3.1.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let з (Р) > 1, let X = Τ
βττ
,»(Δρ) 
and let С e | Cp \ such that С is smooth and away from the singularities of X. 
Then, 
(3.1) Η0(σ,ωο)*Η0(Χ^
ρΛρ
®ω
χ
). 
Proof Let X = Т
ет
ь(Ар) and let ƒ : X —> X be the minimal resolution. On 
X we have the following exact sequence 
(3.2) о —> О* — С
рЛр
 —» Cp^p ® Oj.c — 0. 
From this sequence we get 
(3.3) 0 —» ωχ — Cp¿ip ® ujt — £
Ρ ι Α ρ
 β ω * ® О,-c — 0, 
and the long exact cohomology sequence 
(3 4) 0 — * H0(X'U*) —^ Я 0 ^ ' £ Я , Л
Р
 ® w x ) — 
^ '
 ;
 HOiX.Cp^QbJxQOj.c) -~ Ηι(Χ,ω
χ
). 
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But H'iXyùJx) = 0, for г' < 2, hence 
(3.5) Н0(Х,С
рЛр
 ®ωχ) 2 Н0(Х,С
рЛр
 ®u>x®O
r
c)-
The adjunction formula gives 
(3.6) U¡.c(^Cp¿t>®bJx®0¡.c. 
But f*C is the strict transform of C, hence 
(3.7) Нй(С,шс)^Н0{Х,С
рЛр
®
ия
). 
D 
Corollary 3.1.2 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points, 
let X = Те
т
ь(Др) and let С G| Cp \ such that С is smooth and away from the 
singularities of X. Let X' = Τ£Γ„δ(Δ/(ρ)). Then, 
(3.8) H\Ctuc) г Я 0 (Х' , £/(Ρ), Δ , ( Ρ ) ) . 
Proof From Lemma 3.1.1, we see that 
(3.9) Я 0(С,ωα) ~Η0(Χ,С
рар
 ® ωχ). 
But from Lemma 2.4.3, it follows that 
(310) CP,LP®"XZ£I(P),LP-
Hence, 
(3.11) Н0(Х,С
І(Р)Лпр)) - Η0(Χ',€Ι{ρ)ιΔ,(ρ)). 
О 
From the above, it follows that we are in the following situation: 
X ¿- С 
(3.12) | £/(p) д 11 I canonical map 
p í - i JL p s - i 
Diagram (3.12) commutes because ¿/(ρ)! Or ~ ωα ^У Lemma 3.1.1 and the 
adjunction formula. 
X' ¿- X 
(3.13) | £ / < П А / ( Р ) І | [\СІ(Р)Л
Р
\ 
pí - i Д . p í - i 
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Diagram (3.13) commutes because f*Ci(p)tbnp. — ¿пр) д · 
Χ' £ С 
(3.14) I £/(р),д / ( р ) IJ jcanonical map 
p j - l ^il. p s - l 
Diagram (3.14) commutes because diagram (3.12) and diagram (3.13) commute 
and because of Lemma 3.1.1. Hence, we have the following 
Lemma 3.1.3 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let С be the zero locus of a global 
section of the line bundle Cp. Then the canonical model of С lies on X' = 
Tembi^IÇP))· 
Proof See the above discussion. О 
3.2 Hyperelliptic and trigonal curves 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let С G| Cp |, then we want to prove that С is 
hyperelliptic if and only if the internal points of the polygon Ρ are on a line. 
We want to use Noether's Theorem to do this (see [2, page 117]). Therefore, we 
need to know something about the group tf0(C,u>£.). 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points. 
Let X = Temb(Âp). Then 
(3.15) Н1(Х,С
рЬр
®
ш
2
х) = 0. 
Proof Let X' = Т
ет
ь(А
ПР)) and let X' = ТетьіАцр)). Let ƒ : X' —> X' be 
the minimal resolution of X' and let g : X —• X' be the composition of the 
maps f ι,..., f
n
 in Lemma 2.6.15. 
Then, g*Ux S ωχ, and because X' has only .Ai-singularities, we have 
/,ω^, Ξί ω χι. From Lemma 2.4.3, we have 
(3.16) £ Р , Л Р ® 4 - £ / ( П А
Р
® ^ · 
and g*f*{Cp^ ® иЛ) = £/(р)
і
д / (р ) ® νχι. But on X', the line bundle 
£ΐ(Ρ),Α
ΗΡ) is ample, hence H
l{X',С
І
(р)
Лпр) φ ω χ - ) = 0 by Kodaira's Van­
ishing Theorem (see [16, page 101]). 
Because X' has only A^ singularities, we have that Hl(X,Cp¿ ®ω^.) 2 
H1(X',gtft(Cp д ®ϋΛ)), which proves the lemma. D 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points. 
Let X = T
em
b(Ap) and let С E\ Cp \ be a smooth curve away from the 
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singularities from X. Let ƒ : X —• X be the minimal resolution. Let s £ 
# 0 ( Χ , £ ρ
ι Λ ρ
) such that fC = (s)o. Let X' = Τ ^ Δ ^ ρ ) ) . Then, 
(3.17) Я ° ( 0 £ ) 2 Я°(*,4,д
Р
 ® 4 ) ) / (
β
 .Я0(Х,£
р > Äp во*))-
Proof If we tensor the exact sequence (3.2) with -Cp^ ® ω * ι ^ е п we get 
(зле) о - с
Рар
 ® 4 -. £2P
Лр
 ® 4 - /:»,
ιΔρ ® 4 ® O;.c - 0, 
and the long cohomology sequence 
о -^ я « ^ , / : ^ ®4) -^ яо(х,^
Л р
 ®4) -^ 
^
л
 > Я0(Х,^
Лр
®ы|®Оу.с) — ячх,>Ср
рАр
®4). 
From Lemma 3.2.1, we have that H1(X,£p¿í ®ω^.) = 0. Again, with the 
help of the adjunction formula, the lemma follows. О 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points. 
Then, 
(3.20) Δ ρ = а
І(2ру 
Proof Let Δ ρ = {TÍ, . . . , r n } . Of course, we have Δ ρ = Δ2Ρ. Hence, because 
of Lemma 2.4.3, we have to prove the following implication 
(3.21) ι/,(Ρ, Δ ρ ) > 0 = > J>,(/(2P), Δ ρ ) > 0. 
From Lemma 2.4.3, we get 
(3.22) Vi(I(2P), Δ ρ ) = 2u,(P, Δ ρ ) - 2 + κ3(η). 
Therefore, u,(I(2P)1 Δ ρ ) = u¡(P, Δ ρ ) + v,(P, Δ ρ ) - 2 + к:з(г,) > 0 because of 
ι/,·(Ρ, Δ ρ ) > 0 and Lemma 2.3.1. G 
Lemma 3.2.4 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points. 
Then, 
(3.23) I(I(2P)) = 2/(P). 
Proof Let Δ/(ρ) = {τι,.. .,τ
η
}. Then because of equation (3.22), Lemma 3.2.3 
and Lemma 2.4.3, we see that 
(3.24) vt(I(I(2P)), Δ ρ ) = 2^(Ρ, Δρ) - 4 + 2ісз(г,) > 0. 
Hence, vt(I(I(2P)), Δ ρ ) = 2ul(I(2P),Âp), which proves the lemma. • 
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Lemma 3.2.5 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points. 
Let X — Т
ет
ь(Ар), let С e | £p | be a smooth curve away from the singularities 
from X and let ƒ : X —• X be the minimal resolution. Let s 6 H0(X,Cp^ ) 
such that f*C = (s)o. Let X' = Т
ет
ь(Ац
Р
)). Then, 
1. If g(I{P)) = 0 , then Я 0 (С\и£) й Н0(Х',С1{1(2Р))Л1(р)). 
2. lîg(I(P)) > 0 , then 
H0(c,ub) ~н\х
І
с
т2Р))<Кр)І{8 .но(х,сІ(ПР))Лр)У 
Proof 
1. From the proof of Corollary 2.4.9 it follows that H0(X, Cp^p ® w^) = 0 
and because of Lemma 3.2.4 we see that Аддгр)) = Δ/(ρ)· Hence, the 
lemma follows from Lemma 3.2.2. 
2. Follows directly from Lemma 3.2.2 and Corollary 2.4.9. 
Corollary 3.2.6 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with noncollinear internal points. 
Then, 
(3.25) Zg(P) - 3 = g(I(2P)) - g(I(P)). 
Proof Follows directly from Lemma 3.2.5 and the fact that h0(C, u>ç) = 3g(P) — 
3,iïg>2. О 
Example 3.2.7 Let Ρ and I(P) be as in Figure 3.2.8.a. One can see 2P, 
I(2P) and /(/(2P) in Figure 3.2.8.b. As one can see I(I(2P) = 2I(P) and 
3g(P) - 3 = g(I{2P)) - g(I(P)) because 3 · 5 - 3 = 12 - 0. 
Figure 3.2.8 
Lemma 3.2.9 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let ^(P) > 2 and let С G| Cp \ 
such that С is smooth and away from the singularities of X. Then 
(3.26) The points of /(P) are collinear <=$• С is hyperelliptic. 
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Proof If g(P) = 2, the lemma is trivial as every curve of genus 2 is hyperelliptic. 
Hence we may assume g(P) > 2. Let X = Т
ет
ь(Ар) and let 
(3.27) a:Sym7H0(C,üJc)-^H0(C,u>l). 
=>· From Lemma 3.1.1, it follows that 
(3.28) Н0{С,и>с)~Н0(Х,С
ПР)Лр). 
Let g(P) = g. Then, because of the fact that I(P) is collinear, we see that 
άίτη(Ιτη(α)) = 2g — 1. Because h0(C, wj) = 3g — 3, we may conclude that the 
map a is not surjective. Hence, by Noether's Theorem (see [2, page 117]), it 
follows that С is hyperelliptic. 
•£= Suppose that I(P) is not collinear. Let 
(3.29) 
β : I(P) x I(P) —• 2I(P) 
be given by ( т і . т г ) —• (m! + т г ) . By Lemma 6.7, the map β is surjective. 
However, 2I(P) = I(I(P)), hence by Lemma 3.2.5, we see that the map α is 
surjective. Hence, again by Noether's Theorem, С is not hyperelliptic. О 
Let С be a hyperelliptic curve. Then С possesses a gl- The following lemma 
produces such a g^. 
Lemma 3.2.10 Let Ρ be a convex polygon, Др(1) = {τχ,.. .,τ„} and {/<7,}?=ι 
the vertices of P. Let s 6 H0(X,Cp) be a section which corresponds to the 
internal point m. Then, 
(3.30) 
Furthermore, 
div(S) = Σ -('о,, TÏ)V(TÏ) + dii;(e(m)). 
• = 1 
(3.31) ( m - / e i I 7 i ) > 0 . 
Proof Because s and e(m) are sections of the same line bundle, we see that 
(3.30) holds. Relation (3.31) follows because m e P. ü 
Example 3.2.11 Let Ρ be a convex polygon such that the internal points are 
on a line ( see Figure 3.2.12 where Ρ is of Type 0, see Paragraph 4.3). 
Λ«1«2 
Figure 3.2.12 
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Let «ι and U2 be as in Figure 3.2.12. Let L be the pencil spanned by uj and 
«2· Let Cp be the corresponding line bundle on X = Т
ет
ь(Ар). Let С € | Cp \ 
and let 
(3.32) £>A,„ = С • (λ«! + /iuz) € Div(C). 
Then, from Lemma 3.2.10 it follows that 
divim) = 1 · Vin) + 1 · V(r2) + (2<7(Я) - 1) · V(T3) + 1 · ^(тч), 
(3.33) 
div(u2) = 3 · V(n) + 1 • V(r2) + ( 2 А ( Р ) - 3) · V(T3) + 1 · V(u). 
A point ρ is a base point of DA,M if and only if «i(p) = «2(p) = 0. How 
many base points of С • D\tß are on the component (т,·)? The answer to this 
question is 
(3.34) Vi(P)min(coeïï of V(TÏ) in div(ui), coeff of К(г,·) in divfa)). 
Hence , the total number of base points is 
(3.35) 1.1 + 1. t + (2ff(P) - 3) • 1 + 1 • {2g{P) -k) = 4g(P) - 2. 
However, the total number of intersection points is 
(3.36) 20(P) = 2(g(P) + Ш - 1) = 4g(P). 
Hence, if we leave out the base points, then Αχ,μ is a g^· 
Lemma 3.2.13 Let Ρ be a convex polygon such that g(I(P)) = 0 and such 
that the internal points of Ρ are not collinear. Let X = Т
ет
ъ(Ар) and let 
С € | Cp | such that С is smooth and away from the singularities of X. Then, 
С is trigonal or isomorphic to a smooth plane quintic. 
Proof Let X' — Т
е т
б(Д/(р)). By Lemma 3.1.1, the canonical image of С lies 
in P « - 1 on X'. We prove that each quadratic polynomial in loi · · ·, Zg-i which 
vanishes on С vanishes on the whole of X'. Then, we may conclude that the 
ideal of the canonical image of С needs a generator of higher degree. Hence, by 
Petri's Theorem (see [2, page 131], the lemma follows. 
Therefore, consider the following diagram. 
Sym*(H0(C,Uc)) - ^ tf0(C,u£) 
(3.37) /j , | 
Sym*{H°(X'tCmAnn)) -+ Н°(Х>,С>(р)Лпр)) 
The map ƒ is the isomorphism which we get from Corollary 3.1.2 and the 
т а р у is the isomorphism which we get from Lemma 3.2.5.1, in which I(I(P)) = 
2I(P) by Lemma 3.2.4. Hence, from this diagram it follows immediately that 
each quadratic polynomial that vanishes on C, also vanishes on X'. D 
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The converse of Lemma 3.2.13 is not true. For that we have the following 
example: Let Ρ be a convex polygon such that I(P) is as in Figure 3.2.14. 
Then, the canonical image of a curve С as above is on the surface w3 = xyz in 
P 3 . Hence, each curve is trigonal. 
Figure 3.2.14 
The canonical image of С is isomorphic to a smooth plane quintic if I(P) is 
as in Figure 3.2.15. 
Figure 3.2.15 
3.3 Curves of genus 5 
Definition 3.3.1 We call two polygons Pi and P2 equivalent if there exists an 
affine transformation /ф>е such that /¿^(Pi) = Рг, where с 6 Ζ 2 , φ G GL(2, Ζ) 
and /ф,
с
 = ф(х) + с Vi G Ζ 2 . 
Then by Chapter 4, there exist six inequivalent polygons Ρ such that n(P) = 
5. They can be seen in Figure 3.3.2. 
Figure 3.3.2 
c*; : :Δ 
Suppose that we have a family of curves of genus 5 given by the line bundle 
Cp on a toric surface X = Т
в т
ь ( Л р ) . Hence, n(I(P)) = 5 and I(P) has one of 
the shapes of Figure 3.3.2. However, only Figures 3.3.2.b, 3.3.2.С, 3.3.2.d and 
3.3.2.e are internal polygons. 
If P ' is as in Figure 3.3.2.b, then we get curves of genus 5 which are trigonal 
(see Lemma 3.2.13). Hence, if Ρ = Max(P') (see Figure 3.3.3.a) with Δρ as in 
Figure 3.3.3.b, then the number of moduli of the family that corresponds with 
Cp is 1 8 - 1 - 6 = 11. 
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Figure 3.3.3 
Let us now concentrate on the three different types of polygons P¡,P¡i and 
Pjj! in Figure 3.3.4, where Pj = Max(P') . with P' as in Figure 3.3.2.С, Рц = 
Мах(Р"), with Ρ" as in Figure 3.3.2.d, and P
m
 = Max(P"'), with P'" as in 
Figure 3.3.2.e. 
Figure 3.3.4 
Let Tf be the family on Xj = Т
ет
ь(&р,) given by the canonical image of 
| Cp, | (this is possible because of Lemma 3.1.1). We use the same notation for 
!FJJ and ƒ/ƒƒ. We would like to know how the curves in the different families 
can be distinguished geometrically. 
Figure 3.3.5 I 
*5 
X'l X'2 Х'з 
II 
¿l t i £3 
х'л 
III 
χ'ι x'2 £3 
Í 4 
If we take coordinates as in Figure 3.3.5, then the equations of Xj, Хц and 
Xui in P 4 are : 
(3.38) 
I x2 = χ1χ3 [ 
xl = X3X1 
X2X3 = х^хъ 
Χπι 
Í xì = х\ 
\ xl=xA 
хз 
хіхь 
If in the sequel the indices I , II and III are omitted, then the corresponding 
property is supposed to hold for each case. 
Let С € T. Then, its canonical image lies on X, and by Petri's Theorem 
(see [2, page 131]) (C is not hyperelliptic) С is the intersection of three quadrics. 
Let I /c(2) I be the net of quadrics containing C. Let Гс C| /c(2) | be the 
quadrics of rank < 4 : 
(3.39) Q\,w = | /c(2) | = AQi + μί?2 + vQz. 
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To ask whether Q\^iV is of rank < 4 is equivalent to demanding that the 
determinant of the (5 χ 5) matrix with entries in C[À,/i,t/] is equal to zero. 
Hence, Гс can be seen as a plane quintic. It is known that for a general curve 
of genus 5, Гс is smooth. If Гс is singular in (λο,μο,^ο), then QAO,/IO,»O ' S 0f 
rank < 3. If С is not trigonal, then Гс has at most nodes as singularities (see 
[2, page 274]). 
From the equations (3.38) we see that С is always on a quadric of rank < 3, 
hence, Гс is always singular in our case. Hence, the general curve of genus 5 
cannot be on a toric surface in the way we have described. This, however, could 
also be concluded from Chapter 2, because #mod{Cp,) = 8,#mod(Cp
n
) = 10 
and #mod(Cpln) = 10. From equations (3.38), we see that if С is on X¡ or on 
Хці, then С is contained in two quadrics of rank 3. If С is on Xjj, then it is 
contained in a quadric of rank 3 and a quadric of rank 4. 
We want to determine when a curve С of genus 5 lies on one of our toric 
surfaces. It will turn out that we can determine this with the help of the quintic 
Гс- We first determine when С is on Xj or on Хщ- Hence, С is contained 
in two quadrics Qi and Q2 such that rank(Qi) = rank(Q2) = 3 and such 
that QA,/I = λ<5ι + μφΐ is of rank 5 for general λ and μ. We put such a pair of 
quadrics in a standard form. What do we mean with a standard form? Let Q be 
given by the symmetric matrix AQ. Let χ = (χχ,.. -,χζ) be coordinates in P 4 . 
Then the equation of Qi is х*Ас1х = 0 and the equation of Q2 is х*Ас^х = 0. 
Let В G GL(5, С) and let у = Bx be the new coordinate system. Then we are 
allowed to transform Qi and Q2 simultaneously to Qi : у,В*Ас1Ву = 0,Q2 '• 
ytBtAQ]By = 0. 
We are also allowed to multiply one of the matrices AQI by a diagonal matrix 
D(X) = (dij) with da = λ without multiplying the other matrix. The reason for 
this is that it does not really change the equation. Hence, now we know what 
kind of operations we are allowed to use in order that we reach a standard form. 
In [14, Theorem III,page 281] a general classification of pairs of quadrics is 
given. But since we are in a very special situation we can do it more easily and 
with much nicer equations. 
Classification of two quadrics of rank 3 
Let Qi and Q2 be two quadrics of rank 3. Let К = Кег(Ас)). Because Q\tß 
has maximal rank for general A and μ, we know that dim(Vi Π V2) = 0. For the 
same reason, we may conclude that at least one of the two quadrics, say Qi, 
restricted to the singular locus of the other quadric is nonsingular. Then, let 
(3.40) W = {xeC5\Q1(x,v) = 0\/veVl}. 
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Then, dim(W) = 3 and C 5 = V φ W. Therefore we can get 
AQ1 = 
( 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 ^ 
0 0 0 
\ о 0 V, I 
Aq^ = 
/ 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
\ 0 0 
о \ 
0 
/ 
where QÍ is a conic in P 2 of rank 1 and where Q'^ is a smooth conic in P 2 . For 
the mutual position, we have the following possibilities. 
Figure 3.3.6 
q\ (*-*)а=0 
Lemma 3.3.7 Let Q\ and Qi be two quadrics of rank 3 such that \Q\ + /1Q2 
has rank 5 for general λ and μ. Then, by transformations of Qi and Qi, which 
are allowed as before, we can get Qi and Q2 in one of the following standard 
forms. 
1. 
x? + T\ + x\ = 0 
2
 - xi = 0 xi + x 
Г xl + xl + xl-
- 213*5 + i s = 0 
0 
Proof See above. Π 
Classification of a quadric of rank 4 and a quadric of rank 3 in a 
special case 
Let Qi be a quadric of rank 4 and let Q2 be a quadric of rank 3. The special case 
in which we are interested is that Qi | [{
er
(Q2) is nonsingular. In geometrical 
terms, we can say that Qi С Ρ 4 intersects the singular locus of Q2 С Ρ 4 in 
two different points. We examine this situation because our toric surface is the 
intersection of two such quadrics. 
Again, let W be as in (3.40). Then, C 5 = V φ W, and we get 
/ 1 0 
^ Q l = 
V 0 0 
о о 0 \ 
0 0 0 
AQ\ 
An, = 
/ 0 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 AQI^ 
\ 0 0 
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where Qi is a conic in P 2 of rank 2 and Q'2 is a smooth conic in P 2 . For the 
mutual position we have the following situations. 
Figure 3.3.8 
Qi:x 3 — axy — zz=0 
a¿0, β / ± 1 
Qi і 3 -гг=0 
С ' 1 х
,
- г у - * г = 0 
Qi : r»+y J -z s =0 
Qlr ' -z^O 
С', r(y+í)=0 
Qi-r'+y'-í3: 
Lemma 3.3.9 Let Qi be a quadric of rank 4 and let Q2 be a quadric of rank 3 
such that \Qi + ßQ? has rank 5 for general λ and μ, and such that Qi\ ker(Q-i) 
is nonsingular. Then by transformations of Qi and Q2 which are allowed as 
before, we can get Q\ and Qi in one of the following standard forms. 
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ί f 4 + xì - ή = О 
" \ i f + xl + х | - ахзХ4 — 13*5 = О 
( xl + x24-xl = 0 
• \ »? + zi + xi - xi = о · 
3 / χ1 + *3 - *2 = о 
" \ Χ? + Ж^  + Х3Х4 + «3X5 = О 
Proof See above, where we have to remark that the situations as in Figures 
3.3.8.b and 3.3.8.с are special cases of the situation as in Figure 3.3.8.a. О 
Lemma 3.3.10 Our toric surfaces are from the following types. 
1. The surface Xj is of type 2 in Lemma 3.3.7. 
2. The surface Хц is of type 3 in Lemma 3.3.9. 
3. The surface Xiu is of type 1 in Lemma 3.3.7. 
Proof 
1. From (3.38), it follows that X¡ is the intersection of Qi : x\ — х^хъ = 0 
and Q2 : x\ — x\Xz = 0. We see that Кет{С}х) — [e\,e^ from which follows 
that Q2\ Ker(Qi)lsgiven by the equation X1X3 = 0 and has ranJb 2. With 
the notation as above, we see that Qi : x^ — X2X5 = 0 and Q'2 : x% = 0, 
hence the situation is as in Figure З.З.б.Ь. 
2. From (3.38), it follows that Хц is the intersection of Qi : X2X3 — X4X5 = 0 
and Q2 : X2 — X1X3 = 0. We see that /i'er(Q2) = [64,65] from which follows 
that Q2\ Ker(Qi) ' s 6 ' v e n by the equation X4X5 = 0 and has rank 2. With 
the notation as above, we see that Qi : X2X3 = 0 and Q'2 : x^ — X1X3 = 0, 
hence the situation is as in Figure 3.3.8.e. 
3. From (3.38), it follows that Xfjj is the intersection of Qi : X2 — X1X3 = 0 
and Q2 : X2 — X4X5 = 0. We see that Кег(Сі) = [64,65] from which follows 
that Q2I Ker(Qi) ' s given by the equation X4X5 = 0 and has ranJb 2. With 
the notation as above, we see that Q'j : x^ — X1X3 = 0 and Q'^ : x\ = 0, 
hence the situation is as in Figure 3.3.6.a. 
D 
L e m m a 3.3.11 We have the following geometrical criteria. 
1. A curve С of genus 5 lies on X¡ if and only if there exists a line L in P 2 
that goes through two nodes of Гс and does not intersect Гс in another 
point. 
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2. A curve С of genus 5 lies on Хц if and only if there exists a line L in P 2 
such that L is a flex line in a smooth point of Гс and goes through a node 
ofTc. 
3. A curve С of genus 5 lies on Хщ if and only if there exists a line L in P 2 
that goes through two nodes of Гс and intersects Гс in another point. 
P r o o f First we prove 1. and 3. If a curve С of genus 5 lies on X[ or on Хщ, 
then it lies on the intersection of two quadrics of rank 3. Hence Гс must have 
two nodes Pi and P2. Let Pi respectively P2 correspond with Qi respectively 
Q2- Then the line L : XPi + μΡ2 corresponds to the pencil XQi + ßQ2· The 
intersection of L and Гс is given by the quadrics in our pencil which have rank 
< 4. Hence, L П Гс is given by det(XAQ1 + PAQ3) = 0. 
1. From (3.38), we see that for Xf holds 
det(XAQ1 + Μ < ? , ) = 
0 0 -μ 0 0 
0 2μ 0 0 - λ 
-μ 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2Х 0 
0 - λ 0 0 0 
= -2Χ3μ 3.,2 
Hence L intersects Гс in no other point. 
3. From (3.38), we see that for Хщ holds 
det(XAQl +μΑζί:ι) = 
0 
0 
-A 
0 
0 
0 
2Χ + 2μ 
0 
0 
0 
-Λ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-μ 
0 
0 
0 
-μ 
0 
= -2Λ 2μ 2(λ + μ). 
Hence L intersects Гс in one other point. 
Hence, now we know that if a curve of genus 5 lies on Xj or on Хщ that L is 
as mentioned above. The converse of this follows from Lemma 3.3.7. 
We can do the same for our surface Хц. Let Qi be the quadric of rank 4, 
and let Q2 be the quadric of rank 3. Again, let Pi respectively P2 correspond 
with Qi respectively Q2. Then, L Π Гс is given by 
det(XAQ1 + / M Q J = 
0 0 -μ 0 0 
0 2/i - λ 0 0 
- μ -λ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 - λ 
0 0 0 -Л 0 
= 2Χ2μ3. 
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Hence L goes through a node of Гс and is a flex line in a smooth point of Гс-
For the converse of this, we have to do more work. Suppose that Гс has a 
node P2 and that L is a line through P2 and a smooth point Pi of Гс· Let Qi 
be the quadric of rank 4 that corresponds to Pi and let and Q2 be the quadric 
of rank 3 that corresponds to P2. Then we have to consider the following cases. 
1. Q\ intersects the singular locus of Q2 in two different points. 
2. Qi intersects the singular locus of Q2 in only one point. 
3. Qi contains the singular locus of Q2· 
1. Now we can use Lemma 3.3.9. 
(a) Qi and Q2 are of type 1. Then L intersects Гс in two other different 
points. 
(b) Qi and Q2 are of type2. Then L intersects Гс in one other point (a 
node!). 
(c) Qi and Q2 are of type 3. Then L intersects Гс in the node and in a 
smooth flex point Pi. 
2. By elementary matrix operations we can get 
AQ, = 
I 1 о о о о \ 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
\ о о о о 0 ) 
AQ^ -
( 0 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 AQ' 
V o o / 
Hence, att{\Aq
x
 + pAq^) is divisible by λ3. Thus, L intersects Гс in the 
node with higher multiplicity. 
3. By elementary matrix operations we can get 
/ 0 0 0 1 0 \ 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 0 0 ) 
. Λ<?3 = 
/ 0 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 Лс-
^ 0 0 ) 
Л<Эі = 
Hence, dttiXAq^ +/ІЛ<З. )) is divisible by A4. Thus, again, L intersects Гс 
in the node with higher multiplicity. 
From this list we may conclude that if there exists a line L that goes through a 
node of Гс and through a flex point of Гс then С lies on our toric surface Хц. 
D 
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Chapter 4 
Classification of polygons 
4.1 Polygons without internal points 
Suppose that we have a polygon Ρ such that an edge of Ρ contains four points 
and such that g(P) = 0. Then, from Lemma 4.1.1, it follows that the height of 
all the points of Ρ with respect to this edge is at most 1. 
Lemma 4.1.1 Let Ρ = (рьРг) G Ζ 2 , Q = (çi,Ç2) € Ζ 2 . Let gcd(pi - qi,P2 -
92) > 3. Let R 6 Z 2 and let P' be the convex hull of P, Q and R. Let / be the 
line through Ρ and Q. If height(R, 1) > 1 , then g(P') > 0. 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2.11. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that Ρ = (0,0), Q = (η,Ο), η > 3 and that R — 
(гі,Г2),Г2 > 2. Then, Area(P') = ψ- and 6(P') < η + 2r 2 . Hence, g(P') = 
Area(P') - ^ p + 1 > ψ - ζψ* + 1 = ('"»-'Χ"-2? > 0, if r 2 > 2 and η > 3. 
D 
Hence, we may conclude that there are three types of polygons without 
internal points. 
Theorem 4.1.2 Let Ρ be a polygon with g(P) = 0. Then, Ρ is equivalent to 
one of the following: 
1. A triangle I
n
,n > 1 with vertices (0,0), (η,Ο), (0,1) (see Figure 4.1.3.a). 
2. A polygon ƒ„„, with vertices (0,0), (n, 0),(m, 1), (0,1) η > m > 1 (see 
Figure 4.1.3.b'). 
3. The triangle I with vertices (0,0), (2, 0), (0,2) (see Figure 4.1.3.c). 
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Figure 4.1.3 
a b c 
Proof From Lemma 4.1.1, it follows that Γ2 = 1 or that Γ2 = 2 and η = 2. О 
4.2 Polygons with one internal point 
Suppose that we have a polygon Ρ with one internal point. Suppose that Ρ has 
more than three vertices. Then, we can , by drawing an edge / from one vertex 
to another not neighbouring vertex, split Ρ into two other polygons Pi and P2. 
If the internal point is on /, then we have (/(Pi) = ¡/(Рз) = 0. However, if the 
internal point is not on /, then we have <7(Pi) = 1, (/(Рг) = 0-
Hence, we can get a polygon with one internal point by joining two polygons 
Pi and P2 with no internal point such that e = Pi П P2 is an edge of Pi and an 
edge of P2 and such that there are three points of Z 2 on e (see Figure 4.2.1). 
a b с 
Or we can get a polygon with one internal point by joining a polygon Pi 
with no internal points and a polygon P2 with one internal point such that 
e = Pi Π P2 is an edge of Pi and an edge of P2 such that there are two points 
of Z 2 on e (see Figure 4.2.2). 
a b с 
Because of the fact that this only works for polygons with more than three 
vertices, we first have to make a list of triangles with one internal point. 
Let Δ be a 3-fan and let X = Te m ò(A). Let d,· = κι(σ,·), i = 1,2,3. Then 
by Lemma 1.4.12, we have Pic(X) Ξ Ζ and a generator of Pic(X) corresponds 
to the function h G 5 Ρ ( Δ ) such that ¿ ( η ) = О.Цгг) = 0,Л(гз) = І с т ^ . а з ) -
From Corollary 1.4.13, it follows that gcd(di,d3) = gcd(di,d2»¿3)· Let 
d = gcd(di,d2,d3), then it follows that VC*) = (—¿з/а, — di/d, — d^/d) (see 
Lemma 1.4.21). Therefore, we take /ι(τι) = 0,/ι(τ2) = 0,/і(тз) = — 1ст(</і,<із). 
: cs^ 
Fieure 4.2.1 
: ^ ] 
Fieure 4.2.2 
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Hence, the corresponding line bundle £/, is an ample generator of Pic(X) (see 
Lemma 1.6.4). Now, let Ρ be the triangle such that Ch = £ƒ·. Then, from 
Lemma 1.6.8.1, it follows that 
(4.1) 
and also 
(4.2) 
9(p) = -rm wi + i. 2а2 2d 
9{rP) = _ r
2did2d3 r(di + di + dz) 
+ 1. 2d2 2d 
It is a nice exercise to see that we can only get a triangle with one internal 
point in the case of the following tuples (r, di, d2,dz): 
(1,2,2,4) (see Figure 4.2.4.a) 
(1,1,2,3) (see Figure 4.2.4.b) 
(4.3) (1, 3, 3,3) (see Figure 4.2.4.c) 
(2,1,1,2) (see Figure 4.2.4.d) 
(3,1,1,1) (see Figure 4.2.4.e). 
If we now try all the possibilities of allowed joins of polygons as remarked 
before, then we get the following 
Theorem 4.2.3 A polygon Ρ with one internal point is equivalent to one of 
the following polygons which are all not equivalent to each other. 
Figure 4.2.4 
Δ ; ; tsj ; ; £ 
&:•. ;s>; \u\ ·:&·. \'o. 
к 1 m 
Proof See above discussion. 
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4.3 Polygons with collinear interior 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon such that its internal points are collinear. Let 
g(P) = g and let p i , . . . ,p3 be the internal points of Ρ with P¡ = (»', 1) 6 Ζ 2 . If 
g > 4 then it follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that Ρ is contained in V = {(x,y) G 
Ζ
2
 J 0 < y < 2}. It is easy to see that this is also the case if g = 3 or g = 2 (not 
if g = 1!!). Without loss of generality, we may assume that Ρ has a vertex in 
Pi = (0,0). Now, there are three types of polygons. 
Type 0 There is no point on the boundary of Ρ and on the line y = 1. 
Type 1 There is one point on the boundary of Ρ and on the line y — 1. 
T y p e 2 There are two points on the boundary of Ρ and on the line y = 1. 
Let us discuss the three types briefly. 
Type 0 Without loss of generality, we may assume that another vertex is Рз = 
(1,2). Let Рз = (1 + ifc,2).Then, P, = (2g - Jfc,0) (see Figure 4.3.1). We 
may assume, к > 2g — к, hence к > g and к < 2g. Hence, for each 
g < к < 2g, we have one polygon. Therefore, we have g + 1 inequivalent 
polygons of Type 0. 
. P2 ζ , Ρ } 
Figure 4.3.1 'η Ρ* 
T y p e 1 Again, let Pi = (0,0), P2 = (1,2), P3 = (1 + k,2). Then, P 4 has to 
be (g + 1,1) and let P5 = (u,0). We may assume that Jfc > u (see Figure 
4.3.2). Let P5 = (2g — Jfc+1,0). Hence, we may also assume и < 2g — Jfe + 1. 
Therefore, if к < 2g - к + 1, then 0 < u < Jfc, and if ifc > 2g - к + 1 then 
O < u < 2 0 - J f c + 1. Hence, 
( 
0 < A : < e = > 0 < u < j b , 
(4.4) { ~ ~ ~ 
g<k<2g + l = > 0<u<2g-k + l. 
For each such pair (к, и), we have one polygon. Each of them inequivalent 
with another. From this, it follows that we have (</+ l)(g + 2) inequivalent 
polygons of Type 1. 
P2, ~ Ρβ 
• · P, 
Figure 4.3.2 A . . . V . . PE 5 5 
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Type 2 Let Λ = (0,0), P2 = (0,1), P3 = (8,2), P4 = (s + k,2), P5(g + 
1,1), Pe = (",0), Pc = (2g — s — к + 2,0). Now , in analogous way, we 
get the following result. Let 0 < s < g + 1. Then, 
{ ' \ g + l-s<k<2g + 2-2s => 0 < u <2g + 2 -2s - k. 
The total number of inequivalent polygons of Type 2 is 
¿(ff + 2)(g + 3)(2g + 5). 
's' Рз' ' 'к' ' ' ' 'P4 
Ръг^ Л > 5 
Figure 4.3.3 ft. . . V . . Л 
•^ 
From the above discussion, it follows that the total number of inequivalent 
polygons with g internal points on a straight line is 
(4.6) І (0 + 3)(2<;2 + 15<7+16). 
4.4 Classification of arbitrary polygons 
We want to know all the families of curves on a toric surface given by a line 
bundle as before. Therefore, we need to know what kinds of polygons exist. 
Suppose that we have a convex polygon. If we remove a vertex and if we let 
P' be the convex hull of the remaining points, then there are two possibilities: 
either all the remaining points are on a line or not. The first case only happens 
if Ρ is a triangle with no internal points. 
L e m m a 4.4.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon with n(P) > 4. Then there exists 
a convex polygon P' with n(P') = n(P) — 1 and a point Q G Ζ 2 such that the 
convex hull of Q and P' is P. 
Proof First, suppose that g{P) > 0, then Q may be an arbitrary vertex of P. 
If, however, g(P) = 0, then there are two cases. Either Ρ is of type ƒ„; then let 
Q be a vertex on an edge which contains more than two points, or Ρ is of type 
In m or 1; then let Q be an arbitrary vertex. Now, Let P' be the convex hull of 
P\Q. α 
From Lemma 2.2.11, it follows that Q in Lemma 4.4.1 must have height 1 
with respect to some edge. Hence, now we can make a list of all the polygons 
Ρ with n(P) = η € N>3 in the following way : 
Suppose that we have a list of all the polygons P ' with n(P ') = η — 1. Then 
we determine for all such P ' the points Q which are on height 1 with respect 
to some edge. We determine for each such Q the convex hull Ρ of Q and P ' . 
Then, we look if this polygon Ρ is in the list of polygons with n(P) = η till so 
far. For η = 3, there is only one such polygon. 
We have written a computer program to make these lists for us. It is beautiful 
to see all these polygons, but there are too many to show them here. Hence, 
the lists are available on request. More interesting is the number of inequivalent 
convex polygons Ρ with n(P) = η for a certain n. Therefore, 
Definition 4.4.2 Let #po/(n) be the number of inequivalent convex polygons 
Ρ such that n(P) = n. 
Now we can make the following list. 
η 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
#po/(n) 
1 
3 
6 
13 
21 
41 
67 
111 
175 
286 
419 
643 
938 
1370 
1939 
2779 
3819 
5293 
7191 
9752 
η 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
#po/(n) 
12991 
17321 
22641 
29687 
38533 
49796 
63621 
81300 
102807 
129787 
162833 
203642 
252898 
313666 
386601 
475540 
582216 
710688 
863552 
1048176 
4.5 Classification to g(P); Area(P) < 2g(P) + 2 
We would like to have a list of all the polygons such that g(P) = g. Because 
then, we know all the families of curves with a certain genus on toric surfaces. 
We will use the classification of Paragraph 4.4 for this. Therefore, we will prove 
the inequality Лгеа(Р) < 2g(P) + 2 , from which follows (by Pick's formula) 
that n(P) < 3g(P) + 6. Hence, if we want to make a list of all the polygons 
with g(P) = g, we have to search in the list of n(P) = n, until η = 3</(P) + 6. 
For instance, if we want to do this for g = 6, then we need this list until η = 24. 
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If we forget the hyperelliptic curves (polygons with collinear internal points), 
then we have a better bound. Then, we can prove Area(P) < | ( ;(P) + 3¿, which 
makes the search much easier. For instance, for g = 6 we only have to search 
until π = 21. First, we want to relate some of the invariants of Ρ to the 
invariants of I(P). 
Definition 4.5.1 Let Δ be a fan. Denote η(Δ) = # Δ (1). 
Lemma 4.5.2 Let Ρ be a convex polygon such that its internal points are not 
collinear. Then, 
1. Area(I(P)) = Area(P) - 6(P) + 6 - Π ^ ί . 
2. δ{Ι(Ρ)) = ¿(Ρ) + η(Δ) - 12. 
3. g(I(P)) = g(P) - 6(P) - η(Δ) + 12 = Ar
ea
(P) - §¿(P) - η(Δ) + 13. 
Proof From Lemma 2.4.2, it follows that 
η(Δ) η(Δ) 
(4.7) δ(Ι(Ρ)) = Σ (MP) - 2 + ісз(7і)) = KP) + Σ К*Ы - 2п&· 
ι = 1 · = 1 
Because Δ is smooth, we know from [16, Remark on page 45] that 
η(Δ) 
(4.8) Σ кз(т,) = 3η(Δ) - 12. 
ι = 1 
Hence, 
(4.9) 6(Ι(Ρ)) = ¿(Ρ) + η(Δ) - 12. 
Pick's formula gives : 
(4.10) g(P)
 =
 Area(P)-^p. + l, 
(4.11) g(P) - 6(I(P)) = Area(I(P)) - 6ΛΜΆ + l. 
From equations (4.10) and (4.11) we get 
(4.12) Л7-еа(/(Р)) = Лгеа(Р) - ¿(Ρ) + 6 - ^ і 
The expression for g(I(P)) follows now, again, from Pick's formula. ü 
Example 4.5.3 Let Ρ and I(P) be as in Figure 4.5.4.a. Then, 
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Figure 4.5.4 
(4.13) 
Thus , Lemma 4.5.2 gives 
η(Δ) 
(4.14) 
Area(P) = 46 
g(P) = 41 
δ(Ρ) = 12 
δ{Ι(Ρ)) = 17 
= 1 7 - 1 2 + 1 2 
Лгеа(/(Р)) = 4 6 - 1 2 + 6 - ^ 
g(I(P)) = 4 1 - 1 2 - 1 7 + 1 2 
= 4 6 - 1 8 - 1 7 + 1 3 
= 17, 
= ЗЦ, 
= 24 
= 24. 
Now, we will give some (sharp) bounds of the area of Ρ in terms of g(P). 
Lemma 4.5.5 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Then, 
(4.15) Area(P) > ^ψ- - 1. 
Proof It is trivial that δ(Ρ) < n(P). Hence, Area(P) = n(P) - ^ - 1 
„(P) - !ψ - 1 = ηψ. - 1. 
Lemma 4.5.6 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Then, 
1. g(P) = 0 = > Area(P) = i , η G N. 
2. g(P) = 1 = > Area(P) < Ц. 
3· g(f) > 2 and the internal points may be collinear. Then, 
(4.16) Area(P) < 2g(P) + 2. 
4· g(P) > 3 and the internal points are not collinear. Then, 
(4.17) Area(P)<lg(P) + 3±. 
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Proof Case 1. Trivial. 
Case 2. Look at the list in Theorem 4.2.3 and check the inequality. 
Case 3. If g > 3 then f g{P) + 3 < 2g{P) + 2. Hence, if the points are not 
collinear, then the inequality Area(P) < 2g(P) + 2 follows from Case 4. If the 
internal points are collinear , then we determine the area of the polygon in all 
of the cases of Paragraph 4.3. 
1. Ρ is of Type 0 : => Area(P) = 2g(P) < 2g(P) + 2. 
2. Ρ is of Type 1 : = > УІгеа(Р) =
 i , ( P ) + I u + i j b + I < 2<7(Р)+1 < 2g{P)+2. 
3. Ρ is of Type 2 : = > Area{P) = g{P) + Ìи + ±k + 1 < 2g(P) + 2. 
Case 4. The internal points of Ρ are not collinear, hence from Lemma 4.5.2, 
it follows that 
(4.18) Area(I(P)) = Лгеа(Р) - ¿(Ρ) + 6 - ^^-. 
Hence, 
(4.19) Area(I(P)) = 2g(P) - Area(P) + 4 - • ^ ^ . 
But from Lemma 4.5.5, it follows that 
(4.20) Area(P) > ^p- - 1. 
And therefore, 
(4.21) 2<,(Р)-Лгеа(Р) + 4 - ^ 1 > ^ 1 - 1 . 
From which follows that 
(4.22) ^9(Ρ) + 5>Αν6α(Ρ)+2ψ.. 
But η(Δ) > 3, hence, 
(4.23) lg(P) + 3±>Area{P). 
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Chapter 5 
Explicit calculation of 
/^(X, Ω^ (g) Cp ® ωχ) w i th t h e 
help of t h e Poincaré res idue 
m a p 
5.1 Introduction and known facts 
In this chapter we will use the following setting. Let Ρ be a convex polygon 
and let Xp — Temb{¿S.p). If Ρ is arbitrary, then in general, ωχρ will not be a 
line bundle. Therefore, let Δ be the coarsest common subdivision of Δ ρ and 
of Δ ^ ρ ) , let Δ(1) = {τι,.,.,Γη}, let X = T
e m t ( A ) , let D ; = V(TJ) and let 
D — ^—Dj be the canonical divisor. It is for this surface X that we will 
determine Λ^ΛΤ,Ω^ ® Cp ®ωχ). In the special case that Ρ is maximal, we 
ought to get the same result as in Theorem 2.5.2. Now we will repeat some 
results from [16] which we will need. 
1. Letting ρ = 1 in [16, Theorem 3.6.4] we get, because of the fact that every 
cone in Δ is simplicial in dimension 2, the following exact sequence 
(5.1) 0 — , Ω ^ — n ^ ( l o g D ) - ^ 0 0D}-^ 0. 
2. From [16, Theorem 3.1, p=l] , it follows that 
(5.2) П)({\оъО)~Ох®Ъ2~Ох®Ох. 
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3. The map о in (5.1) is defined as follows (see [16, page 119,120]) 
(5.3) a = 0 RT} with 
(5.4) Rr, : n ^ l o g D ) —• 0Dj, defined by 
V У
 / » e a — • ( T j , e a ) - / | £ ) j . 
The map RT is nothing but the Poincaré residue map for the component 
Dj of the divisor D on [/„,. 
We will identify 1 0 el with ^ and 1 <g) e2 with ^ . 
4. Я 0 ( Л : , п ^ ) = 0 (see [16, Lemma 3.11:(1)]). 
5.2 The calculation 
We want to determine Ηι(Χ,υχ ® Cp ®ωχ). Therefore, we tensor the exact 
sequence (5.1) with the line bundle Cp®u>x to get 
0 — • Ö l ® Cp ® ωχ —• n5>(log D) ® £ p ® ωχ 
(5.6) 
—
> 0 r , 6 A ( i ) £ / , ® w * | D j — ^ 0 -
and from (5.6), we get the following cohomology sequence 
0 —• H0(X, Ùlx®Cp® ω
χ
) — Η0(Χ, Ω1χ(log D) ® Гр ® ωχ) 
(5.7) - ^ e T J 6 Δ ( 1 ) Я 0 ( X , £ p ® ω χ | D i ) ^ Я 1 ( X , Ω З f ® £ p ® ω χ ) 
-ί-> H1(X,Çi1x(\ogD)®Cp®wx)-^ ... 
From (5.2), it follows that 
(5.8) fi}(-(logD)®£p®uix иСр®ь)х®Ср®и>х. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let X and Cp be as in Paragraph 
5.1. Then, 
(5.9) Я 1 ( Л : ,£р ® ш х ) = 0. 
Proof Let h G SF(A) such that £ ρ | Δ 2 Ch and let Λ' G SF(A) such that 
£ρ,Δ ® ω χ — jCfc'. Then, by Lemma 2.4.2 and by Lemma 2.3.1, it follows that 
ФІ{СН') > 0. Hence, h' is upper convex (use [16, Theorem 2.7]). Then, by [16, 
Corollary 2.9], the lemma follows. О 
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From this lemma, it follows that β in (5.7) is the zero map. How is or defined? 
From (5.8), it follows that 
Я
0
^ , ςΐ
ι
χ
(logD) ® Cp ® ωχ) ~ Я 0 ( Х , Ω^(log£>)) ® Η0(Χ, Cp ® ω χ ) . 
Hence, α is defined on Ηα{Χ,Ώ}
χ
 (logD)) by the Poincaré residue map and 
on H0(X,Cp®wx) by restricting the section to the component Dj. Hence, let 
0еЯ о (Л:,£р®и;л:),/еЯ о (Х,Пі^о)). Then 
(510) a(/®ff)= 0 RrAft-giDj-
Let {^, ^ } be a basis for H0{X, Ql
x
(\og D)) and let {s.Jfi^ be a basis for 
H0(X, Cp ® ω χ ) , where s,· are sections that correspond with the points of I(P). 
Then, 
(5.11) Im(a) = dim(span(a( s,),a( «І))І=І, . ,S(P)) · 
χ у 
If we let Ti = (a,·, 6,·) G Ζ 2 , then we see by (5.5) that 
áx di/ 
(5.12) a(—•в) = а 1 - - в | д and a ( — · s) = b • s\ p.. 
Hence, we have to know what the restriction of a section s to a component D, 
is. 
Lemma 5.2.2 Let Δ be a η-fan. Let X = Т
ет
ь(А), let Δ(1) = { r i , . . . , r „ } , 
and let тУ be the primitive vector such that (Τ,-,Γ,^) = 0 and <íet(r,-,r¿v) > 0. 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon with respect to Δ . Let i/¡ = Vi(P, Δ ) . Let s be 
the section of Cp^ which corresponds to a point m in P. Then we have the 
following possibilities. 
1. m lies strictly in the interior of P. Then s\ β. = 0 , j = l , . . . n . 
2. m lies on an edge of P. Let m = υ + ατ^, with ν a vertex of P. 
(a) If m is not a vertex, then 
s | Dj = 0 « ^  J-
(b) If m is a vertex between the edges that correspond with r,- and r , + e # , 
then 
s | Dj = χυ' Ì = i 
s\Dj = ΐ/"' j = »' + 1. ·•·.»' + « J 
si /-). = 0 otherwise. 
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Proof The restriction of £ƒ>,£ to Dj is the bundle 0(і/,) on Dj . We have the 
possibihty of choosing coordinates on Dj That is why we choose α to be the 
number such that m = ν + ατ1
ν
 and then choose the restriction as in the lemma. 
Suppose that m lies strictly in the interior of P. Then in the same way as 
in the proof of Lemma 3.2.10, we see that si β = 0 for all j . 
Suppose that m lies not on the interior of Ρ and is not a vertex. Let m = 
υ + α τ / , then , as above, si £) = 0 if j φ i, and by taking appropriate coordinates 
on Í/,,, we see that si £> = хау'''~а. 
However, if m is a vertex, then the situation is as in Figure 5.2 3. 
Figure 5.2.3 
By taking appropriate coordinates (again as above) we have si £> = a;"·, and 
si £) = 3/"·+«·. In between, because (s)o · Д = 0 and because si д is 1 in 
the intersection point of D, and Д + і , we conclude that si £> = 1. О 
It immediately follows that, if m is in the interior of I(P), then for the 
corresponding section s holds that si д = 0 . Hence, ^ · s and ^ · s are in the 
kernel of a. 
Lemma 5.2.4 Let s be a section that corresponds with a point m on the edge 
of ƒ(P) which is not a vertex. Then, 
(5.13) d t m ( s p a n ( a ( — · 8 ) , α ( — s))) = 1. 
ι y 
Proof Let m = ν + ar$
v
 with ν a vertex Then, si £) φ 0 if and only if j = i. 
And then (by Lemma 5.2 2), 
(5.14) a(— • s) = ( 0 , . . . , 0, α,ι V ' - , 0, . . . , 0), 
χ 
(5.15) α ( ^ - s) = ( 0 , . . . , 0 ,6 ,xV '- 0 ,0 , . . . , 0). 
У 
And the span of these two vectors has, of course, dimension 1. О 
Lemma 5.2.5 If s is a section that corresponds with a vertex of I(P), then 
ox du (5.16) dim(span(a(— •s),a(— · s))) = 2. 
X y 
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Proof Suppose that m is a vertex between the edges that correspond with r¿ 
and Tj + a , . Then, as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.4, 
dx 
(5.17) a ( — .s) = (0 , . . . ,0 ,a 1 i , ' ' 1 a , + i > . . . , a 1 + a ._ 1 , a , + o , .y , ' '+«" ,0 ) . . . > 0) , 
χ 
(5.18) Q ( ^ . s ) = (0 , . . . , 0 ,6 , i , ' - , 6 j + 1 , . . . , 6 , + o . _ 1 , ò j + a . y ' ' ' + - . ,0 , . . . , 0 ) , 
У 
and the lemma follows because dei [ , '
 l
, + 1
 ] = — κΑσΛ φ 0. • 
V ο· o.+i / 
Lemma 5.2.6 Let s\ and «2 be sections corresponding to different points which 
are not in the interior of I(P). Then, 
Am(«pan(a(& · «i), a ( ^ · «0) + d¿m(span(a(^ • Í 2 ) , a ( ^ · β2)) = 
Л т (
в
р а
П
( а ( & · «t), а ( ^ · «0, a ( f - s 2 ), a ( Ä . „ ) ) . 
Proof Suppose that si corresponds with mi and sj with т з . Suppose that mi 
and т г a r e n o t vertices.. Then, 
(5.19) а ( ^ -
Д 1 ) = ( . . . , а , х У ' - у . . ) , 
о. 
and 
(5.20) α ( - .
β 2 ) = ( . . . ι 0 , . . . ) . 
And hence the lemma is true. Similar argument holds if we have two vertices 
or one vertex. ü 
From the above lemmas, we can conclude the following 
Lemma 5.2.7 Let the situation be as above. Then, 
(5.21) Л т ( / т ( а ) ) = η(Δ/(/>)) + ¿( / (Ρ)). 
Proof Follows from 5.2.4, 5.2.5 and 5.2.6. A vertex counts for 2 and a point 
between two vertices counts for 1. Hence, dim(7m(a)) = # vertices of I{P) + 
6{I{P)). a 
Theorem 5.2.8 Let the situation be as above. Then, 
(5.22) ^(Χ,ύ^ ®Cp® ωχ) = η(Δ) - n(AI(P)). 
Proof £ ?
= 1 h°(X,Cp®wx] д.) = Σ ? = ι ( · ' . № ) ) + 1) = 6(I(P)) + n(A). By 
(5.7) we have /^(Χ,Ω^ ® Cp ® ωχ) = dim(coker(a)) = 6(I(P)) + n(A) -
Κ Δ / ί , , ) ) + 6(I(P))) = η(Δ) - níA/fp)). D 
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Corollary 5.2.9 The number of r, such that кз(г,) = 1 and Ι Ί ( Ρ ) = 1 is equal 
to hl(X,Ú1x®Cp®wx). 
Proof If г,- 6 Δ(1) and r, 0 Δ/(ρ)(1), then the lemma follows by Lemma 2.6.7. 
D 
5.3 An example 
To end this chapter, we give an example. Let Ρ and Δ be as in Figure 5.3.1. 
Figure 5.3.1 
Table 5.3.2 gives the Poincaré residue defined as in (5.4). Table 5.3.3 gives 
the restriction of the sections s, of the bundle Cp ® ωχ to the component Dj. 
Table 5.3.4 gives the map a. 
Table 5.3.2 
Table 5.3.3 
dx 
X 
¿a 
У 
OD, 
1 
1 
oDì 
1 
0 
OD3 
J 
-1 
OD, 
1 
-2 
OD, 
0 
-1 
OD. 
-1 
0 
OD, 
-1 
1 
Оп> 
0 
1 
S\ 
52 
«3 
54 
«5 
S6 
«7 
SS 
«9 
«10 
Di 
1 
£>2 
У 
X 
D3 
f 
xy2 
х
2
У 
χ
3 
DA 
1 
Db 
У 
χ 
D6 
У 
χ 
D7 
2/3 
xy2 
X2y 
χ
3 
Ds 
χ 
У 
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Table 5.3.4 
¥·ι 
* · > 
¥^ з 
±ч 
¥-
¥·« 
¥-7 
^ ^ β 
?* 
ΐ* 
f" 
> 
** 
f« 
ΐ»« 
ΐ " 
> 
f" 
* · . ο 
"Ι D i " I D2 
1 » 
ζ 
1 0 
0 
a\D3 
У
3 
ХУ
2 
Х
2
У 
I 3 
-У
3 
-ху
2 
-х
2
У 
- X 3 
β | ί>4 
1 
0 
- 2 
0 
α
ΙΑ> 
0 
0 
- у 
—X 
Q\D6 
-У 
— X 
0 
0 
a\D7 
-У
3 
- х у
2 
- Х
2
У 
- X 3 
У
3 
ХУ
2 
Х
2
У 
X 3 
а\о
а 
0 
0 
X 
У 
Theorem 5.2.8 gives 
(5.23) ^(Χ,ΰ^χ ®£ρ®ωχ) = η(Δ) - τι(Δ/(ρ)) = 8 - 6 = 2. 
From Table 5.3.4, we see that 
dx 
(5.24) diTn(span(a(—- · s,))) = 16, 
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and we also know that 
β 8 
(5.25) ^И1(Х,Сг®ш
х
) = ^ ( ч + 1) = 18. 
• = 1 1 = 1 
And indeed, 18-16=2. 
Furthermore, we see that 
( , 9 й «з(гі) = 1 and i/i(P) = l, (b¿b)
 к3(т4) = 1 and i/4(P) = 1, 
and this holds for no other element of Δ(1). Hence, also Corollory 5.2.9 gives 
equation (5.23). 
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Chapter 6 
The ideal of a projective 
embedded toric variety 
Let Ρ be a convex polygon in Z 2 and let X = Т
ет
ь(Ар). Then, £ p gives an 
embedding X -*-» Ρ " " 1 , where η = h0(X,CP). Let I С Cfci , . . .,x„] be the 
ideal of X and let Ij = /D C[xi, . . . , i„] be the part of I of degree d. Then, we 
have the following exact sequence 
(6.1) 0 — Id - Symd(H0{X, Cp)) Η H0(X, Cf) — 0. 
Definition 6.1 Let Ρ be a convex polygon in Z2.We define Pj as the convex 
polygon which we get by multiplying Ρ by d. 
Cp is the line bundle corresponding to Pj. Let Ρ contain the points 
m i , . . . , m
n
. A monomial m € Symd(H0(XlCp)) is a monomial in the variables 
i i , . . . , xn which correspond to the points of P . 
Definition 6.2 Let Q € P¿. A path of length d to Q is a set of d points 
{ζι,.,.,χ,ι} (not necessarily difTerent) such that i,· G Ρ, with 1 < ii < d and 
Σ ?
=
ι *< = <?• 
A monomial m of degree d is a path of length d to φά(τή) G Pj and conversely, 
every path to an element of Pd is a monomial of degree d in the variables 
{ ζ ι , . . . , ^ } . 
Lemma 6.3 Let Ρ be the triangle given by XQ = (0,0), i i = (1,0), 12 = (1,1)· 
Let Q G Pd- Then, there exists a unique path to Q. 
Proof 
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• · 'Pi / 
'. '.У^я 
Figure 6.4 
Let Q = (α,ό) G Pd. Take S = {χι,.. .,χι,Χ2,.. .,Х2,хо, • -.,χο)- Then 5 
Ь a—b d—a—b 
is a path to Q. This is a well defined path because о > 6 and d > b + a because 
Q G Pd- It is unique because {хі.іг} ' s a basis for Ζ2. О 
Definition 6.5 (height function) Let L С R 2 be a line through zero such that 
there exists a point R = (ro, π ) G Ζ 2 on L. Take R in such a way that rj > 0 
and gcd(ro, ri) = 1. Let A G SL(2, Z) such that A(R) is ci. Let a; G Ζ 2 and let 
Л ( і ) = (α, 6). Then h(x, L) = b. 
This definition does not depend on A. The height function is additive. That 
means that if L is a line through (0,0), then h(x+y, L) — h(x,L)+h(y,L) Vx,y G 
Ζ
2
. 
Definition 6.6 A triangulation V
n
 of a convex polygon Ρ is a set of triangles 
V
n
 = {P,} such that 
1. Area{P,) = n/2 Vi. 
2. P R = υ,Ρ,,κ. 
3. Р,,лПР,,
л
СдР,
іЛ
 i jij. 
Lemma 6.7 Let Ρ be a convex polygon and Q G Pd- Then there exists a path 
of length d to Q. 
Proof 
Figure 6.8 
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Let Vi = {P¡} be a triangulation of P. Then V¿ = {P¡td} is a triangulation 
of Pj. Hence, Q 6 Pia for a certain i. Let і, 2, э be the vertices of P,·^. 
Then, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that there exist unique a,ò,c € N such that 
a(v2— і)+Ь( э—Vi)+cO = Q—dvi wi tha+6+c = d. Hence, av2+6t>3+c«i = Q. 
Π 
From this lemma, it follows that <f>d is surjective. 
T h e o r e m 6.9 The ideal I is generated by polynomials of degrees 2 and 3. 
The next lemmas will serve to prove this theorem. From the way that we 
look at the problem, we see that Id is generated by polynomials of the form 
x
<i
 — yd such that the monomials ха, у** € Symd(H0{X, Cp)) are mapped by фл 
to the same image. 
Definition 6.10 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. An operation of degree η on 
a path 5 = {χι,., .,ζ^} to Q £ Pd is the substitution of a subset 5 ' = 
{yii • • • іУп} С S by a subset 5" = {щ,... ,u„},u,· G Ρ, such that 
(6.2) 
Σ
ι =
 Σ
 x
 = Q-
x€S xç(s\s>)iis" 
Lemma 6.11 Let Ρ be a convex polygon. Let t ; j , . . . , r
n
 be its vertices. Let 
vi = (0,0), let Bi, i — 1,.. . ,n — 3 be the segments of Ρ which we get by drawing 
the lines L, from (0,0) to the vertices v^,.. .,v
n
_2 (see Figure 6.12). Suppose 
that we have a path S = {x\,..., xj} to Q Ç. Pd • Then, by operations of degree 
2, we can change S into a path 5 ' = {x^,.. .,χ'
ά
} to Q such that x( G ВІ0 for 
all t and a certain io. 
Figure 6.12 
Proof Let Τ = {x¿ G 5 | x, G Βι, χ,· £ Bj if j φ 1}. We may suppose that 
there is a y G S* and y 0 B\, because if such a y does not exists, then all x,- G Βγ 
and hence nothing is left to prove. 
Let h := Л
г е Т
 h(x, Li) and let R = y + χ for any χ G T. Then R G Bj for a 
certain j . Hence (by Lemma 6.7) there exist y7, x' G Bj such that R = y1 + x'. 
Now, there are two possibilities. 
1. y + x G Βχ. Then replace the subset {x} of Τ by the set {χ',ι/}. 
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2. y + χ & Bi. Then remove the subset {χ} of T. 
Replace in both cases the subset {x,y} of 5 by the set {χ',ι/}. Then, S is 
still a path to Q. 
• Let Λ' := 5 3 r € T h(x,Li). In case 1, we see that h(x',Li) + h(t/,Li) = 
h(x,Li) + h(y,Li) < h(x,Li) because h(y,Li) < 0. In case 2, we removed a 
point χ from Τ with h(x,Li) > 0. The conclusion is that h' < Λ. Therefore, if 
we continue this process, two things are possible. Either Λ becomes 0 or all the 
points are in Bj.. If Λ becomes 0, then we can start all over with B2, etc. We 
see that at the end, all steps are in one segment. The replacements in S are all 
operations of degree 2. О 
Lemma 6.13 Let Ρ be a triangle. Let Q € Рз- Then, there exists a path 
S = {χι,Χ2, X3} to Q, Xi G Ρ, such that one of the z,- is a vertex. 
Proof 
Figure 6.14 Vl 
Let vi = (0,0) and draw from each vertex t»,- а Рг,·· This means 
^ 2 , 1 
ΡΊ,Ί 
P2,3 
vertices 
{0,2 2,2 з} 
{З 2, 2, 2 + 2 з} 
{З з, з,2 2 + з} 
Let Li be the edge of .Рг,! that goes through V2 + V3. It is clear that every point 
Q € P3 is in Рг.іо for a certain ¿0· Hence, from Lemma 6.7, it follows that there 
is a path (starting from Vi0) to Q of length 2. If we also use v¿0 eis a step, then 
we have a path from 0 of length 3 to Q. О 
Lemma 6.15 Let Я be a triangle. Let S = {χι,.. .,Xd\ to Q G Pj. Then by 
operations of degree 3, we can change 5 in such a way that at most two steps 
of 5 are not vertices. 
Proof Take any three steps. Change them by an operation of degree 3 into three 
steps that contain a vertex. This is possible because of Lemma 6.13. Continue 
this process until there are no three steps left which are not vertices. D 
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Lemma 6.16 Let Ρ be a triangle with vertices і, 2, з. Let 
(6.3) 5 = {vi,.. .,vi,V2,... , 2, з,... , з,кі,к2} 
a b c 
be a path of length greater than 4 to a point Q. Then, there exists no other 
path 
(6.4) 5 ' = { і,...,
 1, 2,..., 2, з,..., з,к'1,к'2} 
a' b' e' 
to Q such that 5 Π S' = 0. 
Proof 
Figure 6.17 
Suppose that such a S' does exist. Then, without restriction, we may assume 
t h a t ( a , 6 , c ) = (d-2, 0,0) and (a', 6', c') = (0, k,d-2-k) with 0 < ¿fc < d-2-k. 
Look at Pd in Figure 6.17. Q is in area A. If d > 5, then it is clear that it is 
impossible to reach area A with the path 5 ' . If d = 4, then it is only possible if 
¿i or k'2 is the vertex vi. О 
Proof of t h e T h e o r e m 
Suppose that we have a relation xf = x^. Hence, we have two different paths 
to Q = Σι=ι ^і.· = Σ ι = ι χ2·'· ^ w e таке segments as in Lemma 6.11, we can 
change both paths into paths which contain only steps of a certain segment, by 
using only operations of degree 2. Hence, we get a relation JZ.-j χ'χ, = 5Z,_i x'2 , 
with Χι,,,ΐ2,ι G До- By using relations of degree 3, we can even get in the 
situation that x^ , (and also x^,) are all vertices of Bl0 except two of them 
(Lemma 6.15) . 
Now we prove the theorem by induction. For tí = 3, the theorem is true. 
Suppose that d > 3. From Lemma 6.16, it follows that Si = {xi,,} and S2 = 
{x2,i} have a step in common Hence, if we divide the relation by this variable, 
we get a relation of lower degree. But , by induction, this relation was in the 
ideal generated by I2 and /3 and therefore, the original relation was also in this 
ideal. О 
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Samenvatting 
Een algebraïsche torus Τ is een algebraïsche groep die isomorf is met (C*)". 
Een torische variëteit van dimensie η is een variëteit die een algebraïsche torus 
Τ als een open deelvariëteit bevat zo dat de actie van Τ op zichzelf uitbreidt 
tot een actie op de gehele variëteit. In het geval dat de dimensie van een 
torische variëteit twee is noemen we deze variëteit een torisch oppervlak. Een 
η-dimensionale torische variëteit wordt gegeven door een waaier Δ in Z n . Bij 
iedere waaier die correspondeert met een torisch oppervlak, definiëren we een 
set invarianten, die dat oppervlak karakteriseren. 
Een lijnbundel Cp op een torisch oppervlak correspondeert met een convexe 
veelhoek P. De nulpuntsverzameling van een globale snede van de lijnbundel is 
een algebraïsche kromme. Het geslacht van deze kromme is het aantal inwendige 
punten g(P) van de corresponderende veelhoek. Een veelhoek Ρ correspondeert 
echter ook met een boven convexe functie Λρ : Ζ 2 —• Ζ, die lineair is op de 
kegels van de waaier. Handige formules voor g(P) en de oppervlakte van Ρ 
worden afgeleid in termen van hp. 
De verzameling van globale sneden van een lijnbundel geeft op deze manier 
een familie van krommen waarvoor geldt dat een generieke kromme uit deze 
familie als geslacht g(P) heeft. Met behulp van de Kodairii-Spencer afbeelding 
kunnen we het aantal moduli voor zo'n familie bepalen. Voor het geval dat de 
familie correspondeert met een zogenaamd maximale veelhoek, bepalen we dat 
het aantal moduli gelijk is aan 
n(P) - dim(Aut(X)) - 1, 
waarbij X het torisch oppervlak is waarop de familie leeft. We bewijzen ook 
dat de dimensie van de automorfismen groep van een torisch oppervlak gelijk is 
aan de dimensie van de automorfismen groep van de minimale resolutie van het 
betreffende torisch oppervlak. 
Indien de corresponderende veelhoek Ρ niet maximaal is leiden we een algo­
rithme af om het aantal moduli te bepalen. Dit algorithme is er op gebaseerd 
dat Ρ bevat is in de maximale veelhoek die zit om de veelhoek I(P), het convex 
omhulsel van de inwendige punten van P. 
Ook eigenschappen van een kromme С als boven verkregen blijken te kunnen 
worden vertaald naar eigenschappen van de veelhoek. Zo blijkt С hyperelliptisch 
te zijn dan en slechts dan als de inwendige punten van Ρ op een lijn liggen en 
С blijkt een trigonale kromme te zijn als I(P) geen inwendige punten heeft. 
Voor een kromme С van geslacht vijf wordt een criterium bepaald wanneer 
hij op een torisch oppervlak ligt als nulpuntsverzameling van een globale snede 
van een lijnbundel. 
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een classificatie van veelhoeken in Z 2 gemaakt. Voor 
η G N>3 wordt het aantal inequivalente veelhoeken met n(P) = η bepaald. 
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Verder wordt de ongelijkheid 
Area(P) < 2g(P) + 2 
bewezen, hetgeen ons, in principe, in staat stelt om een lijst te maken van alle 
inequivalente veelhoeken met g(P) = g, voor iedere g > 1. 
Een andere combinatorische beschrijving van een meetkundig object kan 
gevonden worden in Hoofdstuk 5. Daar wordt aangetoond dat 
¡¿(X&x ® Cp <g> ωχ) = η(Δ) - піАцр)), 
waarbij, Χ = Т
ет
ь(&) en Δ de grofste onderverdeling van Δ ρ en Δ/(ρ) is. 
M.a.w. A1(X, Ωχ (g> Cp ® ωχ) is gelijk aan het verschil in het aantal stralen 
behorend bij de waaier Δ en het aantal stralen behorend bij de waaier Δ/(ρ). 
Tot slot wordt in Hoofdstuk 6 bewezen dat het ideaal van een torisch opper­
vlak wordt voortgebracht door polynomen van graad 2 en 3. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
The number of moduli of families of curves on toric surfaces 
door R.J. Koelman 
1. Een bovengrens voor het aantal cuspen op een algebraïsche kromme van 
graad 10 is 26 (see [1]). De volgende vergelijking definieert een kromme van 
graad 10 met 26 cuspen. 
761328152 i V - 5431439286 χ V + 2494 x2zs + 228715574724 i 6 y 4 + 
9127158539954 x 1 0 - 15052058268 x 6 y 2 r 2 + 3212722859346 х 8 у 2 -
134266087241 x 8 z 2 - 202172841 ifz2 - 34263110700 χV - 6697080 y 6 z 4 -
2042158 x 4 2 6 - 201803238 y 1 0 + 12024807786 х 4 у 4 г 2 - 128361096 х 4 у 2 ¿ 4 + 
506101284 x2z2y6 + 47970216 х 2 г 4 у 4 + 660492 x 2 z 6 y 2 -
z
1 0
 - 474 z8y2 - 84366 z6y4 = 0. 
Acht van de cuspen zijn: 
(»УЗ : 729 : 0), (1 : 0 : \/299), (0 : 1 : ЗіУП), (1 : 81 : 896І), (1 : 3 : 14»), 
(л/Го : 4іУіЗ : бЗ ^ІЗ), (4 іу/П : 9y/Î5 : 7y/U), (9:1: 24л/35). 
De andere cuspen volgen nu uit de symmetrie van de kromme. 
[1] R.J. Koelman, Over de cusp, Doctoraalscriptie, 1987, Leiden. 
2. Zij Ρ een convexe veelhoek in Z 2 , zo dat de inwendige punten van Ρ niet 
op een lijn liggen. Zij g(P) het aantal inwendige punten van Ρ en zij v(P) het 
aantal hoekpunten van P. Als ti(P) > 5 dan, 
(1) Area(P) < -g(P) 
v(P) 
+ 5. 
Als echter v(P) = 3 of v(P) = 4 dan, 
(2) Ανβα(Ρ)<ί9(Ρ)-ν-ψ- + 5, 
waarbij gelijkheid in (2) ook optreedt, zoals blijkt uit de volgende veelhoeken. 
Figuur 1 
3. Zij gegeven zes getallen O < Jb, < d¡, i = 1, . . ,3 . De volgende uitspraken zijn 
equivalent. 
1. Er bestaat een 3—fan Δ met invarianten κ:ι(<τ,) = d, en /С2(<т<) = fc¿. 
2. De getallen it, en d¡ voldoen aan 
di + fcik2¿2 + ^2^з = 0 mod di¿2 
(3) М з ^ і + М г + d3 = 0 mod drfs . 
kadi + ¿2 + ¿2*3^3 Ξ 0 mod ¿г^з 
4 Zij gegeven een kubus in R 3 . We nummeren de hoekpunten zo dat opeenvol­
gende hoekpunten (en de laatste met de eerste) door een ribbe verbonden zijn. 
Indien we nu de hoekpunten steeds in de richting van het volgende hoekpunt 
laten lopen zo dat de snelheid van een punt recht evenredig is met de afstand van 
dat punt tot het volgende punt, dan kunnen we de hoekpunten in twee klassen 
opdelen. De 'Even punten': dit zijn de hoekpunten die in een vlak liggen met 
de drie opvolgende punten; de 'Oneven punten': dit zijn de hoekpunten die niet 
even zijn. De snelheid van twee punten is op elk tijdstip gelijk dan en slechts 
dan als beide punten Even of Oneven zijn. De baan van de hoekpunten con­
vergeert naar een rondraaiende en krimpende regelmatige achthoek in een vlak. 
5. Gegeven is een stapel van 6 pakken kaarten. Iedere kaart heeft dezelfde kleur 
en alle plaatjes (behalve de azen) zijn vervangen door een 10. Indien we nu het 
spel Blackjack spelen, volgens de spelregels in de Holland Casino's, dan heeft 
de bank 54433 verschillende mogelijkheden om de kaarten neer te leggen. 
6. Indien men met de auto op vakantie gaat, is het verstandiger, steeds bij het 
vertrek na te gaan of er niets achtergebleven is, dan te controleren of alles in de 
auto is. Op deze wijze hoeft men niet bang te zijn dat men iets kwijtgeraakt is. 
7. Het feit dat A.I.O.'s op hun salaris gekort worden omdat ze onderwijs zouden 
krijgen, dient door de A.I.O.'s niet als argument gebruikt te worden om (voor 
het onderzoek) nutteloos onderwijs te vragen. 
8. De naam van de geheimagent 'Nulnulnix' in het album 'De Odyssee van 
Asterix' is minder goed gekozen dan de naam 'Dubbelosix' in de Engelse versie 
'Asterix and the black gold'. 
9. Alles begint met een 'A'. 


